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PREFACE
This report gives the results, in detail, for a stagnation-line
analysis of the radiative heating of a phenolic-nylon ablator. The
analysis includes flowfield coupling with the ablator surface, equili-
brium chemistry, a step-function diffusion model and a coupled line
and continuum radiation calculation. This report serves as the
documentation, i. e. users manual and operating instructions for the
computer programs listed in the report. Copies of the decks have been
transferred to Mr. James N. Moss, grant monitor, of the Langley Research
Center, and can be obtained from him or from the authors.
This report also served as Carl D. Engel's dissertation require-
ment in obtaining a Doctor of Philosophy degree in chemical engineering.
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results •
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thought and experience of
innumerable minds.Emerson- Letters and
Social Aims
i h_fl_ODUCTI ON
BACKGP,OUhq) The Apollo ii
_an is basically curious about his surroundings.
landing of manon the moon in 1969 has in a concrete way increased
man's surroundings to include the solar system. This basic curiosity
is sufficient itself to assure that there will be mannedplanetary
missions. The main scientific objectives for missions to the planets
has been concisely stated by Findlay, 1968 chairman of the Lunar and
_ia_Lt_taryl_is:;ion_' Be?rd of ,N&SA,(Ref. i.I), "To learn more of the
origin and history of the solar syste_nand to explore the possi-
bilities that life exist or has existed in other parts of that systen?'.
The physical realization of mannedplanetary exploration will require
many technological advances. The goal of the research presented
herein is to contribute to the advancement of one technological area
which nnlst be developed for a successful mannedplanetary mission.
Manyof the technological developments required for a successful
mannedplanetary mission _..Terediscussed and documented at the AIAA
meeting on Technology for i,L_nnedPlanetary Missions held in New
Orleans in _L_rch1968. Layton (Ref. 1.2) discussed the limitations
of the presently used chemical rockets and the undeveloped potential
of nuclear and electric rockets from the perspective of propulsion
requirements, improvements must be made in structural design and
synthesis (Ref. 1.3). Developments in hardware, software, man-
machine integration and other sub areas of guidance and control
technology are required (Ref. 1.4). The reliability and length of
operation of present life support systems must be increased (Ref. 1.5).
Advanced coi_.r_unications hardware must be developed to accomodate
high data rates transmitted from interplanetary distances (Ref. 1.6).
The technologies for man-machine integration and experimental design
amongothers must be developed. Furthermore, planetary entry and
landing technology must be improved (Ref. 1.7). The vehicle
heating aspect of planetary entry is the technological area of
concern of the present research.
The technology which must be developed for a successful manned
f
earth entry trom interplanetary tr_v_l i_ _';_tated by _ _,_r o
interplanetary trajectory, atmospheric braking trajectory and
vehicle shape used. These trajectories determine the type of thermal
environment, which in turn, determines the type and amount of heat
shielding required to adequately protect the entry vehicles.
Interplanetary trajectories are primarily determined by minimum
energy and transit time constraints. For a mannedmission to Mars
two types of interplanetary trajectories are under consideration.
These trajectories consist of either a direct flight to Mars or a
Venus swing-by as illustrated in Fig. i.i from Ref. 1.8. The swing-
by mission has two major advantages. First, additional scientific
information could be gained by a mannedpass near Venus. Secondly,
the entry velocity upon earth arrival is significantly reduced due
_OrS
Eodh
(b) Mars stopove_
Inbound Venus swingby
Opp
(c) Mars stopover-Direct
Fig. i.I Representive Mars Missions (From Ref. 1.8)
4to the encounter with the gravitational field of Venus. This is
illustrated in Fig. 1.2 from Ref. 1.7 for missions during the 1980
to 1999 period. Earth entry speeds are displayed for both direct
and Venus swing-by trajectories. The left edge of each bar in
Fig. 1.2 indicates velocities for trajectories optimized assuming
Mars atmospheric braking for capture while the right edge indicates
velocities for trajectories optimized assuming propulsive braking.
The resulting entry velocities for several planetary missions are
presented in Fig. 1.3. It is noted from Fig. 1.3 that the earth
entry velocity is between ii and 19 km/sec for essentially all
mis sio_s considered.
The earth arrival velocity from interplanetary trajectories
........,._¢_ entry trajectories.
provides initial conditions fo_" ea_'th .......,........
These trajectories are limited by heating, aerodynan_ic and deceleration
constraints- Due to |_uman limitations a loading limit of nominally
I0 g's (i.e. I0 times the earth gravitational force) is placed on
the possible entry trajectories. For a direct entry this trajectory
is called the undershoot boundary (Ref. 1.9). The aerodynamics of
the entry vehicle, determined primarily by body shape and weight,
establishes the size of the usable entry corridor. Furthermore, the
body shape has a significant effect on the surface heating. Thus an
optimum vehicle shape is a compromise between maximizing nlanuverabili_tY
and minimizing the heat input to the vehicle.
The magnitude of the kinetic energy which is dissipated during
atmospheric braking is proportional to the velocity squared. Since
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Fig. 1.3 Earth Entry Speeds for Several Mission
Objectives (From Ref. 1.7)
6the apparent velocity toward the vehicle is also volumetric flow rate
per unit area of strea_ntube toward the vehicle, it follo_.;s that the
energy flow per unit area, i.e. flux, toward the vehicle is
proportional to the velocity cubed. From the typical entry velocities
presented in Fig. 1.2 and 1.3 and noting that the Apollo lunar return
velocity is approximately ii ]_n/sec it is evident that the amount
of energy and energy flux is substantially higher for planetary
return velocities. Such velocities, which are greater than the
earth escape velocity, are called hyperbolic since interplanetary
trajectory for kinetic energies of this magnitude result in hyper-
bolic shaped trajectories. The main concern, of course, is to
deternine the fraction of this kinetic energy which is transferred
to the vehicle's surface during atr_ospheric deceleration.
The prescott capabilities of e_perimentally simulating the
flight conditions anticipated during hyperbolic entry is illustrated
in Fig. 1.4. This figure shows that present facilities are not
capable of simultaneously producing both high enthalpy and flow
energies. The problem of building a test facility which provides the
required energy flux and enthalpy is a major one (Ref. 1.7).
Alternately, free-flight model experiments could be performed, but
such experiments are very expensive and difficult to scale. Hence,
our knowledge would not be rapidly increased even if the high cost
were accepted (Ref. I.i0). These are the reasons why there has been
and will continue to be a considerable reliance placed upon
analytical techniques to predict at_nospheric entry heating and the
resulting surface material response.
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In this work the interaction of the stagnation region flow-
field and an ablative protection system of vehicles which experience
a hyperbolic atmospheric encounter is analyzed. The analysis is
aimed at resolving major uncertainties in the current state of
knowledge by systematically examining the effects of radiation,
viscous coupling and ablator coupling. These effects are measured
in terms of the heating rate to the ablator surface.
The processes wI_ich govern the heat transfer rate to a blunt
vehicle in a hypersonic flow are, for the most part, contained in
a layer adjacent to the vehicle. This shock layer formed by a
blunt body in a hypersonic stream is sho_,m in Fig. 1.5. The
radiating shock laycJ ..... ".... _.o_o-., -..Cwc,_c _" "_ i_ fhe thinnest in the nose
region _:here the highest heating rates are experienced. For
protection from the high heating rates encountered during entry an
ablator will be used. An ablator is a surface material which absorbs
heating loads by changing phase and mass loss thus reducing the
transmission by conduction to the interior of the protected material.
In terms of weight efficiency for entry deceleration an ablator
protection system requires I0 to 50 times less entry vehicle weight
than would be required by either nuclear or chemical propulsive
system (Ref. I.II). Vehicle weight minimization is quite ilnportant
since one pound of re-entry spacecraft weight requires approximately
300 to i000 pounds of launch vehicle weight (Ref. l.ll). Many types
of ablative materials are available which could be used for vehicle
Fig. 1.5 (Next page this location)
Photograph of a blunt body in a multiple arc
jet wind tunnel showing the ionized shock
layer about the body. (l_bnchno. _ 7)
Courtesy of: T. A. Barr, Jr., U. S. Army
Missile Command,Redstone Arsenal, Alabama,
1969.
Fig. 1.6 (Next page this location)
Photograph of a cross section of a phenolic-
nylon ablator. Courtesy of: C. W. Stroud,
NASATN D-4817, 1968.
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protection. Typical of the better materials is the charring phenolic-
nylon ablator (Ref. 1.12). Fig. 1.6 presents a photograph of a cross-
section of a phenolic-nylon ablative composite _hich has been
exposed to a severe heating environment and which decomposed to a
char of porous carbon and low molecular weight gases. This type of
ablator protects the vehicle not only by sublin_ing the char, but
also by acting as a heat sink, by transpiring high energy gases
which reduce convective heating, by reradiating from the char
surface, by reacting exothermically and by blocking radiation from
the shock layer. These ablator processes are intimately coupled
with the shocl_ layer processes. Thus to determine the amount and
type of ablator to use for entry protection a quantitative under-
standing of both th_ _ho_-k .......... _ _l .... r r_syon_e is needed.
The major mode of energy transfer to the surface for entry
velocities above II km/sec is by radiation as illustrated in Figure
1.7. This figure shows that, for typical flight conditions of
interest, the convective heat transfer coefficient is essentially
independent of velocity whereas the radiative coefficient increases
rapidly dwarfing the convective coefficient for the higher velocities.
The principle reason for the high radiative transfer is the elevated
temperatures experienced in the shock layer (i.e., on the order of
15000°K) for typical flight conditions.
Figure 1.8 presents a schematic of the important regions in a
ablation coupled shock layer. The outer region of the shock layer
primarily consists of high temperature radiating air which was heated
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by the preceeding bow shock wave. Someof the radiation is emitted
directly away from the body and, if not absorbed is lost through
the shock wave. The radiation loss reduces the temperature in the
shock layer and thus reduces the radiative flL_x. This description
excludes the consideration of radiation absorption by the free-
stream gas called precursor radiation. Further, the radiation
emitted from the hot air region is partially absorbed by the cooler
air and ablation species and the remainder is absorbed by the ablator
surface. Someof this energy to the surface is reradiated into the
shock layer and the remainder is absorbed by the ab]ator surface.
For large ablation rates (i.e. 20%of the free-stream flow rate)
the region near the body as well as the near shoc1_region is inviscid.
The convective heating rate is much s_ii_r L',,an_nd_ca ........ o.
1.7. A viscous region exists betx:cen these t_;o inviscid regions in
which several important processes occur. In the viscous region
energy is transferred by viscous dissipation and gaseous conduction
in addition to radiation. Moreover, species concentrations change
quite rapidly due to diffusion and the large temperature change in
the viscous region. The schematic in Fig. 1.8 is for a case of large
ablation rates; however as the ablation rate is lowered the viscous
region becomes attached to the surface. In this situation convective
heating to the surface becomes a more significant heat transfer mode
to the ablator. Furthermore, the effects of air species diffusing
to the surface and a consequential inhomogenuous surface reaction
become probable. In addition to these processes, it is noted that
as a particle flows away from the axis of syn_,netry (i.e. the
15
stagnation line) it is accelerated, its temperature is reduced and
the pressure decreases. Consequently the heating rate to the surface
decreases-
The region near the stagnation line experiences tl_e most severe
enviror_n_ent and thus is the most critical region in a design analysis.
Fortunately, the conservation laws which describe the stagnation
line region are more simple than those _,.,hichdescribe the entire
shocl: layer. Therefore, their solution provides a succinct and
conservative characterization of the entire shock layer for a
given set of flight conditions. Numerousresearchers have mathema-
tically modeled the near stagnation region processes in various
degrees of completeness during the past ten to fifteen years.
Recen_iY thr_e _evic:w papers (Ref. 1.7, 1.14: and 1.15) have been
published _hich discuss the profuse amount of _ork _hich has been
done. Consequently only someof the _7ost current work which is
pertinent to this research will be reviewed.
Several recent papers (Ref. 1.15, 1.16, and 1.17) present
solutions to the blunt body flow problem which include line and
continuum air radiation coupling and assumethe entire shock layer is
inviscid. Page et. al. (Ref. 1.13) present stagnation point
radiative and convective heating rates for various shock layer
pressures and thicknesses. The effects of ablation products are not
included. Olstad (P_ef. 1.]_6) calculated radiative heating rate
distributions using an inverse method (i.e. specifying the shock
shape and con_p_itingthe body shape); this _ethod describes non-
stagnation line regions only. The shock layer was assumedto
16
consist of an inviscid air and inviscid ablation layer, although air
properties were used in the ablation layer. Tile radiation model
used included l_ne and continuum mechanismsand was coupled to the
flow field solution. Chin (Ref. 1.]6) assumedthe stagnation line
shock layer flow could be divided into a inviscid air and an inviscid
ablation layer. Computationally each of these layers were divided
into six sublayers. The coupled radiative heating rates were
computed with a model _._hichcontained line and continuum mechanisms
of air and ablation products. A carbon-phenolic ablator was coupled
to the flow-field analysis by assuming equilibrium sublimation.
In order to determine the shock layer processes more precisely,
many researchers (Ref. 1.18 to 1.24) have included viscous effects
in their flow-field ,_odel5 ,,_l .... :_
line solutions of fully coupled viscous, radiatJnsg shock layers
including specified ablation injection. The momentum equation was
solved by finite differences using two methods. One method is valid
for small mass injection rates whereas the second is valid for large
rates. The effect of radiation blocking by carbon-phenolic ablation
products was studied. Shock layer elemental compositions were
determined using a single species equation for ablation products
diffusing into air. The radiation model used contained line and
continuum radiative mechanisms for C, }I, 0 and N atoms. A limited
number of solutions were presented. Rigdon et. al. (Ref. 1.19)
presented several viscous, radiation coupled stagnation line solutions
which included casc_; for specified carbon phenolic ablation rates.
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The viscous stagnation line momentumequation was solved using an
initial value technique which was started at the stagnation point.
The integration was then carried out toward the body and to_;ard the
shock. The radiative model used included line and continuum
mechanisms of air and ablator species. A species equation was
solved using an effective binary diffusion coefficient for diffusion
of air into ablation products. The effects of precursor radiation
were examined. Smith et. al. (Ref. 1.20) reported solutions for a
quasi-steady response of a phenolic-nylon ablator to a flow-field
solution which _.,asbro]_en into two regions. The outer air region
was analyzed as an inviscid region using a one strip integral method.
The inner ablation layer was analyzed using t_,_otechniques. For
small abla_iou L-a_esa boundary layer :_c!-_,ticn _::_:used; _,q-,erea_for
large ablation rates an integral method was used. _o radiation
coupling bet_,;eenair and ablation layer was considered. The radiation
model used included various line and continuum mechanisms for atoms,
Sons and molecules excluding line mechanisms for C and li atoms.
Heating rates for the stagnation point and around the body along a
trajectory were presented. Engel and Spradley (Ref. 1.21) presented
stagnation point radiative heating rates for a typical hyperbolic
entry trajectories using a radiation model which contained only
continuum _echanisms of air. The viscous mon_cntum equation was
solved using the integral technique of Hoshizaki et. al. (Ref. 1.21)
which is limited to lo_J ablation rates. The ablator response and
resulting esti_nated heat shield weights were con_puted using the calcu-
lated cold wall heating rates in an uncoupled inanner.
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Other viscous analyses which endeavor to define the
effects of finite rate chemistry and multicomponent diffusion in
the shock layer, have not included radiation (Ref. 1.23 to 1.26).
Adams et. al. (Ref. 1.23) present results for chemical nonequilibrium
inviscid and laminar viscous flow over spherically blunted cone
geometries. The calculations were made for flight velocities and
altitudes where radiative transport is negligible. The chemistry
was restricted to air species and injected species of argon, helium
or carbon dioxide. Multicomponent diffusion was discussed; however
no results were presented. For the cases studies the influence of a
noncatalytic wall with mass injection significantly reduced the
convective heat transfer. Davy et. al. (Ref. 1.24) presented
solutions of the multicompo_Lcnt, _-eacti_g, stagnation-point bcun_-rY
layer with chemical equilibrium. A comparison with binary solutions
was given. A nitrogen or air external stream with injection of
hydrogen or a mixture of hydrogen and argon were the chemical systems
studied. The results presented indicate that the H2 and H species
compositions con_Puted with multicomponent diffusion were the only
species that significantly deviated from their binary solution. Liu
(Ref. 1.24) studied the finite rate chemistry effects in injecting
hydrogen into air at an axisymmetric stagnation point. The hydrogen-
air chemistry system was restricted to low stagnation temperatures
where ionization does not occur. Liu demonstrated the difficulties
did not propose a
assoclated with the chemistry of these flows but
general solution. Blottner (Ref. 1.26) investigated a finite-
difference method and a nonlinear overrela>:ation method for solving
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the stagnation line viscous blunt body problem. A seven species air
m_del was used to study nonequilibrium chemistry effects. Results
were presented for flight conditions where radiative transfer is not
important. Numerical studies indicated that the finite difference
procedure converged more rapidly than the nonlinear overrelaxation
method.
The studies reviewed represent the best currently available.
Unfortunately no single analysis includes all of the important
effects of radiation and ablator coupling although manyof the analyses
adequately account for certain shock layer processes. The inviscid
analyses lack the generality of being applicable to small ablation
rates. With the exception of Chin (Ref. 1.16) the inviscid analyses
have not adequately accounted for _bl_Liu,_ product affects in the
shock layer. Unfortunately Chin's results do not include all of
the important line radiation mechanisms. The viscous analyses,
which are by and large the best, are limited by either nun_.erica!
difficulties or computation time in addition to incomplete radiation,
flow-field or ablation models. The main limitations of Wilson's
(Ref. 1.18) analysis are the lack of molecular radiation and
numerical difficulties with the momentumequation. The analysis of
Rigdon et. el. (Ref. 1.19) includes the 1.9ostdetailed radiation
model which unfortunately consumesexcessive computation time and
this analysis has not been used to study ablator coupling. The other
viscous analyses reviewed do not include as many important ab!ator-
shock layer processes as the two just discussed. The third group of
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papers reviewed did not include radiation transport effects which is
the main heating modebeing studied. These papers are helpful in
deciding how the particular processes examined might be handled
numerically and in understanding the role that finite rate chemistry
or multicomponent diffusion might play in the shock layer.
In sum:,_ary,the studies revie_,:ed are inadequate in varying
degrees. Further, the analyses which are complete enough to define
some shock layer processes have not been used successfully to define
many cause and effect relationships. Consequently manyquestions
remain unresolved. The most important of these questions are:
i. Under what conditions, if any, can the shock layer be
treated as inviscid?
2. Is _,o]ecu_,.r radiation in!portant and if so what molecules
contribute?
3. Howeffective is ablation in reducing the heating rate to
the surface?
4. What are the ablation rates _,,hich correspond to the
estimated shock layer heating for various flight conditions?
5. What is the error introduced into analyses by assumptions
made in the flow-field model? For exan_)le, shock shapes.
6. Can the shock layer heating process be correlated in a
simple manner with any shock layer parameters?
In addition to the uncertainties remaining in current heating
analyses, there is a significant uncertainty in the basic data used
in these analyses. Several major areas where basic data is not
precisely known are:
i. Gaseousradiation data
2. Surface emissivities
21
3. Sublimation temperatures
4. High temperature transport properties
Using the 1968 state of the art as a basis, the estimated heat
shield weight would account for 12 to 24 percent of the total
vehicle weight for a 50,000 ft/sec entry velocity trajectory
(Ref. 1.27). The 12 percent range of uncertainty in the total
weight is due directly to uncertainties associated with defining
the flow-field and ablator behavior for various vehicle shapes. A
detailed study of uncertainties due to incomplete analyses and a
discussion of the effects of uncertainties in available data were
made in an attempt to reduce them. This document describes this
study.
PRESEN£ t<.ES!:A_C}f OBJ.6CTiVJ_S
The overall objective of this research is to develop the
capability to accurately predict the performance of ablative thermal
protection syste:us when e,,:posed to aero-thermal environments such
as those encountered by planetary atmospheric probes and return
vehicles from interplanetary missions. Emphasis is placed on
diminishing solze of the uncertainties presently existing in ablative
thermal protection design. Specific research objectives are:
i. Investigate the interaction of the stagnation region and
around the body flow-field and ablation protection system.
(a) Develop the governing equations from a general
property balance and systematically point out
the assumptions made in obtaining the equations
to be solved.
22
.
(b) Describe mathematical]y the various levels of
approximation which may be introduced into the
equations describing the shock layer flow.
Calculate the stagnation flow-field with tile use of a
radiation tran_port model which does not impair the
accuracy of the best available radiation property data.
Emphasis is placed on naking the resulting program an
engineering tool.
(a) Develop a numerical method to solve the momentum
equation which is stable and equally valid for
large and small ablation rates.
(b) Detern_ine a procedure for evaluating the relative
contribution of molecular species radiation and include
the ones necessary for an accurate radiation calculation.
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(c) Examine numerical simplications for the species
equation.
Perform parametric studies on entry velocities, altitudes
and vehicle shapes, and then determine if a more simple
empirical rL_odei could be used to represent the results
of th_e detailed calcu!at_on _,
(a) Exa1_ne the effects of ablation at vario,s rates
to deter1_ine cause and effect relatio_s.
(b) Obtain coupled ablator-shock layer solutions for
various flight conditions.
(c) Examine parametrically the effects of stagnation
line shock bluntness on surface heating rates.
(d) Determine the inlportance of molecular species
radiation in effecting the surface heating rate.
In general, the research reported in this dissertation is a
study of the uncertainties which exists in entry heating analyses.
Furthermore, it is a definitive study of the thermal radiation
which occurs during such entries.
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CHAPTER2
DEVELOP_H_NTOFGOVERNINGEQUATIONS
As with most physical problems, the flow about a blunt body
entering the earth's atmosphere obt_ys the conservation laws of mass,
momentumand energy. The equations representing these laws for a
multicomponent, radiating, chen_ically reacting fluid in an inertial
reference system are derived using a general property balance approach
in Appendix A. Following the derivation, the conservation equations
are written in time independent vector form from which they are _._ritten
in general orthogonal coordinates. In the third section of Appendix A
the conservation equations are written in orthogonal body oriented
coordinates for a_n]ication to the blt_nt bo(]y flow problem. In this
chapter these equations are simplified using physical arguments and
order of magnitude asse._sments. Care is taken to indicate the
approximations madethroughout the development.
THIN VISCOUS S]!OCK LAYER EQUATIOUS
In order to determine the proper mathematical model to describe
the flow-field developed by a blunt body moving at hypersonic
velocities, one must assess the behavior of the gas that the vehicle
will encounter. Fig. 2.1 based on the work of Ref. 2.1 presents
the flight regimes which are encountered by a body during atmos-
pheric entry. The regimes can be grouped into two gasdynamic
domains - continuum and noncontinuum. Hayes and Probstein, Ref. 2.2,
demonstrate the continuum domain can bc divided into five reg_nes:
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(I) classical boundary layer, (2) vorticity interaction, (3) fully
viscous, (4) incipient merged layer, and (5) fully merged layer.
The behavior of the gas flowing over a body in the five continuum
regimes can be described using the equations developed in Appendix A.
Let us consider further the characteristics of fluid flow in the
five continur_m regimes.
I. Boundary layer regime: The classical boundary layer
equations are a valid approximation of the viscous effects
for high Reynolds numbers corresponding to lower altitudes.
Viscous effects dominate near the wall in a region _..q_ich
is small compared to the shock layer thichness. Vorticity
generated by shock curvature is therefore negligible thus
not affecting the boundary layer flo_1.
2. Vorticity interaction becomes important at lower Reynolds
numbers where shock generated vorticity becomes significant
in respect to viscol_s effects near the body. Here the outer
region of the shock layer, usually considered the inviscid
layer, becomes coupled through momentum transport to the
higher shear region near the body, usually thought of as
the boundary layer. The high shear region near the body is
also larger than that experienced at higher Reynolds numbers.
3. Viscous layer Regime: Viscous effects from the body inter-
action are spread throughout the shock layer (i.e., the
boundary layer and shock layer thicknesses are of the same
order). This occurs at lower Reynolds numbers and
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correspondingly higl_er altitudes than does the vorticity
interaction regime. Viscous dissipation at the shock is
still small in comparison to dissipation at the body. This
condition is true so long as the ratio of the mean free
path behind the shock over the shock layer thickness is
much smaller than the square root of the density ratio
across the shock wave, Ref. 2.2. This implies that the
Rankine-Hugoniot shock wave equations are valid for deter-
mination of shock layer boundary conditions.
Incipient merged layer regime: The incipient merged layer
begins when dissipative effects at the shock are significant.
The shock wave is thin relative to the shock layer thickness
but the Rankine-]:ugcniot re!at:ons must be modified to
account for viscous effects at the shock bound_ry.
Fully merged layer regime: At higher altitudes and low
Reynolds numbers a distinct shock does not exist. The free
stream mean free path over the major body radius is approxi-
mately one or less. The flow behaves continuously from the
free stream to the body. Above this altitude range continuum
concepts are no longer applicable and the flow goes through
a transition to free molecular flow.
The foregoing discussion of the five continuum flow regimes
follows in part the reasoning of Hayes and Probstein, Ref. 2.2.
reasoning was based upon the assumption that radiative energy
This
transport and ablative mass injection were negligible. In the present
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deve]opment these two effects are the primary flow field-body inter-
action mecbanismswhich are to be assessed. Fig. 2.1 shows the flight
regimes where radiative heating to a one foot spherical body becomes
significant. For the most part, significant ablation rates are also
encountered in these regimes when using present day charring ablators
such as carbon phenolic or phenolic nylon. Therefore, let us make
additional observations about the flow characteristics in these
continuum flight regimes where the effects of ablation and radiative
energy transfer in the shock layer are important. In proceeding,
our attention will be restricted to the first three flight regimes,
where the heating rates to a vehicle's surface are the most significant.
Significant radiative energy transfer has several important
effects on the shock layer behavior. First, radiative transfer
couples the energy equation and thus the thern_al boundary layer over
the entire shock layer. This is apparent by recalling that the flux
divergence term in the energy equation is evaluated by an integration
over al] space in the shock layer. This effect has been demollstrated
by several authors including Ref. 2.3 and 2.4. Further, the thermal
boundary layer exists from the shock to the body for all three flight
regin_.es in the radiative coupled dom_n. Secondly, radiative energy
transfer produces nonadiabatic or energy loss effects. Principally,
radiant c:-_ei'gyis lost through the transparent shock wave. Thirdly,
the effect of radiative transfer in the shock wave is coupled through
the enc_rgyequation to the momentumequation. Although this coupling
effect is r_o_a/together negligible, it does not chang_ the conclusion_
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obtained about momentum transfer in the shock layer in the first
three flight regimes. Therefore, even though the viscous effects
may be approximated through boundary layer concepts with possible
modifications of edge conditions in the vorticity layer regime, the
energy transport occurs over the entire shock layer. In the viscous
layer regime both viscous and energy transport are significant over
the entire shock layer.
Appreciable mass injection rates of ablation products results
in additional effects on energy and momentum transfer within the
shock layer. High mass addition rates tends to enlarge the region of
shear dominated flow near the body. Libby, Ref. 2.5 showed experi-
mentally and theoretically that in the boundary layer regime,
boun<l_rv ]_iver concepts could be _pplied _<hen _nss injection or
suction rates were quite large. This study did not include the
effects of radiation, but since energy transport does not change
the character of momentum transport these conclusions are also valid
insofar as momentum transfer is concerned for radiative coupled
shock layers. }'[ass injection has other effects such as reduction of
shear at the wall, Ref. 2.4, and reduction of heat transfer at the
wall, Ref. 2.4, 2.5 and many others. These effects although of great
importance do not change the basic characteristics of momentum or
energy transfer in the shock layer.
We [nay conclude that for flight conditions in the radiative
couple(] do,:lain where ablation rates are also significant, the character
of the mo[_)entum transfer is essentially the same as without these
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effects. However, the characteristics of energy transfer are
significantly different in that the entire shock layer must be
considered in all three flight regimes.
With the foregoing statements as background the problem _._hich
we wish to solve can be stated. The basic conservation equations
stated in Appendi× A are appropriate to describe the flo_._ of a
continuum reacting and radiating gas mixture over a blunted surface
when thermodynamic equilibrium exists. For the present work, we will
determine the reduced set of equations which describe the flow in a
shock layer over a blunt body when the outer boundary of the shock
layer is a shock wave described by the Rankine-l{ugol:iot equations.
Thus the equations governing the flow in the shock layer ::ill be
applicable to the three higher Reynolds -_ .-
r,u:_,_,,ragi_:es both in and
out of the radiation coupled domain. The prime conceri: and motivation
for obtaining this set of equations is to describe the heat transfer
mechanisms which produce surface heating such that surface heating
conditions can be predicted by numerical calculation.
Order of Na_natude Ana]vses
In order to determine the appropriate set of equations which
realistically approximate the flow situation just described, an order
of magnitude assessment of the terms in the basic conservative
equations is needed. This is properly carried out by first _:ondimen-
sionalizing the conservation equations. The following non,dimensional
varL_bles are introduced.
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11" v*
x* _* u - v =--
g=_ Y=R* U* U*
CO CO
E* u* l* 5*k =- 6-
H*
r* P* II = --
r =- _i = e'R* P - 2 H *
R* p2(u%) s
h* U* 2h h*
h = H* = _ where H* = _S oo
S S
°'- *R-w. J"?
_= l+_y co. 2
-7¢ *
A R,y A D,x_
AR'y - p_(U2) 3 AD'x : p_'(U_)3
AR,x
AR, x p_(U_) 3
= _A_P__'--
AD,y * • 3
p(u_)
(2.1)
where
. _ ,A , ) ARAR,x = _(r:, qR,x ,y
,A"V ,
- _--y.(r',_q_,y)
(r.Aq -_* _ ) AD
AD,x- _x* D,x ,y = _(r,, _.q_,y)
It should be noted that the equations in the Appendix A are in
dimensional form. In this chapter a superscript * will denote
dimensional variables unless it is explicitly stated otherwise.
The dimensional global continuity equation is:
_ ._- *A * *-
(r*Ap*u *) + _-_--(_r p v ) = 0
(2.2)
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Using the dimensionless variables stated in Eq. 2.1 the above equation
may be written as
* * R _ A * * R _ (_;_rApv) 0
- =p_ U , (r pu) + P_o U * By
R oo R
Dividing by P=o U_o yields the dimensionless form
A
_(_ p_)+ _-7CrA_v)= 0 (2.3)
From Eq. A.78 the dimensional species continuity equation is:
*A * * _ _ *A * * _ *A *
,(r p Ciu ) +---_,_r P Ci v ) _ -o _(r J. x)
5x _y 5x I,
_ *A * _ *A *
_(_r Ji y) + _r w.
_y , i
Introducing dimensionless variables gives
* * R _i _ _ A . _ rA Civ)Dp= U _ -_r 9Ci u) + _, i
R
rAj "_y( "* *r, [- _ _A )
=-p U _ _( ) + _:r Ji,y _,R L i,x
* *R _A
p_o U --_ _r _.
co l
R
+
which yields
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_ A _ (rAj )Apciu) + PCiv) = _ i,x
rAJ ,Y) N A(:O_ i + _r o_i
(2.5)
Units of the terms in Eq. 2.5 are mass of specie i per mass of
mixture.
Substituting Eqs. A.86, A.88 and A.89 into Eq. A.84 yields
the dimensional x-momentumequation:
-_ ' * * *A * *
•A * _u _ *A * gu + r u v
p r u ---_ + p xr v _ p
_x _y
+ r*A _P, _ (r*AE % "__x(r*Au*)*_ *A L-- + _-''(_ _*Av*)),,r
_x _x ×r _y
2t_ "7;u
~ l._x*
-- + _"v"] /_ *A *. 1 bv bu
_y _ u "_ bx by
* _ * *
f-- - _r A_'" . + _ -
_ _x _y
(2.6)
+ X [- _ (r*Au*) + __:,.(--, *A * 2 7 _r*A
~ *----AL--: _ ar v )3 L _x*
_r ?_x _y
* * "- 2 * *A _r*A
2_]k u s chr_A- * v _r
+ _ *A L . j + 2_ *A * *
xr _x r _x _y
=0
Proceediug as before the din'ensionless variables are introduced.
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*2 *2
. -prAu .,.. U. U _u -I + R
P_oR 7,. L a_ J P_ *
R R
* * 2* 1 Y A - R *
+ p_ I_ uoo --7_ LF'_ r uvj +--_ p_
R R
*2 _P ]Uco [rA -_
•_. J.
R U
• *. co r- 3 - (_ { ___(rAu) + _,rAv) } 1
- R _s,O R_R*R * L _F. o_ oy
- R ,,, . . L _ _ i ;--_+ _v _j
R R x
_ ._s _0R U
R R _ By \ _r _ +-- i"
* * q¢
R _s 0____U v.rA_ u -.
_-A_( ) ,
+--#_ * L By d
RR
-7
]
U
- _ R _s,0 *
R R
+ _s,0
+ _s,0
F A / 1 _v
+ 02 _ __ u "_ I
..t. . .
R U o R _ _ / 3__ (rAu) + D GrAv)) (.c_rA_-1
"* :'-* L ~--x ',,_.: _ . \_-/j
R R R _r
U R R _- 2uu /_rA ,2c_ v _rA ?,rA-,
,--o
. . . _ + 2_--_ _y 3g ._RRR L _r r
By letting
R
e
Pco U R
_s,O
(2.7)
and cancelling dimensional
_-momentutn equation.
terms yields the dimensionless
A _u _ A _u A A _P
pr u _ + p >_ r v _y + p n r uv + r _
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e K K
- L -7 ,,v)
K
(rA 5v _A ?,u A u )+-_y _ + _cr _ _ - _,r (2.8)
+ _r la. _. 5_ 5y
(@__ (rAu) + _ _rAv)... A .- -- / CI}__..:_
Kr
- 2 flu !, _r A _ >r A _r A
-_ A_: by 5 =0
_r r
The y-momentum equation can be stated in dir, ensional form from
Eqs. A.85 -_ A.89
* *A * 5v * *A_ * cLv * * *A *2
p r u ---'7 + p r _v _---5 p z r u
5x 5y
-- <r "AI_ _'' _-u*]
+ _r *A _P _ ........ I _ _u* *O V x
. . . -t- -
_y _x u'-- ' j
_x _y
- _----g. tX * ?' * * "* _ "_ *A * )----_.(r Au ) + X _ (_r v )
_3y gx by
.a-:-b (2_r*A * ?v*) + )* ---_(r u ) + .(_r v'"
_Y _Y n _x _y
**A *
* *v*]... - ,--+l<
Cbx*
[ g . *A *. _ r*Av*)] - _,r+ ---7.tr u ) +---7,'<
r ^ ax _:y L _y
.
>'r_A- L" *A _. * *A -,2<° [ 7] "+ 2> rT:A -- r:r * Br+2_
_y' _1 ",a L * J = 0
r by
(2.9)
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Introduction of nondinm, nsional variables into the y-momentum
equations follows the same procedure and pattern as in the x-momentum
equation. The resulting nondimensiona] y-momentum equation is:
A _v A _ _v A 2 ._ A _'P
pr u _-_ + pr _, v _y - p_r u + _,r _y
" 1Fv _u ~ _ )1 B / A f- m +=_ _ f. ui
- R-- "L _g \r P'L. _g by -
e _
+ _y (), b___ (rAu) + X "_Y_ (_rAv)l_ + ___y 2 _rt___. _/(, A _vX /
A
t)'rAu " _ A 'G _r T- buF a__ + _ (,,rv)j - 2_ -- + _vj
"~ L ?g _y ~ L ?g
A m _rA = r _>A
_ 2
k [ _----(rAu) + _ (_r v)j L- ',- 2_ u , " ,
- --A L _$g _Y _Y -j --A L _-Y J
r
r A
..... 0 (_. :0)
-" A 7_ by J
r
Using Eqs. A.90 with A.86, A.87 and A.89 the energy equation
can be written in dir.:ensional form:
* *A * _:}I "_-_*A * $11 * - _" - A
p r u _ + p _r v --E- = - AD,x AD,y R,x
bx _Y
* * F *A * b ._ *A *.-I
-- -- (_r v )J
- AR,y + ---7< \ _x _y
_x _.
...... *A * * v I _v _u
* *A u___ cu _ "" . _ _ .=__ +__
+2_r _ k----_+v v l+r v _ L~ * *
* * * * *
, _ . -I
]) _ ,~.A**Ll_v _,l Z-u_ Z__V__ +----Z< \ v r _ u ---_ , +--* - ~ _i
" * :- _ (r_Au _) +----- (_,r v ) + 2 _.r 1_ v
+ X v h _x* _Y _Y
(2.11)
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A*where the diffusional and radiative flux divergence terms, , are
defined in Eq. 2.1. Substitution of the nondimensional ratios from
Eq. 2.1 yields
*2
° ] °,'E* R U _}I _!1 *oo_ m _rApu + _r A =p_ _ U 2 _ pV_y - p_ (Uoo AD, x
R
*2
* U_o R { h____().u_ _____(rAu)
+ A + A ] + _s " . * B_kN e_
+ AD,y R,x R,y ,0 R R
+ t _'rAv)_ u F Su ] F i bv] + 2prA~ L -_ + ;¢v + rApv L g
_u + b _ A [ 1 ov +__ _
By by _r pu L-_ b_ by -_
r-b (rAu) + h ] _ A hv ) }+ %vL_ _ (_rAv) + 2 _r ,iv W
Introducing the Reynolds number the nondimensional energy
equation can be vritten:
A 83H _1t [ + Ar pu _ + _rApv -_; = - 2 A D,x + A D,y R,x
+ ] 2
AR'y e
/ %u [ B_ (rAu) + B -_
2rA_ L ] rA_v F I _v+ u hu + xv + ' -Z bg L >g
K K
_y -- _]
;(
(._ A "i 1 ?_v+ t air _u ._ _{
K
+ Bqu _ Z_qi + ),v F B (rAu)
_y _ J L -_-_
;<
A Bv
+t (_rAu)_ + 2 _r _V_y ) }
(2.12)
Having stated the nondinensional conservation equations we are
confronted with the problem of estimating the relative magnitude of
the terms in each equation.
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According to the results of llayes and Probstein, Ref. 2.2, the
gas behind a bow shock of a hypervelocity vehicle is a continuum
for freestream Reynolds numbers greater than i00 based on principle
body radius. Further, the standoff distance nondimensionalized by
body radius for flight Reynolds numbers greater than I00 has been
shown, Ref. 2.2 and others, to be appro×imatedly equal to the
density ratio across the bow shock. The density ratio for hyper-
sonic Mach nun_bers is of the order of one tenth and less for
dissociating gases. These stated relationships can be expressed
as follows:
-
R > ]00 , _ ___ p _ .i0
e R
Since we arc concerned _._ith a thin layer _,_,ithrespect to the body
radius, Prandtl's concepts for the relative order of magnitude of
terms in the conservation equations can be en_ployed. Following the
procedure given by Schlichting, Ref. 2.6, the relationships for the
relative order of nondimensionalized terms may be written•
-- N 1
u _ 1 v _ p _ _ i
H ~ 1
_y
P
_C •
I
i i
N
Ji,x "R D_
e
p _ I _ _ 1 C• _ I1
_2u _ I _v -- _2v --
-- _ p --_ _ p
_2 _ _
2 I _v 2
----i _ --2 _y 2 _------
_y P _Y P
2C _Ci I _2C• i 1
~ i --~ 2 ~ -'-i
_2 _Y _ _y p
1 _C A _r A _
i _r _ i _ _ p
i y R _y _ _Y
e
(2.14)
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Using the above estimates the relative order of magnitude of
the terms in the four conservation equations have been determined.
Global continuit X
o[I] o[l]
(rApu) + _ ( ;jr pv) = 0 (2.15)
a_ _y
Species continuity
o[l] o[i] oL I 2
_J
e
(rApc u)
b_ i
or _ i
P _e
. _ (_rAJiy)
_Y
+
+
__ -_ ApC _ (rAj ix)a ( ;_rby iv) _
(2.16)
._a_- Noment um
m
0[I I 0[i] 0[p]
A _u -_ A ?_u A ASP
pr u -_ + per v _--7 + pxr uv + r _-_
0111 011]
( (rAu)l _ / % _ (_;,rAv))
e >t ;w
o[_1 0[7] o[71
(2_At,_ _u_ _ / 2rAu-,v) _ A ___]v
)_ >t >i
- _71 -',
°L J
+ ___ (rA b__Xv'l+ _. / _ A "cu_ _ _ (×rAbLulo_/ _y \ _r _ _y/ _y
oF_ -_
L_ _] o[1] o[_]
A % _ (rAu) (___)A _u _ r _u - ""ArA"+ _r _ _y N ,_ A _
>t Kr
0111 0[I] 0[7 2 ]
_hrA\ ' (_;!2
-_A _y " _-
;_r Mr
(2.17)
2uv 5r A _rA _ = 0
A 5g Sy
r
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y- Homentum:
0[7] oN] o[I]
A _v A_ _v A 2 ,_ A _P
pr u -_. + pr _.V-_y - par u + _tr _--7
P
e R >_
P P
A ' B (_;,sAv)) ;_.;___D (rAu)
R
0[i ] 0[ i ] 0[7 ]
A 2
0[7] 0[_] 0[_ 2]
% _ (rAu)i'>-r A_ % _ (-_ A ,,/_rA\ u (_rA_12
P
- 2b_ _'v Br-_A ?'rA + -_--\z_,.r b_y/ = 0
rA >g By
(2.18)
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Energy :
e
A _H ,v A _H [ +
r pu _ + _r pv _-_ = - 2 A D, x
Fl _ [__Re _oL_ j o J o[_.]
+ AR, x +
AD,y
-_ 2 { _ /%u _ (rAu))
AR,y j + R-- -_\_- b--_
e p.
o[1] o[:]
+._ <t-'-: (7,rAv)) + 2r _ _-_7
0[_] 0[_ 2 ]
,' A \ >, / A v >v \
o[i] 0[7] 0[7]
" M
or: o[_i-] oE: L__I
p P
(rAu))
(2.19)
o[:] o[:]
_(_ "_Y?i-_A -_,_ ___-(2_rA_v_y,\ _y) }+ by\)_v (zr v)+ ,-
Using the lower limit on Reynolds number we observe
1 --2 1
tt _ p _ I0---0
e
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At this lower limit on Reynolds number, let us drop all terms of
--2
order p and higher in all equations except the y-momentum equation.
--2
In the y-momentum equation terms of order p are retained for a
specific reason. Along the stagnation line, ._ = 0, the u component
of velocity is zero. Thus the y-momentum equation is of one order
lower at _ = 0. It is appropriate in this case to consider terms of
-- --2
two orders of magnitude in this equation namely p and p The
resulting conservation equations are presented in Tab. 2.1.
At _ = 0 the y-mon;entum equation, Eq. 2.23, has terms which are
-- --2
of order p and p Two terms which can be directly eliminated from
this equation when u = 0 at _ = 0 are indicated by arrows.
The simplified set of conservation equations, Eqs. 2.15, 2.20 -
2.24 form a set of partial differential e_uations (neglectin_ the
radiative terms) which are valid for Reynolds numbers greater than
I00. It is obvious that the terms which have been dropped due to
order of magnitude reasoning beco:_,e less significant as the Reynolds
number is increased. These "thin shock layer" equations are the same
as second order boundary layer equations with curvature terms and
are valid for continuum flow of the viscous, vorcity, and classical
boundary layer regime.
To th_s point little has been said about the bulk viscosity whici_
appears in the X term in the momentum and energy equations. This has
been done for the sake of generality. However, to interpret the
pressure in our equations as the local thermodynamic pressure Stokes'
postulate
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TABLE 2. I
LISTING OF CONSERVATION EQUATION WITII
ORDER ASSESSI,_NT RESULTS
Global continuity:
o[1] o[i]
A _r pv)y[(r pu) + A = 0
(2.15)
Species continuity:
o[I] oil]
a A
(rApc + _r PCiV)
_--_ in)
o[i]
___ A _A
- _y_r Jiy) + _r mi
(2.20)
o[I] Oil] o[7]
A A DP
prAu _u _ A bu + p_r uv + r --
o[_'-] o[; ]
- _l
p P P
1 { a ,,_A b__"I _ (_rAu) + A au \ 0__ _ - _r _ 7y ] =R 7y <_r _ _yj oy
e
(2.2]_)
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TABLE2.1 (Cont.)
y - momentum:
o[7]
( 0 [p] and larger terms)
o[p] oil]
A _v A_ Sv -_ A 2 _ A _P
pr u-_ + pr _v by p_r u + _r %-_
OL_--jo[_-] _Tp
R T/ _+-- _"=
e
orl 7 rl-_L--] °L:-]
p P
+_y (k _B-- (_rv))oy + -_y Lz;_r _ bY/ ]- = 0
(2.22)
( 0[72 ] and larger terns)
oEp] oEl]
A _2_v_0 A_ Dv
pr.._ "_ + pr _v _-_ -
A_z -_0 _ A %P
py_r.---u + _r _--_
P P
R -_ rA ?u\ $ / ____ (rAu)
e
o o o[i]
P
+__ (k _ A _ (2_rAy _ (rA u)_y(_r v)) + " y _ . _) - -
o[i] o[l] o[l]
A
-- - -- (xr v) - 2_ = 0
_g _y ~ _._
(2.23)
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TABLE2.1 (Cont.)
y - momontum:
o[_]
( 0 E-p] and larger terms)
o[p] o[_]
A bv N_ Sv _ A 2 N A _P
pr u-_ + pr _v _y p_r u + _r _--_
V0 ] 0
P
_ " _u\ _ (k _ (rAu))I___{__ irA / + _y __R
e
0rl -I rl qL--J °L---J
p P
_A
+ _ By/
(2.22)
y- momentum: ( 0[_ 2] and larger tcrn_s)
o[_] 0[7] Oil]
A _%v _0 A_ _v A _2I_0 _ A _P
pr_._ _-_ + pr _v _y p_ti + _r _--_
P P
1 {-_ (rA_ bu) + % (rAn))
-_- %7 %7
e
P P
+ _y [_. ;_ ._ A , 73 (2_,r A _v',, h
o[I] o[l] Oil]
___ _ (rAu) _ $ _ A_ -- - -- (_r v)
_ _ _y
A
2_ _:r _u } = 0
~ _
(2.23)
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TABLE2.1 (Cont.)
Energy:
oE1] oE1] oE1]
A )II ~ A _}I (
r pu-_ + R r pv-_ = - 2 AD,y
o[__] o[_]
p P
2 i _ _ A _u? P, (_rA u2) _+ r TI"r_u 7 _Y
e
(2.24)
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2_ + 3% = 0 (2.25)
must be accepted. The bulk viscosity _ is a direct indication of the
departure of the mean pressure from the thermodynamic pressure
expressed by the equation of state Ref. 2.7. Further, Laitone Ref.
2.7 points out that by accepting Stokes postulate for compressible
flows _e are at best restricted to monatomic gases. This appears to
be a rather stringent assumption until one e:.:amines the type of
behavior a polyatomic gas must exhibit to significantly deviate from
monatomic behavior. To a first approximation the bulk viscosity
characterizes the dependence of pressure on the rate of change of
density Ref. 2.8. Gases which e>:hibit sho_._ly excited internal
degrees of freedom (i.e. rotatior, al or vibrational) in flows which
have rapid changes in the state of the fluid, the pressure cannot
follow the changes in density and differs from its thermodynamic
equilibrium value. Thus, acceptance of Stokes' postulate for bulk
viscosity is consistent with our basic assur,iption of local thermo-
dyna_nic equilibrium used throughout this development. Henceforth,
we will use
* 2 *
= - _ _ (2.26)
In thin shock layer equations Stokes' relationin our equations.
is needed only for the y-momentum equation. The order analysis has
eliminated all terms containing X in both the x-momentum and energy
equation.
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Plane Slab Radiation Approximation
In addition to the simplifications from the order of magnitude
analysis, further simplification of the radiative flu:: divergence
term in the energy equation is necessary in order to solve the set of
integro-partial differential equations in a practical manner. With-
out additional simplification the conservation equations are elliptic.
Two assumptions are made here in order to evaluate the radiative flux
divergel_ce term AR,y .
. The shock layer geometry is approximated locally by an
infinite plane slab.
• The shock layer is assumed to be locally one-dimensional in
that radiative transport characteristics vary only across
the infinite plane slab.
It has been sho_,,n that this one-dimensional plane slab _uodel
can be used in obtaining quantitative valid results, Ref. 2.9.
Further, this model identically satisfies the order of magnitude
analysis which dropped A . The mathematical development of this
R,x
model follows that presented by Spradley and Engel, Ref. 2.10, with
the exception that boundary conditions are left general following the
worI: of R. and M. Goulard Ref. 2.11.
We note that dimensional equations will be used throughout the
rest of this section without the superscript * notation unless the
superscript is needed for clarity.
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Let us consider the radiative transfer Eq. A.28.
I v
+ vl = - I )V % V VC _t
Following the steady state assumption let
i v
"- 0
c _t
Therefore our transfer equation can be written
f_l VI = -_v(l - B ) (2.27)V V V
By imposing the one-di_ensional approximation, the radiative transfer
equation for the y-direction may be written
div\ dI
V __ -r
(( jf ). \/] _-_-y; =f_y--_v(.v- Bv ) (2.28)
where f _ cos _'
For the one-dimensional problem the absorption and emission charac-
teristics vary only in one direction, y. This fact is sufficient
infornntion to solve Eq. 2.28 for the specific intensity by integration
in y. We will see later that although the specific intensity is
evaluated one-din_ensionally the radiative flux and flux divergence
must be evaluated over all space. Consequently the flux divergence
is integrated over an infinite plane slab which has the same intensity
variation across the slab at any station down the slab.
In order to clarify the solution of Eq. 2.28, Fig. 2.2 is
presented. From Fig. 2.2 we observe
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dy = cos _ ds = fds (2.29)
By defining the optical depth as
_v _v dy
(2.30)
and using Eq. 2.30 the radiative transfer equation can be
rewritten
dl
----Xv= I - B
dT v v v
(2.31)
The radiative transfer Eq. 2.31 can be solved formally by using the
variable coefficient Ir_ethod:
I = C(_v) exp (Tv/f)
v
Substitution of the above relation into Eq. 2.31 and solving for
the function C(? v) yields
Tv
C(Sv ) = C(_vl , _v2 ) + _ Bv exp (- Tv/f)d _- (2.32)
Thus the general expression for the specific intensity is
_v,2
I = C(_v, Tv, 2) exp (_v/f)+ e×p (Tv/f) _ B exp(-_v/f) d_v i' v F
v,l
Split " _t_n b the integration into two parts and evaluating boundary
(2.33)
conditions yields
I = I + I
v V V
where
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+I
V
I -- +
v
+ Bv e×p (- (%- %)/D
-[
V_W
+ Iv+(Tv,w ) exp (- (Tv, w - Tv)/f)
d@
CTV_ S ,, V
j Bv exp (- (%- %)/f) -7-
T
V
(2.34a)
(2.34b)
+ I " (_v ) exp (- (_v, " _ )I f)V _S S V
The above equations describe the radiation field in terms of
temperature through Planck's function B for a nonscattering gas.
V
IV-(Tv,s) and Iv+(Tv,w ) are boundary conditions andThe quantities
the exponentials represent attenuation over optical path length.
Using Eqs. 2.34 for the specific intensity, the radiative flux
and flux divergence _Tay be evaluated. Recalling from Appendix A,
Eq. A.22, radiative flux term can be expressed as
_o .4_ _
qR(r) = _ J Ivf]l dQ dv
0 0
For the geometry under consideration the unit vector _I can be
replaced by the direction cosine f . From Fig. 2.3 we note that
(2.35)
and
d_ = sin Y dY d_
)e = cos xl/
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There for e
an = - df de (2.36)
Substitution of Eq. 2.36 into 2.35 yields
oo I 2_
qR,y 0 - i 0 v
df d_
(2.37)
Simplifying for the one dilnensional case by integration in dO yields
= - 2_ ; _ Ivf df du (2.38)
qR,y 0 -i
It is convenient to split the integration in Eq. 2.38.
+ = 2TI j Iv+/df
qR,y,v 0
-i
P
= 2_ I Iv'fdf
qR,y,v U 0
(2.39)
Thus the rnonocromatic heat flux is the
+
qR,y,v = qR,y,v
Substituting Eq. 2.34 into 2.39 yields
_q-v ^ _+ =- 2_ BvE2(v v _v )d_
qR,y,v v
q'V_W
+ (_v - T )
+ 2qR,v(Tv,w)E3 ,w v
J_V,SBvE2(T v $ )d$
- = - 2_ " v v
qR,y,v
TV
- _ _)
+ 2qR,v(_v, s)E3(_v, s v
(2.40a)
(2.40b)
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where the direction cosine, S, dependence is expressed in terms of the
exponential integral function of order n.
E = _I fn-2 exp (-t/S)df (2.41)
n O
Let us examine the radiative flux equation given in the third
section of Appendix A.
= rY(rl) r _v(4TTBv - dy (2.42)
Jo vqR ,y J Y(rO) 0
Differentiating with respect to y we obtain
_ 14TTB [4TT Ivdf_Idv
_Y 0 v _ 0
which i_ the radiative flu:.:diverge_ice il_ the y direction.
energy equation, Eq. 2.24, we have the term
(2.43)
_II our
A _ A
R,y - _y_r qR,y)
Due to the one-diraensJonal planar slab approxir:_ation this term will be
represented by
_0
5 A -_A ff
r qR, _y
As a result of this approxin_ation, an evaluation of Eq. 2.43 is
sufficient to describe the radiative transfer influence in the energy
equation.
In order to ewlluate Eq. 2.43, the intensity at a fixed point y
and in a direction define_I by _ and f is integrated over all solid
angles. Substituting for the solid angle, the integration for a
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one-dimensional plane slab can be readily carried out.
BY 0 - I
I df - 4_ Bv)dv
V
where the inner integral is
I df =- rTv B exp
v I J_ v f fJI
V_W
(2.44)
+ I_ I+(_v,w ) exp C(_v}w-Ty!'Idf
0 • v
V
(2.45)
- 1 r-(Tv _s"Tv) \
Iv-(T v s) exp _ l jdf+ 10 ,-
Eq. 2.45 can be simplified by intercl_anging the order of integration
as substituting the exponential integral function.
i- 1 jrTv _I d_ = BvEI(_ v Tv)d_
i v vT
v_w
- Iv+(_v, -T )w)E2(Tv,w v
_T v ^
J 'SB El(_v-mv)dTV
T
v
-I " (Tv )E2(_V-T v )
V _S _S
(2.46)
Substituting Eq. 2.46 into 2.44 provides an expression for the
radiative flux divergence in a one-dimensional slab.
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_oo _v BvEl(_v__v)d_v-_qR 2_ _v[ j[BY 0
V,W
+
+I
v
(_v ,w) E2 (_v- Tv ,w)
_v, ^ _v)a_+ sBv E 1(_v"
+ Iv (TV,s)E2(TV,S-TV) 2BvJd_
where the exponential integral function E n
characteristics :
has the following
(2.47)
E (t) = E (-t)
n n
for n = I, 3, 5, 7, ...
(2.48)
E (t) = - E (-t) for n = 2, 4, 6, 8, ...
n n
Eq. 2.47 is valid for arbitrary boundary conditions with the exception
that only one boundary reflection of a photon packet is allowed. In
practice, for a shock layer solution, the subscript "w" is interpreted
as conditions at the wall or body and "s" as conditions at the shock.
Under this interpretation I-(_v, s) = 0 barring precursor radiation
and the optical depth at the wall Tv, w = O. Further, for the case
of a perfect absorbing wa]l I+(0) = 0. These simplifications are
the usual ones made in describing radiation transport in a radiating
shock layer. _kaking these simplifications reduces Eq. 2.47 to
Eq. B.31 of Ref. 2.10.
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In order to numerically compute the flux and flux divergence
when considering line radiation it is advantageous to solve the
radiative transfer equation in physical space rather than in
optical depth space. To this end the following development is given.
The radiative transfer equation is
dI
v (2.31)
-fT= % (Iv" Bv)
The formal solution of Eq. (2.31,) follows the sm_le procedure stated
before with the exception that f is assumed to be an average value
of I/2 (Ref, 2.12)
+ _Y _vBv
Iv =+J0_
_ _6 c_B
V V
I =+jv f
Y
1 _y
fjy, c_d_'v
e
1-Y
e- _J y C_vd)_'
(2.49)
These two equations are the counter parts of Eqs. 2.34 a and b _ith
the boundary conditions set to zero. From Eq. 2.39 the radiative
flux equations _nay be written
oo
+ [ I +d_qR = _ _0 v
qR = _J Iv d_
0
(2.50)
Finally uslnb"_ Eq. 2.44 the flux divergence equation may be written as
_qR ,y °¢0
.... 2r¢ j _v(2B _ iv)d v (2.51)
_Y 0 v
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The one-dimensional planar slab approximations which result in
Eq. 2.51 have important ramifications to our shock layer problem.
Radiation calculations can be madeusing Eq. 2.51 at each
location independent of oti_er _ locations. This makes the thin
shock layer equations a set of parabolic partial integro-differential
equations which can be solved using marching scher,les which are used
for solving classical boundary layer equations.
An observation concerning the planar slab approximation is in
order at this point. This approximation eliminates all curvature
effects from the radiation calculation. A more appropriate approxi-
mation for most axisyr,_.etrically blunted vehicles would be a concentric
sphere approximation for the boundaries of the shock layer as pro-
posed by Vishanta, Ref. 2.13. For a t;:o-dit,:ensiona! body thc
corre_ponding appro:¢i_._ationis quite obviously concentric cylinder
boundaries, ilowever, as pointed out by Viskanta, Ref. 2.13,
comparatively little attention has been given to radiative transfer
in curvilinear systerJs. The paper by Viskanta analyzed the steady
state radiative transfer bet_,:eentwo concentric, gray, opaque spheres
separated by a gray absorbing and emitting mediumwhich generated
heat uniformily, lle concluded, for constant absorption coefficients,
that curvature effects were evident for concentric sphere radii
ratios as high as .99. This corresponds approxi_ately to a shock
standoff distance of 6/R _ .01. Nominal hypersonic standoff distances
are .04 _ 6/R -< .I0. From Viskanta's _ork _Jeare led to e>:pect that
6O
curvature effects may be significant for both radiative flux and flux
divergence in a typical shock layer. The actual magnitude of these
effects are difficult to assess because of the constant absorption
coefficient assumption and differences in boundary conditions for
the problem under consideration. Thus as far as is known an accurate
assessment of curvature effects on shock layer radiative transport
is absent today. It is felt that using a concentric sphere model is
analogus to including both first and second order effects whereas
the infinite parallel plate model includes only first order effects.
However, for the present we will use the infinite paralle] plate
model in our development.
State_ent of Shock Laver E_uatious
As a result of the order of _agnitudc analysis," the b,,_l,,l"v lscc,:i_y
assu:_ption, and the planar radiative transfer model the second order
thin shock layer equations _,_aybe written in a more usable form. In
addition, a relation for the y-compone_it of the heat flux vector fron:
Appendix A was used to yield the second order equations given in
Tab. 2.2.
Let us now examine the simplifications which are needed to
obtain the first order shock layer equations and classical boundary
layer equations from the equations stated above. First let us drop
all terms of order _ or smaller. The resulting first order shock
layer equations are given in Tab. 2.3. Additional simplifications
can be made by assuming the boundary layer thickness to be small in
co-_parison to the local body radius. This implies
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TABI,E2.2
SECONDORD_ SHOCKLAYEREQUATIONS
Global continuity:
(rApu) + _ N A
_x -_y(_r pv) = 0 (2.52)
Species continuity:
(rApc + _ _ A
-- -- (_r pC
_x iu) By iv)
A _A
•-'_("_r Ji,y) + _r '_i (2.53)
x- Momentum:
___ _ A $,u A A _PA _u + _r v- + _r uv = - r --
pr u _.: _y ' _x
_ A du) c_rAu
+-_y (_r _ - _'-,_y _v
m
y- Momentum: (O[pj and larger terms)
prAu _v _ A ___Xv_ A 2 _ A hP
_x + p_r v By pzr u = - _r By
__ _rAu 4 _ _vj
(rA c_u) 2 $ (p___.._) +__ (erA
+_x _ _y - _ _y _, 3 _y By"
_. _r A.
2 _ (_rA v + _._v -_--y)3 bY
(2.54)
(2.55)
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TABLE2.2 (Cont.)
y - Momentum: (0 [_2] and larger terms)
A _v A_ _v A 2 N A _P
pr u _x + pr _v -_--oy- p_.r u = - er --By
_rAu) 4 _ _r A Sv)(rA _u. 2 $ (_ _ +_ __ _ _y
2 _ (_rA v) _ _ (rA u) + 2 _ _ (rAu)
2 _ _rAv) - 2_ _ r A _u 2 _ _v _rA)
+ _ _ _ _y _ _x 3 By oy
Energy:
r-,._A blI _ A _H - D A
r pu _--ox+ _r pv --_y= --by_r _ ST _ h. Jk_y+_ _ i,y
i
T
N. D.
 2LL .
i j_-i l lJ
Pj Pi / J _Y
_rAu Su. _ A 2)
-_ _ _-_) - _Y(;_r _u
(2.56)
(2.57)
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TABLE 2.3
FIRST OP_DER S_IOCK LAYER EQUATIONS
(Order determined at R = p_ U=o R/ = 700)
e _6,o
Global continuity:
NA
_ (p_r v) = 0
_-_(P=Au) +Ty
Species continuity:
NA
(rApciu) + _ _rApci v) = _ _rAJi + _r _i
_-_. _ _ - _y _ ,y)
x- Momentum:
A _u A _P + _ r _rA _uA _u --=- r
pr u _ + p_r v bY
y - _omentum:
2 ~__!e
pxu = _ _y
Ener gy :
r pu _ + _r pv _ = _y _ _ _y _ ,jr _ hiJi,y• i
N°
P E E m.
- _ i j#i i
T
_)i,j PJ Pi
I_A Su )+ _y _r _
(2.52)
(2.53)
(2.58)
(2.59)
(2.60)
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N A A (2.61)
-_ O, y_-_ I and r -_ r w
Using these limits in the first order shock layer equations results in
the boundary layer equations given in Tab. 2.4.
Equations 2.62 through 2.66 are essentially the sameas the
boundary layer (B.L.) equations which are given by Fay and Riddell
Ref. 2.14, Dorance Ref. 2.15 and others. The boundary layer equations
A
for a flat plate are obtained by sinply noting that rw is not a
function of x. Wecan conclude from the foregoing simplifications
of the thin shock layer equations that the classical Prandtl type
boundary equations contain only first order terms which exhibit no
normal componentcurvature effects.
BoL___!n_dar_, Cond i i: ions
}laving stated the thin shock layer and boundary layer equations,
the appropriate bou_dary conditions for the two sets of equations can
now be discussed. Figure 2.4 presents a sketch of the various
regions and boundaries o£ particular interest in the thin shock
layer problem. We note that, in addition to the shock layer region
the char layer and decon_position zone (see Fig. 1.6) are important in
our problem. These regions are important because the momentum,
energy and mass transfer in the char and decomposition regions are
intimately coupled to the transfer in the shock layer. Theoretically
we could consider all the processes which take place between the shock
wave and the virgin plastic of the body and attempt to solve the
governing equations for this boundary value problem. However, it is
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TABI,E2.4
BOUI,DARYLAYEREQUATIONS
Global continuity:
A A_
_--- (r pu) + r -- (pv) = 0
_x w by
(2.62)
Species continuity:
1 _ (r Apc.u) + _ .v)
r
w
x- Momentum:
_U _U _
pu-._x + pv by
_P + _ (e ?u_
= _ _ (Ji,y) + oJiby
(2.63)
(2.64)
y- Momentun_:
_P
0 =
by
(2.65)
Energy:
= oy t ipu _x _ pv _ _y _) _--- hiJi,y
P
J °
N.oT J.
Z _ m_ D---_-. Pj Pi byi i_j lj
(2.66)
+_y (_u _y)
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m_orepractical to divide the solution of this general problem into
a shock layer and a material response prob]em and iterate on the
boundary conditions at the material surface. Therefore, it is
important to realize what information is available from the material
response solution _,hich could be used for boundary conditions of
the thin shock layer equations. This is accomplished by integrating
the conservation equations across the char-gas interface and reducing
the spatial increment to zero to yield surface balance equations.
With this perspective of the gcneral problem in mind, the nature of
the thin shock layer equations and boundary conditions will be
discussed.
The parabolic nature of the thin shock layer eqt_ations mathe-
matically requir_ initial condition= as ,,,e!1 ms boun¢lary conditions
in order to obtain a so]ution. The entry vehicles axis of sym1_etry
is the appropriate location of the starting line for zero ang]e of
attack proble_._s. The determination of conditions along this line,
called the stagnation line, is a major and important problem in
itself. Consequently, develop::_ent of the method to obtain these
initial conditions (i.e. stagnation line.,solutions) is delayed until
after the boundary conditions are established.
As discussed in the next section, the thin shoc1_ equations are
a set of parabolic integro-differential equations with initial values
given along x = 0, the stagnation line. Because the shock wave
location is not known before hand, the blunt body problem is mathe-
matically referred to as a free bou:idary prob]em. Given initial
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conditions along the stagnation line and boundary conditions along
the body, the thin shock layer equations can theoretically be solved
with a simultaneous development of the shock geometry and corresponding
shock boundary conditions. The shock geometry (see Fig. A.3) can be
obtained by carrying out the following integration.
. fx * * * * (2.67)6 = (I + _ 8 ) tan cd>: + 60
0
In practice another technique has been used to determine the
shock geometry Ref. 2.3, 2.10 and others. The shock geometry is
assumed and specified in terms of de/d×. Iterations are made around
the body until the input and output shock geometry coincide.
If the shock _,eol::etry is known, the Rankine-Hugoniot equations
can be used to obtain the shock boundary ccnditienc. The development
of these equations in curvilinear coordinates follo_,_s directly from
Ref. 2.10. The di1:_ensional Rankine-Hugonoit equations written in
rectangular coordinates are:
Continuity:
* * * * (2.68)
p V = Ps V¢o,I1 s_n
Momentum:
* *2 * * *2 *
(normal) p_ V + P = Ps V + p (2.69)
=_n = s,n s
(tangential) V = V (2.70)
oo,t s,t
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Energy:
*2 _ *2 * *2 *2 *½ V + V + h = _7V + ½ V + h (2.71)
m,t _,n _ s,t s,n s
Using Fig. 2.5 the above equations can be written in body oriented
coordinates. From geometry we have
* * * (2 72)v = V sin ¢ - V cos ¢
s s,t s,n
* * * (2.73)u = V cos e - V sin c
s s,t s,n
where
V = U cos _
oo,n oo
v = p U cos _%
s_n co
V = V = U sin _p
s,t oo,t
V anJ V
Substituting for Vo_,n , =,ts_n
Eqs. 2.72 and 2.73 yield
* * - * (2 74)
v = U sin _ sin c - p U cos _ cos e
u = U sin %0 cos _ - p U cos _ sin ¢ (2.75)
S oo ¢o
The pressure behind the shock can be obtained by using the normal
momentum equation and substituting for V and V soo,n ,n
* * _) 2 * * -- * q0)2 *P_o (U cos + P = Ps (PUoo cos + p (2.76)
co oo S
By substituting normal and tangential velocities the energy equation
can be written
7O
*2
, U *2 *2) * (2 77)h _ _ _(u + v + h
s 2 s s oo
The tangential velocity is negligible near the stagnation line and
thus reducing 2.77 to
*2 -- 2 2 *
* ½ U (i p ) cos _ + h (2.78)
M S _
Nondimensionalizing Eqs. 2.74 through 2.78 and dropping Poo and hoo
which are order (p 2) yields the following shocl_ boundary conditions.
v
s
u
s
P
S
h
s
= sin q0 sin ¢ - p cos q0 cos c
= sin _ cos c + p cos _ sin ¢
(2.79)
(2.80)
2 (2.81)
= (i- p) cos
o (2.82)
= (i - 7 2 ) cos _
or
2 2) (2.83)
h = I - (u s + v
s S
It is important to realize that the Rankine-11ugoniot relations are
valid only if strong precursor radiation effects do not become
important. The shock conditions can be more adequately described
for the strong precursor radiation problem with modified Rankine-
Hugoniot relations presented by Zeldovich an8 Raezer (Ref. 2.16).
However, significant precur[:or radiation effects are not experienced
in air below flight velocities of approximately 60,000 to 65,000
ft./sec, as demonstrated by La_her and Wilson (Rcf. 2.17). Therefore,
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the Rankine-}lugoniot re]ations provide satisfactory boundary condi-
tions for the outer edge of the thin shock layer equations for many
problems of current interest in atmospheric entry. Let us now
write the shock boundary conditions at y = 6.
U = U
S
V = V
S
p=P
s
h= h
s
C = Cis(Ps,h ) (Assuming chemical equilibrium)i s
(2.84)
z- ) =0
V (TV,S
The Ranl<ine-Hugoniot equatious provide expressions for u , v ' Ps'S s
and h . The equation of state and free s_eam elemental mass fraction
s
provides the additiona] information needed to determine the post
shock species mass fractions assuming chemical equilibrium. The
specific intensity coming through the shock towards the body is
specified as zero. We note that in total four boundary conditions
are needed for the energy equation because of its integro-
differential nature. Thus two boundary conditions, enthalpy and
specific intensity, have been specified at the shock.
The corresponding body surface boundary conditions can be
written for y = 0:
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u=0
V = _;
W
p= P
w
h= h
w
C. _ C°
(2.85)
Iv+(_v,w ) = Bv
T =0
V_4
The boundary conditions specified in 2.84 and 2.85 are sufficient to
solve the thin shock layer equations. However, substitution of
equivalent bc,undary con4itions for so_e surface conditions is found
to be practical. For example the normal velocity at the wall is
usua]ly replaced by (pv) w. Of greater practical importance is the
wall boundary condition on pressure. This pressure is not known a
priori. An equivalent boundary condition is then needed. There are
at least two suitable boundary conditions which might be used in
lieu of pressure. These are the normal pressure gradient at the
shock or the normal pressure gradie t at the body. The normal
pressure gradient at the shock could be specified by evaluating the
inviscid y - momentum equation at the shock using the Rankine-
Hugoniot equations. The normal pressure gradient at the body could
be set equal to zero from boundary layer theory. Each of these
conditions would involve some degree of approximation. The effect
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of these approximations are not evaluated here. To evaluate the
pressure gradient at the shock an approximate form of the continuity
equation is needed. Correspondingly the zero normal pressure
gradient assumption at the wall neglects the wall velocity head
at the body which would push the true stagnation pressure point off
the body. An additional complicating factor arises when one
observes what boundary condition is needed in the material response
analysis. The pressure at the outer wall is usually specified as a
boundary condition Ref. 2.18. Ideally one would like to know and
specify the pressure boundary condition for both problems. This
would eliminate iterating on this variable between the two solutions.
The surface boundary conditions can be derived by integrating
the conservation equations across the boundary and taking the limit
as the spatial increment approaches zero. This method assures
inclusion of all the effects accounted for in tile flow-field
equations.
A photograph of a section of charring ablator is shown in
Fig. 1.5 in which the important zones are indicated. The ablative
co_,posite's response during entry may be analyzed in two ways. One
is a transient analysis which gives the response of the material as
a time function of its heating environment. The other is a quasi-
steady analysis which predicts a constant, history independent, rate
of decomposition for a given heating environment. Experimental
evidence indicates the conditions under which the quasi-steady
behavior exist. As the material is heated, the surface is removed
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by chemical reactions, sublimation and erosion; as a result, the
total thickness of the material decreases as shown by the data in
Fig. 2.6. Concurrently decomposition in depth and a char build up
occur. When an equilibrium situation exists such that a constant
char thickness and a constant surface recession velocity are
maintained, a quasi-steady response would physically exist.
Additional evidence that a quasi-steady ablator response would occur
during hyperbolic entry has been presented by Ref. 2.29. Theoretical
calculations using a transient ablator analysis and a quasi-steady
analysis were shown to yield essentially identical results over the
peak heating portion of a typical trajectory. This portion of the
trajectory is the conditions of current interest.
As indicated in Fig. 2.6 the char depth is of the order 0.3
inches for lunar entry conditions. This thickness should be nearly
independent of heating rate and thus applicable to hyperbolic entry
conditiotIs. The flow through the char can be considered one dimensional
unless the ratio of the char thickness to the local surface curvature is
somewhat smaller than .05 (Ref. 2.19). For ratios of the order .05
or greater the flow-field pressure variations may cause multidimensional
flow through the char. Since the surface radii under cor,sideration
are of the order of 1 to 15 feet, the one dimensional flow approxi-
mation should be quite good. Moreover, since the porous char and
decomposition zones are quite thin with respect to the body radius,
the pressure through the zones can be assumed constant.
The quasi-steady surface balance equations were derived by Esch
in Ref. (2.20) using the prece,:ding assumptions applied to equations
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2.52 to 2.55 and 2.57. From the development in Ref. (2.20), the
species boundary conditions are:
Species boundary conditions:
(pvCi)- + Ji- + (Ri + Si)(l - ¢p) = (pvCi)+ + J.+i (2.86)
where R. = mass rate of formation of species i by heterogeneous
1
reactions
S. = mass rate of sublimation of species i by homogeneous
l
reactions
¢ = char porosity (volume of voids per unit volume)
P
and where the superscript - and + means evaluated on the char side
and flow-field side of the surface respectively.
_he elemental boundary cond _'_'_ _ be obtained by multinli-
cation of Eq. 2.86 by
A° °m•
zl__l
eij - M.
1
(2.87)
where
A.. = moles of element j per mole of compound i
z]
m. = atomic weight of element j
]
M. = molecular weight of compound i
l
and summing over all compounds i.
n n
- + e. J
(pv) eijC i xj i
i=l i=l
n
= (Pv)+ i +eijJ. +l
i=l
+
n
', (Ri+Si) (I- e )f_ eij P
i
11
e.. J +
13 z
i=l
(2.88)
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The above equation can be expressed in terms of the elemental mass
fractions, _j, and the elemental mass fluxes, Jj.
Elemental species boundary condition:
(_v_j)"+ _ " = (pv_)+ + ] +j J J
(2.89)
The momentum boundary condition was obtained using the y -
--2
_omentum equation of order p •
Momentum boundary condition:
p+ = p- - (pv + 4 _ave )(v + _ v-)
(2.90)
4 i dxv_+ 4 dv\-+'5 yJ 5 (_-
The surface energy balance equation was derived noting that no
significant radiative transfer occurs within the char.
Energy boundary condition:
r _- +
dT I" v- i+_Ci -)(l+_)k _y pv /_hi(C + (i + y.)! > h.J.= , h. /_ ,, 1
n N D T .j. Ji +I
-- m. _..\C.
oN i j#i i 1J J l
dT +
+ (i + _)% _y + qR
(2.91)
+ flux to the
The radiation term, qR ' is the sum of the radiation
surface from the flow-field minus the reradiated energy flux.
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These surface boundary conditions express the coupling relation-
ships which exist between the flow-field and the ablator. If
diffusion is significant near the surface, the species balance is
a boundary condition of the third kind. The momentumbalance
indicates a complicated coupling of the surface pressure to both the
--2
internal and external normal velocity profile if terms of order 9
_re retained. The energy balance is a boundary condition of the
second kind in temperature with additional convective, mass and
thermal diffusion, species and radiation coupling. The complexity
of these boundary conditions suggest simplifications must be made,
where possible, to arrive at a tractable set to be used. A simplified
set of boundary conditions is selected in the next section.
Typical boundary conditions for the boundary layer equationg
can now be discussed in terms of the ones used for the shoc]_ layer
equations. Outer boundary conditions along a line between the
shock and the body known as the boundary layer edge are used rather
than the Rankine-Hugoniot equations. These edge conditions are
usually obtained using some inviscid layer analysis which is
bounded by a shock and a streamline. The method of characteristics
is used for the supersonic portion of the flow and typically a
Belostserkovskii strip integral technique is used for the near
stagnation subsonic flow (Ref. 2.2). These methods provide the
following boundary layer edge conditions
8O
U = U
e
V=v =0
e
p=P
e
h = he or g = ge
= i
(assuming chemical equilibrium)
(2.92)
C = C (Pe,he)i ie
ij(_v,e) (usually not used)
The boundary layer wall boundary conditions that are usually employed
can be written:
U = U = 0
W
pv = (ov)_
= P (2.93)P = Pw e
h = hw or g = gw
. ----- C.
I lW
+ (usually not used)
Iw (_v.W) = Bv
l
If the spectral intensity is eliminated from the previous two sets
of boundary conditions they are equivalent to those presented in
Chapter i of Ref. 2.15. One can observe that the problem of
iterating on pressure between a boundary layer solution and material
response solution is eliminated. However, this problem is left
unresolved in that the correct edge pressure can be obtained
accurately only through an iteration procedure between the inviscid
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flow analysis and the boundary layer analysis. It is also signi-
ficant to point out that, although usually not attempted, it is
computationally rather difficult to handle boundary layer and
inviscid flows which are coupled by radiative transfer. In addition
to the geometrical integration proble_ns the boundary condition on
specific intensity or radiative fl_x is not a single value but a
frequency dependent function which must be matched at the boundary
layer edge.
St___nation Line Equations
To this point we have not discussed how initial values for the
thin shock layer equations may be determined. This problem is of
near equal importance to the entire shock layer proble_ and will
be discussed in the remainder of this section. To obtain initial
values for the shock layer solution, a reduced set of the thin
shock layer equations must be solved at x = 0 along y, the stagnation
line (see Fig. 2.4). The solution of this of equations is of major
importance because (I) the highest heating rates and pressures on a
body are experienced at the stagnation point (2) any distributional
shock layer solution because of its parabolic nature is only as
valid as its initial values and (3) the thin shock layer equations
along characteristics x = constant reduce to ordinary differential
equations like at the stagnation line. Thus by developing a
stagnation line solution an important problem is solved and a great
deal of the work is completed which is applicable to the total
shock layer problem. This is primarily why the stagnation line
problem has received a great deal of attention in the past decade.
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The solution to the stagnation line (S L) problcm by direct
methods has been approached in two ways. The work of Ho and Probstein
(Ref. 2.22)typifies the stagnation region solutions which use expan-
sions of the dependent variables in x to obtain the stagnation and
near stagnation line equations. The work of Hoshizaki and Wilson
(Ref. 2.3) typifies the stagnation line solutions which determine
the stagnation line equations by formally taking the limit of the
terms in the shock layer equations at x = 0 using symmetry conditions.
The latter method is used in this development.
From this point on in the development, attention will be
restricted to axisymmetric bodies for which the exponent A = i (i.e.
A r). With this restriction noted, let us first examine the
r =
global continuity equation in expanded din_ensional form.
_0v _r
_ -- : 0
0___u_r + ×
pu) + _ pv) + r _x r _y
As x-_ 0 the following limit is approached
lim i _r = 0 and lim u _r _ _u
x_0 r _--x x_0 r _x _x
assuming a spherically shaped body at x = 0.
Also, note that
(2.94)
(2.95)
I _r F sin _ ] = E =
---- = i + _yr _y h(11 + Y) sin _
Using these conditions the global continuity equation can be
(2.96)
rewritten.
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Global continuity (S L )
2 _x (pu)+ _y _pv)+ xpv = 0 (2.97)
The species continuity equation can be rewritten by subtracting the
global continuity Eq. 2.52 from the left hand side of Eq. 2.53.
• NA
A _i A_ _CI _ _rAj y) + _r wir pu_-- + r _pv _-y = - By i,
(2.98)
Noting that at x = 0, u = 0 and using Eq. 2.96 in Eq. 2.98 yields
Species continuity: (S L)
° (2.99)
n_ _y
or by _+ing _-_ =
_i = . _ (Ji,y) _ 2__ j. + °°i (2.100)
Now consider the x - momentum Eq. 2.54
A Du _ A Su A A _P
r pu_ + _r pV-_y + _r puv = - r _x
+_y _rA_y) - _U_y (rA_)
By evaluating the above equation at x = O, relatively little infor-
mation is obtained. Along the stagnation line u = 0 for all y;
therefore
(2.101)
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Using this information in Eq. 2.54 yields
_ _P _ = 0 (2.102)
_x x=0
which agrees identically with the Rankine-}h_goniot equations for a
symmetrical shock (i.e. q_= 0 at x = 0). The reduction of Eq. 2.54
to 2.102 along the stagnation line yields the expected physical
interpretation that no momentumis transferred in the x-direction at
the stagnation line. Since this trivial form of the momentum
equation is not useful, the rate of change of momentumin ti_e x -
direction is used. Therefore let us differentiate the x- momentum
equation with respect to x and determine its limiting form along
the stagnation line.
A _2u _ (rApu) _u _ _ur pu -- +-_ _ + _x _rApv)
_x2
N A _2u A _u
+ pv + r pv + u _x (_rApv) =
A 52____pp_p _rA
- r 2 bx _x
_x
_2 u \,
f_ /_ A , ___u+ _rA _
--- +-_ _-_k_r _) _y
(2.103)
32 (rA)
- _ (gu) _y(rA_) - _u _y
_x
After some manipulation and substitution for limit quantities Eq.
2.103 reduces to
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~ B >u)
BY (2.104)
2 2
B__ie= 0
Bu (_x) _
- _ By Bx
For substitution into Eq. 2.104 the stagnation line global continuity
Eq. 2.97 may be rexcrit ten.
8u [ i B _pv) + _v q2 B--x = - -P_ J
or
[p B--Y (pv) + 2 xv
Combining Eqs. 2.104 and 2.105 yields
x - Ho,_.entum: (S L)
(2.105)
(2. 106)
-- _pvj _ ( 2p BY
BY 2p By
- ~ <pv) +
+ xLP v + _ By
>t
2 B2p )
+ P 2p By x=O
This is a third order inhsmogenous ordinary differential equation
where the rate of change of the pressure gradient in the x - direction
is an undetermined function of y.
The y - momentum equation can be evaluated directly by substi-
tution of the stagnation line limit quantities. The stagnation line
--2
normal momentum equation to order p is
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y - Momentum: (S L)
N bv N b_PP_ b _ i b -jp_v _-_ = - _ by _ _-y 2p _y (pv) + >_v
] 2z [ 1 _ ]2 b [- tt _ (pv) + _t_v +-_ N _ _p _y (pv) + xv+_ _y L 2__y _.
2
4 Sv 4 _ _v 4 $_ 4 Z--
+ 3 _ 7y + _ _ _ (__) " 3 _v-- - -_y 3_ _v
(2.lOS)
2 2 _v }
_ v + _:
-m
{[4 _+ j 1 _ 4+ _ _ _ (pv) + _v +_ _~
~ >t
-2
where the terms in the brackets i _ are the terms of order p • By
dropping these terms only terms of order p remain. Since some of
the terms of order 0 have beeL_ expanded in Eq. 2.10S a few of the
terms will combine.
y - Momentum: (S L)
/2 ",, / i b
+ 3 by o_
(pv) (2. 109)
_v 4 b bv 4+ _v + 2x_ -_ + 3 "_ _ (_ _) " _ _v _y
It is obvious that either with or without the second order terms the
y - momentum equation is a second order, inhomogenous, ordinary
differential equation with variable coefficients. Given a solution
to the energy equation (i.e. an enthalpy or temperature profile) in
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principle the x - and y - momentumequations could be solved for the
normal velocity and the normal pressure gradient if the rate of
change of the pressure gradient in the x - direct ion as a function
of y is given. This pressure term, (_2p/_x2), is usually assumed
since it is a result of the elliptic nature of the problem.
The energy Eq. 2.57 can be reduced to the stagnation line
energy equation by inspection.
r N _T I
_H - (I +_) By F _k _ + _ hiJ i
_pv _ = ,y
x i
N2 L Lm i Dij Pj Pi /J BY
(2.110)
This is a second order, ordinary i_tegrodifferential equation. It
is interesting to note that the limiting process has eliminated the
viscous dissipation terms.
The stagnation line conservation equation, obtained from the
thin shock layer equations, are a set of four ordinary differential
equations in five unknowns, (i.e. p, v, H, P and Ci). In addition
to the conservation equations, the thermal and caloric equation of
state is available to provide another independent equation. The
global continuity equation was used to eliminate the tangential
velocity gradient in the momentum equations and therefore is not
needed in a solution of the stagnation line equations. It can be
used _ _riori to provide initial conditions for the thin shock
layer equations. For a shock layer solution the rate of change of
the pressure gradient in the tangential direction must be specified
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TABLE2.5
STAGNATIONLINE BOI_qDARYLAYEREQUATIONS
Global continuity:
___= !h- (_v)
2 _x - p 5y
(2.111)
Species continuity:
_i h_ (j
pv _-y = " _y i,y) + 00i
(2.112)
x- Momentum"
_ _ (_ _v) - _v_y -__ (_v)
_L _ 7 _
77y( + --)
_x 2 x=0
=0
(2.t13)
y - Momentum:
(2.114)
Energy:
_H _ F DT
PV-_y = - _y L- k'-_ + S hiJ ii 'Y
T
N. D.
1 i
P _ _ m i 0)i]
_qR,y
Pj Pi
(2.115)
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as a function of the normal direction. Co_nent on how this might
be specified is reserved until we have considered the reduction of
the boundary layer equations to stagnation line equations.
Dropping normal curvature effects and retaining only first
order terms Eqs. 2.97, 2.99, 2.107, 2.109 and 2.110 reduce to the
stagnation line boundary layer equations. These equations are
presented in Tab. 2.5
d2p
Since _-_P= 0 and _-_P= 0 for all y at x = 0, --_ is a constant
_y _x dx
and may be evaluated at any y station. If the boundary layer
equations are evaluated over the whole shock layer as done at the
stagnation line by Dirling, Rigdon and Thomas Ref. 2.23 we may use
the Rankine-I1ugoniot relations to determine this constant.
From Eq. 2.81 the dimensional pressure behind the shock can be
expressed as
P
s
2 2 (2.116)
= (I- p) cos _ p= U
differentiating we get
_2P s _ fi_02_ _c°s 2 . 2 -i 2 (2.117)
---'-i--=- 2(1- p)_'_-") _- sln _j poU=
Bx
at x = 0, _ = 0 by symmetry. Therefore
__x2_2Ps _ f_\2 2 (2.118)
X=0
In order to get the boundary layer momentum equation into a more
common form let us express the rate of change of the pressure gradient
9O
in terms of the velocity gradient behind the shock. From Eq. 2.75,
the dimensional tangential velocity behind the shock is
_ 7
= [ sin q0cos ¢ + p cos q0sin cJUU S
from which we can obtain
(_Us_ = F _ -- Be _ U (2. 119)
k_-_Jx=o L _ + p_ =0
The rate of change of the pressure gradient, Eq. 2.118, can be
rewritten in terms of the velocity gradient.
B2Ps _Us_ -- _ ¢(7)=0=- _ _0 =
If the shock is assumed to be concentric to the body at x = 0
(2.120)
then
x=O x=O
This gives a Newtonian velocity gradient used in many boundary layer
analysis. Instead of applying this condition behind the shock most
analyses apply this condition at the edge of the boundary layer
which is at some intermediate station between the shock and body.
Using the concentric assumption Eq. 2.113 may be written
x - Momentum: (B L, S L)
By _ _ P
-- (._Us\2
- 4p_ =+___y_v_ _ _ _=0 0
(2. 122)
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It has been demonstrated that the thin shock layer and boundary
layer equations can be reduced to ordinary differential equations
along the stagnation line without resorting to similarity trans-
formations. By doing so one important difference in the resulting
two sets has becomeapparent. The stagnation line boundary layer
equations are completely specified by boundary conditions at the
surface and outer edge. However, an unknown function of y remains
in the thin shock layer equations which cannot be determined, without
approximation, by outer and inner boundary conditions. The undeter-
mined function as stated previously is
(2.123)
=
This _unction like the rate of change of the shock angle is, by
physical interpretation, determined by the flow downstream. The
downstream flow is to be calculated by specifying these stagnation
line conditions such that initial conditions may be determined. The
problem is complicated further by the fact that there is no apparent
theoretically based means of iterating on this function such that it
could be assumed and corrected until some satisfactory convergence
is obtained. The derivation of the stagnation line boundary layer
equations demonstrates that to a first approximation the function
F(y) is a constant which can be evaluated at the shock by specifying
the shock geometry. For usual boundary layer problems the edge
tangential velocity gradient is specified rather than the rate of
chan_e of the pressure gradient at the boundary layer edge. The
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velocity gradient has been correlated as a function of flight
conditions and body shape for many cases to be used in blunt body
boundary layer solutions in order to specify this unknown downstream
influence _a_riori.
In shock layer solutions the shock wave has been considered
concentric by Refs. 2.3, 2.4, 2.9, 2.10, 2.17, 2.21, 2.22, 2.23
and many others. Furthermore, most of these analyses set the function,
Eq. 2.123 equal to a constant. The full extent of influence of these
assumptions has not been determined for radiation and ablation
coupled flows although some radiative coupled results are presented
in Ref. 2.24. This is the point where engineering judgement and or
experi_,ental results must be used in order to make the mathematical
model useful.
To recapitulate the developments made in th_s section, it is
noted that an appropriate order of magnitude assessment of terms in
the conservation equations was made. The radiative transfer equation
was developed using a planar slab approximation. Using developed
and stated expressions for the flux divergence, bulk viscosity and
conductive flu>: the thin shock layer equations were stated retaining
second order terms and first order terms with curvature effects. The
first order shock layer equations without curvature effects were
found to be the boundary layer equations. Shock and surface boundary
conditions were developed. Subsequently, the stagnation line equations
were developed and discussed. This total development provides the
required information to determining the appropriate equations to
select for use in the present problem.
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APPLICATIONTO PLANETARYRETL_NEh_rRY
The selection of the proper equations which provide a reasonable
description of the processes in the shock layer is quite important.
The detailed development of the shock layer, radiative transfer, and
surface balance equations in the previous section provides a proper
basis from which a selection can be made.
In order to makea logical selection, a set of conditions or
objectives must be defined. Based on the current state of the art
and anticipated improvements the following set of conditions were
arrived at for a criterion to use in selecting the equations to be
solved.
Cr_ter_ a
___.--.-------
i.
o
Q
e
for Selection
The equation must yield an accurate description of the mass,
momentum, and energy transfer _jithin the shock layer for
the body size and flight conditions of interest.
The equations must be valid for large and small mass
injection rates from the surface.
The equations must be coupled property to the surface
boundary conditions.
Sufficient detail must be maintained in the equations in
order to accurately access the effects of diffusion and
.
finite rate chemistry-
The computer solution of these equations should be an
engineering tool to predict surface heating rates and
provide the means to determine ablator behavior.
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Based on the objective stated above the first order shock layer
equations without curvature effects through the shock layer were
selected to be solved. The reasoning leading to this choice follows:
Second order terms in the conservation equations were dropped for
the folowing reasons. (I) They do not significantly alter shock
layer processes. (2) There are inherent approximations in the
theoretical models and experimental data used to predict radiation,
thermodynamic, and transport properties. Thus there is no need for
more detail in the flow field equations than in the properties used
in its calculation. (3) At high Reynold's numbers, typical of
Earth entry from _rs, most second order terms becomeless
significant than at the Reynold's number used for the order analysis.
(4) Along the stagnation line mathe_atical rigor required dP/dy = 0
in order to uncouple the solution of the x - momentumequation from
downstream effects. Stating dP/dy = 0 on the stagnation line
necessitates dropping second order terms from the y- momentum
equation. (5) The addition of second order terms would not present
numerical difficulties. However, they would add numerical computation
time thus detracting from the objective of an engineering tool.
Curvature effects through the shock layer were not included in
the shock layer equations because for the large Reynold's numbers and
body radii of interest the shoc1_layer is thin thus making the
curvatt_re effects second order. Likewise, the thermal diffusion term
of the conductive heat flux vector was dropped because of its
second order nature.
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It has been argued that for the large Reynold's numbers of
interest viscous effects could be neglected. However, in order to
assess finite rate chemistry and diffusion effects and in order to
properly couple the flow field and the ablator through surfaces
balances the controlling viscous terms must be retained.
The selected shock layer equations which are applicable for
large as well as small mass injection rates are presented in Tab.
2.6. These equations are the boundary layer equations with the
exception of the inviscid y - momentumequation. The Reynolds
number limit of validity of these equations is shown in Fig. 2.7
along with the stagnation line post shock conditions for a typical
hyperbolic entry trajectory. For the 10-g undershoot trajectory of
Ref. 2.26 the maximumheating occur_ near the point :,_herethe
trajectory levels out. Thus the equations are valid in the range of
interest. Conditions below flight velocities of 36,000 ft/sec are
not considered in Fig. 2.7 and, in genera], throughout the remainder
of this work since the Apollo flight data is available for these
lower flight velocities.
The stagnation line equations which result from Eqs. 2. 124 to
2.128 for an axisyrmnetric body are:
Global continuity:
_u ) I _ (_v)2 -_ x=0 P _y
(2.129)
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TABLE2.6
BLUFFBODYFIRST ORDERSHOCKLAYEREQUATIONS
Global continuity:
A A_(r w pu) + r -- (pv) = 0w BY
(2.124)
Species Continuity:
i B A
---_-_ (r w PCiU) +_y (pvCi)
r w
(Ji + wi=_ _y ,y)
x - Momentum:
_u Su _P +_ I _u _pu + Ty
(2.125)
(2.126)
y- Momentum:
2=__!P
pu _y
(2.127)
Energy:
pU _ + pV _y = _-_ oy - _ [ _ hi J i}
_qR _ _u
__+ _u
(2.128)
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Fig. 2.7 Post Shock Ther_,odynamic States for
Hyperbolic Entry Velocities
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Species continuity:
dC. d
l (Ji + wipV-_y = - "_y ,y)
(2.13o)
x - momentum:
1 _ (pv))
By
---i_ + )
p _Y / _x x=O
= 0
(2.131)
y . momentum:
42.132)
Energy:
dq R (2. 133)
dH d <k dT + ,r: h ) - -_y
pu Ty = - _ dU _ iJi'y
In order to make the surface boundary conditions compatible
with the flow-field equations the boundary conditions must be
simplified using the same criterion. The appropriate surface
boundary conditions are:
Species boundary condition:
(pvCi)" + (R i + Si)(1-
Elemental boundary conditions:
N+
(pvCj) = (pvCj) + Jj
+ + j + (2. 134)
C ) = (pvCi) i
P
42.135)
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Momentum boundary condition:
r+=e -
(2.136)
Energy boundary condition:
1+ i + I +dT " - C ) + h.Jl_y = pv hi(C i i i i
(2.137)
i u
dT +
+ kb _y + qR
The species and elemental conservation equations are slightly more
tractable than those presented previously since the internal diffusion
effects have been dropped. Dropping second order terms significantly
simplified the momentum and energy equation. The major complications
remaining in these boundary conditions are the effects of external
diffusion and surface reactions.
In general Eqs. 2.129 to 2.132 must be used for proper ablator-
flow-field coupling if the flexibility of arbitrary ablation rates
is _maintained in the analyses. However, for the cases in which the
ablation rate is large (i.e. at least (PV)w/_U _) = .05) further
simplifications can be made. If the ablation rate is large the
convective terms at the surface are much larger than the diffusive
terms, and consequently the diffusive terms may be dropped.
Furthermore, in the absence of diffusion or surface erosion, the
only surface reaction of significance is that of sublimation. In
this situation the sublimation process can be computed in the
i00
ablator analyses and the effect accounted for in the (pvCi) term.
With these qualifications a simplified set of surface balance
equation can be written.
Species boundary condition:
CpvCi)- = (pvCi)+
42.138)
Elemental boundary condition:
v_ )+
= (p j
(2.139)
Global mass balance:
(pv)" = (pv)+
(2.140)
_lo_ntum boundary condition:
p- = p+
(2.141)
Energy boundary condition:
+
dT I - = k dT +
These equations shown, for large ablation rates,
coupling between the flow-field and
(2.142)
the only complicated
the ablator is in the energy
boundary condition.
The shock boundary conditions derived in the previous section
are unaltered by the qualifications made in this section.
i01
h_ E UATIONS
In this section the stagnation line, bluff body first order
shock layer equations are nondimensionalized and transformed into a
form suitable for numerical solution. The difference between the
nondimensionslizati°n in this section and that of the first section
of this chapter is in the use of the post shock density rather than
the free stream density. As a result a different Keynold's number
appears in the momentum equation than appeared previously. This
development begins with the dimensional equations selected in the
previous section.
Using the following nondimensional quantities,
used for the energy and elemental species equations,
* v P
u v =_-- P =--*
U oo Ps o
x y =Y-- _ =_
_=-vk * *
R R * . _s,o
C T
*
h C = *2
h = ,_ P ½ U
J. E R -- where
l E = --. U. 3j. - . *
U Ps,ol PS_O co
_ .___-
.-_ p- .
U Ps,o
oo
T
T = .------
T
s,o
kT
s o ,_
k = . . wj
which are also
(2.143)
U
I_ PS,O co . * *
dqE
E* = _ Re =
• s
dy _s ,o
the continuity and momentum Eqs. 2.129 and 2.130 can be rewritten in
nondimensional form as:
Continuity :
___u= i _ (pv)
2 _ p _y
(2.144)
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Momentum:
2 _2p (2 145)=°
R--_- _--Y _Y BY
S
As developed in the first section of this chapter, the second
derivative of pressure term in the momentum equation can be evaluated
at the shock using the Kankine-Hugoniot equations if _-P is assumedY
zero. This pressure term is
2
---_=l.
for a concentric shock _=
usually rather good for hypersonic flow, however in this analysis
will be treated as a paran _.ter and thus _ill be left general.
Substituting this term into the momentum equation yields
(2. 146)
The concentric shock assumption is
_ C_ _) _ _u_ _C_R--_- B-_ _ (_) - pv _y _7 P
S
2
+ 2 p(l - _) \o._/
(2. 147)
To obtain a more classical form of the momentum equation a velocity
function is defined
fl --
limu__
_u / = _0 = a function of y
_ _ us
where_j _ $_ +- Se
_ = -_ p_ from the Rankine-Hugoniot equations
Substituting into the momentum equation yields
(2. 148)
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Re _Y
S
(2. 149)
(aUs,ot:__) \_ogJ= 0
Thes equations can now be transformed using the Dorodnitsyn
transformation
y Iyp dy p dy0 0 _ --£_
_----- =----- dy % d_
_:,6 %
0 pdy
Transforming Eqs. (2. 144), (2. 148) with (2. 150) yields
(2.150)
Continuity:
(2.15_)
_u ==_lt_ (_v)
2 _g % _
Velocity function:
- i
f, =-_ -_ = _f
Bg \ ag /
(2.152)
_iomentum:
d_C"l R_ _ dr'
a_ d_ J s (2.153)
Re % r -- __,2
_ s --2p(1- p) Sg)
p(SUs,o/bg) L
- Pl ag ' _ = o
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Integrating Eq. (2. 152) yields
(2. 154)
Equation (2. 144) can be used to eliminate pv in the momentum equation.
This yields a third order nonlinear ordinary differential equation
Momentum:
I
(bus,oI_ ) _ P
The boundary conditions for this equation are
(2.155)
_ = 0,
fl = I
fe = 0
(2. 156)
-(pv)w
~ bus /_)= 0, f = fw 2 6 ( ,o
In addition, Eq. (2.14) has a boundary condition imposed on it to
determine the transformed standoff distance, 6 •
-(PV) s (2.157)
= l, f = fs 2 % (_Us,o/_)
The momentum equation can be reduced to a first and a second order
equation by defining
f!
N
6
(2.158)
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and substituting into Eq. (2.155)
c1-i) ,..,2
p(_us,o/_ ) \_,'
The resulting boundary conditions for Eq. (2.159) are:
(2. 159)
= 0 C = 0 (2.160)
The energy equation is transformed in a manner similar to the
momentum equation. First, however, the equation is written in terms
of temperature as the dependent variable. It is anticipated '....
using temperature rather than enthalpy as the dependent variable will
save compute r time since both in thermodynamic equilibrium and
chemical kinetic subroutines temperature is used as the independent
variable. Thus the use of temperature will eliminate an iteration
loop between tl_e energy solution and the property subroutines.
The dimensional stagnation line energy equation is (noting the
superscript * is omitted for simplicity).
dH d [_kdT ] dqR
pV_y dy -_y + Z h. J -
= - _ 1 i _-Y
Consider the term on the left hand side of the above equation
2 2,
dH d ( u +V_)
pV-_y = pv _y h +- 2
(2.161)
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Noting that
h=_Cih. i
dC dh.
• i dT
d._hh= E hi'---! + _ Ci----dy dy dT dy
dC. (2. 162)
.___! + dT C
= _ hi dy _y _ Ci pi
= y_h
dC. dT
_-!+c
i dy p dy
Thus
dC. dT d(v2/21_ (2. 163)
dH [_
pv _y = pv h i + C + -__ dy p _y dy J
by substitution of Eq. (2.]62) and observing that u = 0 at x = O.
Substituting Eq. (2. 163) into (2. 161) yields
dC. 2 dv
d Qk d_y_ dT __l- + pv --d-_ - pVCp d-_ = pv _ h i dy dy
dq Rd
+_y [_ hiJi] + dy
(2. 164)
Additional manipulation of two terms is necessary.
dC.
1
pv _ h i dy
,5C i dT where
-- = d - Di dCi\
dy
__i _
By
_P
By
= " _y hiPDi _T dyJ
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Notice the term can only be evaluated for flows in local
chemical equilibrium. Since somecalculations using this assumption
will be presented, further discussion is necessary. Substituting
the above relations into Eq. (2.164) and rearranging yields
__ _Ci_ dT] " BCi\ dT
dy
(2.165)
The terms in the ( ) brackets above are from left to right the
frozen plus reacting thermal conductivity, k T, and the frozen plus
reactin_ heat capacity, CpT respectively. Using __ ..... definitions
the stagnation line energy equation can be written as
dT dT 2 dv dqR
d-_ T _y - pVCp T dy _y dy
(2.166)
Nondimensionalization of Eq. (2.166) by the convension stated in
(2.143) results in
d 11_i' d--T\l- ½pvC dT PV 2 dvd--y dyJ PT d--y= -_Y + [E
(2.167)
Eq. (2.167) can now be transformed using the Dorodnitzn transformation
(2.150) to give:
N
d__T_1 _ 6 dT
d__ipkT pvc --d]] PT d_
(2. 168)
= ,_ Pv 2 dv _2
P
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or
d2T _ ipvC 2d (PkT) dT
d 2 2pl_, PT " _ dTl ") _ (2.169)
2 dv _2
=_'_ %-_+ P_T
This later form is second order and linear in temperature.
The species equation nondimensionalized using the convension
stated in (2,143) retains the same form as Eq. (2.130)
dC, dJ. (2.170)
Pv d--_- = - d-_-
Transforming using Eq. (2.150) yields
dC, 8Jj % (2.171)
! _+_ _,
For studies of binary diffusion and chemical equilibrium, ER. (2.171)
can be reduced to the elemental conservation equation using the
following relations
n A..m.C
= _ _] ] i_ = mass fraction of element j
Cj f j, M.
l
i=l
(2.172)
n Aijmij i
= _ _ = mass flux of element jj A M.i
i=l
which yield
d_. d_.
i=__i
dn
(2.173)
(2.174)
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The generatior_ term does not: appear in Eq. (2.174) since the net
generation of elements is zero.
The thin shock layer equations developed in this section along
with the corresponding boundary conditions are the primary set of
equations which are solved in this work. Chapter 4 presents the
numerical methods used in the solution of these stagnation line
equations and results are presented in Chapter 5.
ii0
TRANSFO]I_DAROIJ_D THE BODY E0j]ATIONS
In order to complete the formulation of equations describing the
hypersonic blunt body problem, the around the body equations are
manipulated into a form suitable for numerical solution. This is
accomplished by nondimensionalization and transformation of the
thin shock equations (2.124) to (2.128). A yon Mises transformation
is used since it yields a set of equations amenable tO forward
integration and finite rate chemistry can be included using local
one-dimensional chemistry along streamlines.
The shock layer equations (2.124) to (2.128) are rewritten here
with some changes noted. The global continuity and two momentum
equations are unchanzed. The global continuity is removed from the
species equation. The energy equation is written with temperature
as the principle dependent variable. Furthermore, the resulting
form of the energy equation was obtained by subtracting the momentum
equation, substituting the right hand side of the species equation
for the left band side and assuming binary diffusion. The resulting
set of dimensional axisyr_netric shock layer equations are:
Global continuity:
_x (gurw) + rw_ (_v)
(2.124)
Species continuity:
_i _c___!= _ ' _ _i_
pu _--x + 9v BY _Y <-_C _y ) + wi (2.175)
l
IIi
x- momentum:
Bu _u _P + _ _ypu_ + pv_7 = - _x _ (_ )
(2.126)
y - momentum:
2 _ _
xpu - bY
(2.127)
Energy:
c_T 3T t).ee
pu C -- + pv C -- = - _ him i + u _x
p Bx p BY
Cpi_ _Ci\_ _T
= _ -I- LL
1
(2.176)
It should be noted that the heat capacity (Cp) and thermal
conductivity (k) in the equation above consist of only the "frozen"
parts. This is unlike the final form of the energy equation derived
in the previous section for the stagnation line.
The shock layer equations can be nondimensionalized using the
same set of nondimensionalizing quantities used for the stagnation
line equations (Eq. 2.143) with the addition of
R w i
w i - , *
Ps,oU_
With these quantities the preceding equations may be written as:
Global continuity:
_(pUrw) _J_-_ 0
+ r =
3_ w By
(2.177)
i12
Species continuity:
puT + pv".-ff-- Res
r_ "..__ 1', + C°i
_Y _Sc. _--J
%
(2. 178)
x - momentum:
_u _u SP i
p,.,_ + pv -;7= - _ + '_es
(2.179)
y - momentum;
2 _P
_pu =_y
(2.180
Energy:
_P
_T = _ y, h._L,. + u
puCn _ + pUCp bY z z o%
2
_,T" 2_ +_ \_)
+2_y - s
(2.181)
C
Pi _Ci" i _T
1
The transformation of the independent variables of the above
equations from _ and y to _ and Y respectively is accomplished as
follows. Let
= pur
Y
Consequently any dependent variable F can be _itten as
(2.182)
(2.183)
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F = F(_ Y)
Substituting Eq. 2.183 into 2.184 yields
(2.184)
(2.185)
Correspondingly
'f" \6Y(_')_ \by)_/_---_\_ (2.186>
from which, by using Eq. (2.]82), one obtains
"F" (2. 187)
\_)_ ---_ .... \_,_),_
The nondimensional shock layer equations after undergoing trans-
formation with Eqs. 2.182, 2.183, 2.185 and 2.187 are:
Global continuity:
_--'_ bY/ -_ t,- _ =0
(2. ].88)
0=0
Species continuity:
_Ci 1 5 ."a _Ci" __wi (2.189)
_ Re ?" _ \'S'c _ ) + pu
S
l
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x - momentum:
vr I
__- I 8P+___w __ie+
_ pu _ u_ _Y Re f _YS
(2.190)
y - momentum:
=z_e_!
_/ r
w
(2.191)
Energy:
_T
C --
p _£
I SP vr 2 bw SP+___
p b_ _f _y y 2Y r
pU 1 l
C
, _2 _ _', Pi _Cih dT ]
2_ [ _ _u _ _ ½' Sci
(2.192)
where
2
_pur w (2. 193)
With the exception of the pressure variation and radiative flux
divergence term, the preceding equations are in identical form to
those successfully used to describe shear layer and combustion
chamber flows with finite rate chemistry (Ref. 2.27)
In addition to transformation of the shock layer equations, the
necessary transformed boundary conditions are:
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Io
m
o
4_
J
_Y y= 0
• pvr
y=0 _w
f _ = P6u6 rw
k'_Y )y=6 ' Y------_
= - P8v 6rw
8P = 0
from y = O, u = 0
from y = O, v = vw, p = Pw
from y = 6, u = u 6
from y = 8, v = v 6, p = P_
from y = O, u = 0 (2. 194)
6. T = T at y = 0
w
7. T=T 6 at y = 5
8 C = (C) at y = 0
• i i w
9 C = (C i) at y = 6
• i 6
The thermal and caloric equations of state are also required to
complete the set of equations and boundary conditions.
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CI_PTER3
GASANDABLATORPROPERTIES
In order to implement a solution to the shock layer equations
radiative, thermodynamic, transport and ablator properties are
required. The reliability of these properties naturally influences
the reliability of the flow_field solution. This chapter presents
a discussion of the properties used in this work with special
attention given to radiative properties. A method of determining rad-
iatively important species and species mechanisms is presented and
applied to molecular species. Chemical equilibrium, thermodynamic,
and transport properties of air and ablator species are discussed.
Furt|,e_:, quasi-steady ablator response properties for phenolic
nylon are presented and discussed.
RADIATIVE PROPERTIES
Flight conditions, atmospheric compositions and ablator composi-
tions are the three important constraints which should b.e considered
in determining what radiative properties are required. The flight
conditions of interest yield shock layer conditions in the ranges
(see Fig. 2.7)
3000 _ T _ 17000°K
,001 <- P _" 2 atm.
Gases in these thermodynamic ranges are classified as low temperature
plasmas. The gas is not bighly ionized as in a full plasma state.
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In a low te_)eruture plasma, molecules, atoms and ions may play an
important role _l radiative energy transport and therefore the
contribution) and t_echanism of these three types of species must be
assessed_ The atmospheric and ablator compositions define which
specific species are present and the relative amounts of each
present. Within this context a selection of the radiative properties
used in this analysis is made,
Bo_md.-bound transitions: Line radiation results from electronic
transitions between the discrete, or bound energy levels in atoms or
molecules, _'o_ atoms the concern is with transitions between statas
of differil_g principle quantum _umbers within a given ionic state
of the atomic species. These transitions are characterized by
spectral line series which are limited by the ionization threshold
of the next ionic state (Ref. 3.1). The importance of a particular
transition is measured by its absorption cross section (Ref. 3.2)
b-b .y.._ , 1 "i - hvo/kT
(_ 2 2.j f , (i - e ) (3.1)
= nn
n mc C.
Vnn ('0-,,o) + y
which is a function of the f-number, f t, and the line half-widthnn
in addition to frequency and temperature. The f-number is the
transition probability and can represent a single line, multiplet or
a collection of line transitions having the same lower state.
For molecules, the concern is with transitions between different
electronic states of a given molecular species. The electronic
transitions are modified by vibrational and rotational effects which
produce groups of bands called band systems which are composed of
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discrete line transitions (Ref. 3.1). The importance of a band
system can be assessed in terms of the spectral cross section for
the band. The absorption cross section can be written (Ref" 3.3).
b-b ½ -I (W_Wo)2/ (3.2)r f exp [-
(TW O
/
where
r
o
2 cm
= e /mc =- 2.8 x 10"13
f = band system f-number
_m T = AWo[tanh (eo/2T)]½
Aw = spectral half width at T = 0°K
o
H
@o = hc me /k
#
We = effective vibrational frequency of the lower electronic
state
w = origin frequency or absorption maximum center of the
o
system
This relation applies to both diatomic and polyatomic molecules as
reported by Ref. 3.3. The important point here is to note that a
bands effectiveness in contributing to radiative transport is
measured in terms of an absorption cross section which is directly
proportional to the band f-number.
Bound-free transitions: Transfer between ionic states
for both atomic and molecular species result in continuum
-- i i\_......
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radiation. For a bound-free process, either the initial or
final state includes a free electron. The absorption of radiation
from a discrete atomic state produced by a photon having enough
energy to extend above the ionization threshold results in the
process of photoionization.
A + hv -_ A+ + e-
Tbe reverse process, recombination, occurs when an ion and an
electron recombine yielding an emission of a photon
(3.3)
(3.4)
A÷ + e" -_ A + h_
Since: the upper state for both processes is continuous, being defined
by the kinetic energy of the ion and electron, the radiation absorbed
or emitted in the respective processes is continuous. The absorp-
tion cross section for atomic species can be expressed as (Kef. 3.4)
for h_ < hvT
b-f =0
for h_ _ hv T
f-b b-f
= _ = (_0
2 s L s
J_,(_)cos 1_(_,_,_,c)+6_,(c)_]
C_,(L') '_'_ [V_,¢,(c)- i]
,'=,_+1 I1 + cv2] (3.5)
where
-19 _ _2
_(n)
:°,. . ._ .....
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n = effective quantum no = [(Z + I)][R=/Xi _]_
Xi = ionization energy of i-th state
Z = charge on the residual ion
C_zt(Lt),Gz_t, %0 are functions of the species and transition
6Z_ = phase shift
threshold frequency
9T =
The bound-free transitions of molecules are not, in general,
signilicant enough to consider for this problem.
Free-free transitions: Transitions between two free energy
levels in which free electrons are present _n bush thc ir.it_a! a_d
final state result in continuum radiation. The emission process
is commonly known as Bremestrahlung and takes place in the Coulomb
field of an ion (Ref. 3.1) as
(3.6)
A+ +e" A+ +e"
or in the field of a neutral atom as
A + e" _ A + e- + hv
The free-free absorption process for
to the relation
A + e- + hv-_ A + e"
(3.7)
an atom takes place according
(3.8)
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The continuum radiation from these processes may be considered
classically to occur as a result of atoms or ions deflecting
incident electrons and giving them an acceleration resulting in a
photon absorption or emission. The free-free cross section can
be expressed as (Ref. 3.4)
f-f = 1.26 x 10-9 (Z + i) 2T _l-'xZ/kT --_3 (cm2)
_ qZ _ (hv)
(3.9)
where
Z = charge on the residual ion
X = ionization energy
Q = partition function of the residual ion
g = Gaunt _r (a non-hydrogenic correction factor) averged
for a shell
For free-free process as with the bound-bound and bound-free the
absorption cross-section can be used as a measure of the effectiveness
of a particular radiative transfer mode of a species. Furthermore,
for bound-bound transitions the absorption cross section is written
in terms of the f number.
Many techniques have been used to obtain radiation data (Ref.
3.5) and the final form of the data may be found in forms ranging
from intensity measurements of individual lines to total intensities
measured from entire gas mixtures at various temperatures and
pressures. Accordingly the theories which are used for predictive
methods of radiant heating vary in corresponding detail. As
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indicated in the previous discussion this work uses absorption
cross sections as a basis for a radiative model. Therefore the
present discussion is centered around the measurementof the required
cross sections and the information needed to use models for
computing cross sections.
Quantitative spectroscopic studies which yield absolute
intensities and line half-width are required to determine f-numbers,
cross-sections or absorption coefficients (Ref. 3.5 and 3.6).
Measurementsof spectral line profiles of individual lines may be
made in the microwave region however integrated band intensities
are sufficient for molecules. Additional data such as dissociation
energies, ionization energies and line frequency centers along with
a quantum mechanical model for the species u1_durconsideration i_
needed to compute the cross section. Intensity measurementsare
usually carried out in isothermal experimental arrangements. For
example low temperature measurementscan be carried out in constant
volume cells attached to spectrometers (Ref. 3.5). For high
temperature studies of continuum radiation shock wave induced
plasr_s and electrical discharges have been used to achieve the
required thermodynamic state (Ref. 3.6).
The purpose here is not to describe equipment. The interested
reader is referred to references 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7 and their
respective references.
The selection of the species and their transport processes to
include in the shock layer radiation calculation is based on the
/
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maximum relative contribution to the absorption coefficient. The
species considered are determined by the elemental composition of
the atmosphere (.air) and the elemental composition of the ablator
_henolic-nylon)" Given these elemental constraints and the
temperature and pressure ranges under consideration, thermodynamic
constraints determine the magnitude of species molar compositions.
The selection Js divided into two groups (monotomic and polyatomic
species)°
For monotomic species (atoms and atomic ions) a good deal of
wor_ has been done. it has been shown that atomic H, C, 0 and N
line and continu_ mechanisms are the major contributors to
radiative energy transport in the shock layer (Ref. 3.2, 3.4, and
.... s of ionic species H+ C+ 0+, and N+
3.8). Furthermore, the c_t ' '
and higher ionizations have been shown to be negligible (Ref. 3.2)
for temperatures below 20, 000°K" The radiation model of Wilson's
(Ref. 3.2)includes line and continuum mechanisms of the four atomic
species and negtects the ionic species. For this reasons and
because adding molecular species to his model was fairly simple,
it was selected as the basis of the present analysis.
Agreement does not exist on which molecular species and
respective mechanisms significantly contribute to the radiation
transport in an ablation coupled shock layer. The goal here is to
suggest a means of selecting the species and mechanisms which could
be significant in the shock layer radiative transport process.
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Ablator and air molecular species which exist in thermodynamic
equilibrium in significant quantities are presented in the folowing
section. Restricting consideration to these species, it is noted
that the frequency dependent absorption coefficient is directly
proportional to tile species number density times the species absorp-
tion cross-section, see Eq. B.14. Table 3.1 presents, for the
molecular species, a list of estimated maximummolar compositions,
maximumcross-sections and reported transition probabilities (f-
number). This information is needed in order to estimate the
relative effectiveness of a species and mechanismas a radiator.
It should be noted that the table is not complete. Someinformation
either was not found or does not exist; while other information
was reported as being of questionable accuracy. Further, some
molecular mechanismswere not listed since their cross sections or
f-numbers were negligibly small in comparison with the ones listed
in Tab. 3.1.
The effectiveness of a particular mechanismof a species is
principly dependent upon its absorption cross section, _ , number
density and frequency range in which the absorption cross-section
is the sameorder of magnitude as the maximumcross-section. Other
factors which determine the significance of a mechanismof a
species are the temperature level and the physical distance in the
shock layer in which the species exist. Most molecules will exist
in a near constant temperature layer near the body for large mass
injection. Therefore evaluation of cross-section at and slightly
above the sublimation temperature of carbon is realistic. Further,
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irrespective of the physical dimensions considered if the relative
effectiveness of a mechanism of a species is negligible considering
the absorption cross-section, number density and frequency range
that mechanism will not participate in the radiative exchange.
Consequently a measure of the relative effectiveness of mechanisms
of species in this work is defined as
_ji i )max (Ah_) i (ev cm 2)= (oj)max (Yj J
(3.zo)
where
(oji)ma x
(Yj)max
i
j
= maximum cross section of mechanism i of species j
= maximum possible mole fraction of species j in the
s_,u_ laver
= spectral interval over which oj i is greater than
1 (oj i• ) max"
In the above definition mole fraction which is directly proportional
to number density was used rather than number density. The radiative
"effectiveness factor" defined above was computed for the species
and their respective mechanism listed in Tab. 3.1. Figure 3.1
presents a ranking of the larger effectiveness factors which vary
over a range o£ four orders of magnitude.
Based on the effectiveness factors in Fig. 3.1 a selection was
made of which molecular species and respective mechanisms to include
in the radiation calculation. The selection is indicated under the
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comments of Tab. 3.1. Based on this selection the mechanisms -
• ,,, . 2 + _2_+) -2 2 (E T,- were added to the
112(Werner)_ C2}I_ _+X it) and C211
radiation model of Wilson'so The band average cross sections for
all the species mechanisms along with the details of the radiation
model used in this work is presented in Appendix B. The radiation
model in computer program form is discussed and listed in Appendix
C. In this program called LRAD 3 twelve species are considered
02 CO
11
C i N 2 C3
O Line and Continuum C 2 C2H
H 2
N
e
Continuum
where the molecules listed are the onen selected above. Computa-
tionally the frequency range 0 < hv _ 20. (ev) is broken into
twelve continuum bands with nine line groups used located at nine
line centers, The boundary conditions on intensity entering the
shock layer from the free stream and from the body are assumed
zero. Thus it is assumed that no radiation enters the shock layer
althrough radiant energy may leave through either surface. This is
the assumption made in state of the art analyses (Refs. 3.10, 3.19,
3.22, 3.27, 3.31 and others). The only questionable part of this
assumption appears to be in assuming the reradiation from the
surface does not effect the shock layer. This is theoretically
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correct for an optically thin shock layer. The results presented
in Chapter 5 show that the magnitude of the reradiation flux is
small in comparison to the other radiative flux in the shock layer.
Further, the shock'layer is observed to be optically thin in the
lower frequency range where the surface radiation is emitted.
Consequently the assumption appears valid. The magnitude of the
energy loss from the surface is significant with respect to the
energy absorbed arid thus is accounted for in the surface balance
equations presented in the third section of this chapter.
One adJitional con_nentis pertinent regarding the selection of
radiative properties. It has been assumedin the foregoing discussion
that the ablator 3urface temperature is at the equilibrium subli-
mation tempc_ra_.u_cof the char and the abiator responds i_: _ quasi-
steady manner. If however the surface temperature is significantly
below the char sublimation temperature, which is the case in the
early portien of a re-entry trajectory, higher molecular weight
species will be introduced into the shock layer. The radiative
properties of _uch species should be considered. However, by
and large the zadiative characteristics of polyatomic hydrocarbons
are unknown. In addition, if the surface does not sublime
completely but rather mechanically erodes, which someexperimental
evidence indicates can and does occur (Ref. 3.16 and 3.17), then
the radiative properties of solid carbon (soot) should be included in
the radiative and thermodynamic calculations. The radiative
importance of this process is indicated by the absorption cross-
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section of soot (I0 12cm for a 250 A particle as computed using
data of Refo 3.18) which is a £actor of approximately 105 larger
than any gas phase species. Chemical equilibrium thermodynamics
analyses do not predict the presence of solid carbon at temperatures
above the char sublimation temperature. Furthermore, mechanisms
which result in solid carbon in the flow-field are not well under-
stood and consequently have not been modeled. Thus, for this work
solid carbon was neglected although if it exists in significant
quantities it might well have a pronounced effect on the radiative
heating.
In addition to the detailed radiation model and associated
properties just discussed, a simplified radiation model based on the
,, T_ _Aol d_vP]oDedbv
emission p_3pc_t:e_ _ _ *........ " "
Ref. (3.19) is a correlation of the radiative flux divergence of
air presented by Ref. (3.20). The curve fit equations for the
radiative flux divergence are listed below.
Tt = I000. 1ogl0P + 13800.
If T < T , thent
[E=.0005 T + 1.15 lOgl0P - 3.15l°glO
(3.17)
If T > T t, then
lOgl0 E = 1.875 lOgl0 P + 3.903
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In the preceeding equations T is temperature in OK, P is pressure
in atm, and _ is the continuum flux divergence in watts/cm 3. This
radiation model will be henceforth called the emission model. It
provides a computationally fast means of estimating the flux
divergence in radiative coupled problems; although, as noted in
Ref. (3.19)_ the emission model tends to overpredict the flux
divergence obtained :from more detailed models.
The species radiative properties discussed along with the
radiation model presented in Appendix B and the emission model are
used in a numerical solution of the thin shock layer equations. _he
primary result from such a solution using either of the radiation
models is the surface heating rate. An additional method was used
•.c ...... i_,,_ heating rates.
in the pregnant w'2rk to compuLu _uL_o_ ...........
This method is based on a correlation of a radiative cooling para-
meter preseffted by Ref. (3.21) which is based on the work of Page
et. al. (Ref. 3.22). The radiative cooling parameter accounts
for the radiative energy losses from an inviscid shock iayer as
predicted by the numerical calculations of Ref. 3.22. The cooling
paramter, 11, is defined as
2(q R)
isothermal (3.12)
F= 3
½ p_ U
The surface radiative flux is determined from the relation
i
qR = (0.2 - 0.295 lOgl0 F)(q R) for .04< F< 1.0 (3.13)
isothermal
where the isothermal radiative flux must be determined from an
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independent calculation, rn the present work the isothermal flux
is determined using the line and continuum radiation model presented
in Appendicies B and Co This correlation for radiative heating is
used in a computer program called RADCORdeveloped as part of the
present work. Additional details concerning the use of the corre-
lation along with the RADCORProgram are presented in Appendix E.
Results and comparisons with more complete analysis are given in
Chapter 5.
To recapatulate, the molecular and atomic mechanismswhich
produce line and continuum radiation have been discussed in relation
to the current problem. A method for selecting the mechanisms
which signiiicantly contribute to the radiative energy transfer has
been developed, This method based on a r_diative effectiveness
factor was applied in selecting molecular mechanisms. The equations
for an emission model of air was stated. Equations for the radiative
cooling parameter were stated. These equations were used in the
RADCORcomputer program for simp]ified heating rate calculations.
THERMODYNA_IC PROPERTIE S
Two sets of thermodynamic properties and computational methods
were used in the present work. One method is limited to the
species of air whereas the second is applicable to arbitrary gas
mixtures. The method which is limited to air species was used,
because of the computational speed, in solving the Rankine-Hugoniot
equations and in computing thermodynamic properties of shock layer
gases where no ablation products exist. The general method was
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used to compute thermodynamic properties of air-ablation and ablation
product gas mixtures.
Equilibrium thermodynamic properties of air which includes its
major components (02 , N 2, O, N, 0+, N+, E-) were obtained in closed
form from a set of approximate partition functions using the method
of Hansen's (Ref. 3.23). The partition functions and thermodynamic
relations for an ideal gas were programmed (Ref. 3.24) such that the
total entha]py, entropy, speed of sound, average molecular weight,
heat capacity and species concentrations can be found for a given
temperature and pressure. The following section discusses the
transport properties which were also computed using Hansen's method.
The computational scheme :for both the thermodynamic and transport
properties ol air is embodied in subroutine GAS which i_ I.__
Appendix D. Figure 3.2 presents a con_arison of species nun_er
densities confuted using this method with number densities from
two different free energy minimization methods. This agreement is
typical and lends validity to the use of the species number densities
as well as the overall thermodynamic properties obtained from the
approximate partition functions of Reference 3.23.
Thermodynamic properties for arbitrary gas mixtures were
computed using a free energy minimization program, CHEb_Q, developed
by Ref. (3.26) which is a modification of a program reported by
Ref. (3.25). Curve-fits of thermodynamic data for individual species
are required as the basic information for a calculation. The forms
of the curve-fit for the standard state properties are listed in
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Tab. 3.2. From the pure component properties which are represented
by the curve-fit equations the mixture thermodynamic properties are
computed by minimizing the free energy of the system.
The selection of the species to include in the shock layer
calculations was based on the ablator composition, the shock layer
temperture, and the pressure ranges of interest. Air and the
phenolic ablator selected for study contains the four elements,
H, C, O, and N. The temperature range considered was from the sub-
limation temperature of the ablator up to approximately 17000°K and
the pressure range considered was from .001 to 2.0 atmospheres.
Twenty species were found to have a significant concentration in
temperature range of interest at 1.0 atmosphere pressure. This was
taken as representative in the pressure range. These species are listed
in Tab. 3.3. from Ref. 3.32 along with their respective heats of forma-
tions where the reference elements are H 2, N 2, 02 , solid carbon and e-.
The curve-fit constants obtained from Ref. 3.32 for these
twenty species are listed in the block data package of VIS_ED 3
presented in Appendix D. Two sets of curve-fits are used for the two
temperture ranges I000 °K to 6000 °K to 17000 °K. Details of the
Fortran nomenclature for the curve-fit equations are given in
Appendix D.
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TABLE 3.2
A SUMMARYPOLYNO_[IALEQUATIONSFORSTANDARD
TIIERMODYNAMICPROPERTIES
Specific Heat
O
C A5T4
--P-- = A.1 + A2T + A3T2 + A4T3 .t-R
Enthalpy
}_o A2 A3_2 A4_3 A5_4 A6
= A I +_-T +-_-i +_-f +_-f +_--
Entropy
O
ST A3_2 A4_3 A5_4
--_ = AIInT + A2T + _--Y + _-Y + _-_ + A 7
Free Energy
A 2 A3_ 2 A4_3 A5_4 A 6
FT° = AI(I-InT ) - -i-T - _--_ - _-_T - -/-6T + _-- - A 7
RT
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TABLE3.3
COMPONENTSANDHEATSOFFORI_TION
Component
N
0
(:(gas)
N+
o+
C+
H
C 2
C 3
CmH
C2H 2
CO
CN
HCN
c4H
02
N 2
H 2
(All°f)298.16
(k/cal/gmole).
112.951
59. 544
171.301
449. 709
374.867
432.357
52.098
197.0259
189.6115
117. 6448
53.8670
-26.4179
109.7865
31. 1895
0.0
0.0
0.0
(Allf°) o
k_cal/gmo !e
112.507
58.972
169. 990
447.564
372.942
429.537
51.620
195.000
188. 000
116.700
54.30O
- 27. 202
109.000
31.281
154.000
127. i00
0.0
0.0
0.0
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TRANSPORT PROPERTIES
The transport properties used in the present work are those of
Hansen (Ref. 3.23) for air. As pointed out by Hansen the knowledge
of transport properties of air at high temperatures is in an
elementary state as compared to the knowledge of the thermodynamic
properties. The basic information needed for calculation of
transport properties from kinetic theory is the species interaction
potential such that the collision integral may be computed. At
high temperatures the atom-atom, atom-ion and atom-molecule potentials
are required but are not known well enough for accurate transport
calculations. The problem is further compounded when ablation
products are introduced into the gas mixture. Thus as an engineering
approximation, the closed form expressions fo_ transport coefficients
(i.e. thermal conductivity and viscosity) for air were used over the
entire shock layer.
The calculation of transport properties by the Hansen method is
based on simple kinetic theory of hard spheres. The viscosity is
calculated by a simple summation formula (Eq. 66 of Ref. 3.23)
which is a function of species density, mean velocity and mean free
path. These variables are then related to the temperature, pressure
and air species composition of the mixture. The thermal conductivity
is calculated as the sum of two effects. The first effect accounts
for the energy transfer by molecular collision which is processed
for ordinary thermal conductivity. The second effect accounts for
energy transfer by diffusion of species which are involved in
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equilibrium reactions at each point in the flow-field. The first
effect is expressed as a function of species density, meanvelocity,
mean freepath, molecular weight and heat capacity. The second is
written in as a function of the temperature, species diffusion
coefficients, concentration and stoichiometric coefficient as well
as the equilibrium constant. These two effects are the frozen and
reacting parts respectively of the thermal conductivity discussed
in Chapter 2 (Eq. 2.169) when developing the temperature form of the
energy equation.
Using air transport properties is justified not only because
significant uncertainty is present in the basic data, but, more
importantly, the resulting heating rate from a shock layer solution
une_ted by the difference in air and air-ablationis essentially r_-_
product transport properties. Rigdon et. al. (Ref. 3.27) showed for
a typical flight condition a 1.5% change in radiating heating rate
as a result of the difference in air and air-ablation product
transport properties. More recently Esch (Ref. 3.26) has further
substantuated the negligible effect of different transport properties
on radiative heating. Specific calculations substantiating this
assumption will be given in Chapter 5.
ABLATOR RESPONSE PROPERTIES
The present work uses a quasi-steady ablator analysis of a
phenolic-nylon composite ablator. Furthermore, the surface tempera-
ture is selected to be the sublimation temperature of the char. These
restrictions imply appreciable ablation rates (at least 5% of the
o
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free-stream mass flux); the surface balance equations (2.138 to
2.142) are appropriate to describe such flow-field ablator inter-
action. Results presented in Chapter 5 will show o2_9_!_ that
this is a valid approximation for most flight conditions of interest.
Since the elemental species, total mass flow rate and pressure
are identical across the interface for quasi-steady response with
appreciable ablation rates, only the energy boundary conditions is
considered here.
dT- dT+ + (2. 142)
kb d--y= kT dy qR
The left hand side of the above equation represents the heat flux
into the body. The quasi-steady model of the ablator can be used
to relate this influx of energy to the heat absorbed and convected
away. This relation is
dT
kb d--y= (pv) AHab
Combining Equations (3.14) and (2.142) yields
dT+ +
(Pv)'AHab = kT _y - qR
(3.14)
(3.15)
or
(PV)-AHab = qT " 8JT4 (3.16)
where qT is the total heat flux (convective plus radiative to the
surface from the flow-field and AHab is the heat of ablation.
The phenolic-nylon composite considered in this work is
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described by Pike et. al. in Re£. 3.28.
elemental composition of 7° _2z' -._rbon
This composite has a mass
"7.?0% 1_vdrogen, 4.96% nitrogen
and 14.72% oxygen.
The heat of ablation of phenolic-nylon was computed by Balhoff
(Ref. 3.29) using a chemical equilibrium program developed by
(Ref. 3.26) which accounts for solids as well as gas con_onents. The
heat of ablation which includes the heat of pyrolysis (300. BTU/Ib m)
is presented in Fig. 3.3 along with the computed sublimation
temperature. The computed sublimation temperature and heat of ablation
data were least squares fit as a function of pressure for compu-
tation work. The equations from the curve fitting process are
-,._ ', _ IR7.0 IOZIo P + 9.'715 (loglo P)
_sub - _.....
2 (3.17)
AHab = 9179.7 - 114.81 lOgl0 P + 329.64 (lOgl0P) 2 (3.18)
Using Eqs. 3.17 and 3.18, the surface balance equation (3.16)
was solved for various pressure levels providing the results shown
in Fig. 3.4. The results indicate that the ablation rate is a weak
function of pressure and a weaker function of the sublimation
temperature for a given flow-field heating rate and constant
surface emissivity. A consdrvative value of emissivity is
.6; such as that reported by Pope (Ref. 3.30) for phenolic-nylon char.
The average value reported in Ref. 3.30 was .67, this is in contrast
to an average value of .95 for the data reported earlier by
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Wilson (Ref. 3.31). In order to determine the effects of uncer-
tanties in the surface emissivity on the ablation rate parametric
_ _ing two values
calculations were madefor two _ u_.....
of emissivity namely: 1.0 and 0.4. The results are shown in
' 2
/ft sec for 1.0
Fig. 3.5 and indicate an uncertainty of .056 ibm
atmospheres and .031 Ib /f t2 sec at 0.i atmospheres. These values
m
are independent of heating rate; howeve_ the percentage uncertainty
increases with decreasing heating rate.
The results presented in Fig. 3.4 are used in Chapter 5 to
obtain coupled flow-field and ablator solutions.
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The stagnation line continuity, momentum and energy equations
selected in Chapter 2 are solved by finite differences using a
computer program called VISRAD 3 deveoped as part of this work. This
chapter describes the techniques used in vISRAD 3 to obtain
numerical solutions-
The implicit finite difference method developed herein has been
presented in part by Adams et. al. (Ref. 4.1), Blottner (Ref. 4.2 and
4.3), Davis (Ref 4.4), Edelman and lloffman (Ref. 4.5 and 4.6), and
Fay and Kay (P-_- /,.7). The stagnation line ordinary differential
equations are quasilinearized. Derivatives are replaced by three
point finite differences. An implicit set of algebraic equations
of the tridiagonal form result from the previous steps for each
second order equation. This set can be rapidly solved using an
algorithm for tridiagonal matrices. Thus this method is globally
implicit in the shock layer coordinate.
In Chapter 2 the continuity and momentum equations were
transformed and split into the following first and second order
ordinary differential equations.
fl
=_
8
(2. 158)
and
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(2.159)
_ ._.
= .- p(_u s ,o I_)
The boundary conditions for Eq. (2.159) are:
_=0 C =0
(2.160)
The momentum equation, Eq. 2.159, is second order and
nonlinear. In order to solve this equation it is desirable to
obtain a linear second order equation of the form
(4.1)
of Lee (Ref. 4.8).
where k is the iteration number.
(2.159) yields a linear equation o£ the form of Eq. (4.1).
Substituting Eq. (4.2) into
(4.2)
d 2v, d--V2w ..... _ 3
,_ + a 1 _ _o'"2 dT_ "
dR
Equation (4.1) is the linear form used by Blottner (Ref. 4.2 and
4.3), Davis (Ref. 4.4), Edelman and Hoffman (Refs. 4.5 and 4.6),
and Fay and Kaye (Ref. 4.7) and others to solve some or all of the
conservation equations with differing degrees of completeness- The
nonlinea_ term in Eq. (2.159) can be quasilinearized in the manner
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r_e _2i!l_e_fk+ s __ js __ie____ 2Re 73 £__.e" C(_)
(4.3)
N2 I___z_ \ 2 (k) -,:_ j
s 6Lp2 (;SUs,o/_) \_;
In Eq. (4.3) the superscript k denotes, computed from the k-th
iteration, and the superscript k+l for the current iteration has
been dropped.
The three point, variable step size finite differences stated by
Davis (Ref. 4.4) and given below were used in Eq. (4.3),
w% A q]n_I
)n = A _n(A _n + A _n-i ) Wn+l
A I)n - A _n-i (4.4a)
+ w
A ]]'n-I (A _n + A "T_n_l )
Wn- I
d2 ) 2
" n A _n(A _n + A _n-i ) Wn+l
2 w (4.4b)
A q_n A _n_ I n
2
+ A _n_l(A 1_n + A ]_n_l) Wn-i
Using the above relations for the difference equations, Eq. 2.23
can be written as
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[al(_ _n- ^ _n-1) - 2
+ Ii A _n A Tlni + a2]_n
(4.5)
_ 2 + al A _n-I = a3
+ _n (A _n + A ]In-ijj_n+l
Equation (4.5) is of the form
A Cn _I + B _n + C _n+l = D
(4.6)
which yields a tridiagonal matrix in the vector equation to be
solved. Equation (4.6) can be written in the following matrix form:
°-
B I
A 2
C 1
B 2 C 2
A 3 ,B3 C 3
A B
n n
i
C3
_n
D1 - A1 C0
D 2
D 3
D - C Cn+n n
(4.7)
Equation (4.7) was solved using the tridiagonal inversion algorithm
program given by Conte (Ref. 4.9). This algorithm gives a rapid
and accurate solution of the tridiagonal system. No significant
improvement in accuracy has been noted in the use of double precision
in calculating variables in this subroutine.
The first order equation (2.158) which accompanies Eq. (2.159)
was integrated
_ (4.8)
C d _ + f
w
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where
- (0v
,- _u s
(4.9)
using a simple trapezoidal scheme.
The transformed standoff distance, _, was computed by using the
boundary condition
_= I, f= fs
(4.10)
and Eq. (4.8) in the following relation
f - f (4 ii)
S W
_= .i
J0 _d_
This computed value was then compared to the assumed _ for con-
vergence. If necessary a new _ is assumed and the entire set of
equations is solved again.
Finally the actual standoff distance is computed using
NSI6 = 5
0
pd_l
(4.12)
with a simple trapezoidal scheme.
The transformed energy equation developed in Chapter 2
, d (PkT)) dT
d2T _ _pvCPT
d'--_ - 2pkT - d_
2 dv _2
p2_
is linear in temperature and thus quasilinearization of terms is
(2.169)
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not needed. In order to use the above equation in the form of Eq.
q: _ _ _ IF must be a known function of _.
Numerically this is accomplished by determining the flux divergence
profile from the previous iteration and this profile is then used
in the solution of the energy equation. Additional information
concerning the iteration technique is given later in this chapter in
the discusslon related to Fig. 4.8.
The boundary conditions for the preceeding equation are:
_= O, T = Tw
(4.13)
= I, T = T s
where T is determined by the ablator response (for ablation coupled
W
analysis T = T is chosen) and T is determined by the
w sublimation s
solution of the Rankine-Hugoneot equations.
Following the development of the momentum equation, finite
differences (4.4) can be substituted into Eq. (2.169) for all
derivatives. This yields
_ 2- A _nal
LA_n.I(A_n + A_n_l)J _n'l
_al(Aq]n _ A_n_ i) - 2-
+ L
(4.14)
2 + A_n_ I a I n
_t = a3
+ LA,I-_n(A'_ n + A_n_l)J Tn+l
where
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- g d(p_)i
al- _o_.LI;_CPT- am J
(4.15)
2 _2
% v dv + 6_____
a3 - k T d_ p2kT
Equations (4.14) and (4.15) yield a tridiagonal matrix like Eq.
(4.7) which is solved using the algorithm described for the momentum
equation.
In the present analysis a simplified species equation solution
was used. It was assumed that the elemental composition was constant
and equal to the ablator elemental composition from the ablator
surface to the stagnation point (i.e. v=0). Likewise from the stag-
nation point to the shock the elemental composition of air was
assumed. Results using this approach are in very close agreement
with results containing solutions of the elemental species equation
as demonstrated in Chapter 5. If the elemental species equation
was to be solved numerically, the same procedure discussed for the
other equations can be used.
In order to take advantage of the variable step size finite
differences a set of criteria was developed to determine the step
size used in various regions of the shock layer. The nondimensional
temperature was used as the variable to specify the step size
pattern since in general it exhibits regions of more rapid change
as a function of _ than the velocity function. Numerical experi-
mentation resulted in the following sufficient conditions:
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,005 < _r< .05 (The nondimensional temperature change
acr_, ,_ _te_, _an not be less than .005 unless condition 2
o
applle_ o_ greateJ: t._._ .05.
g__< .04 (The step-size is never greater than .04; no lower
limit is set.)
The upper limit on step-size is used to maintain accuracy in the
momentum equation integration. The _ step-size is updated between
momentum and energy solutions as the temperature profile moves towards
eonver gent e.
The numerical methods discussed were implemented in the VISRAD
3 computez program which is documented in Appendix D. This appendix
also contains additional information on the iteration procedures
,,,_ _ _ the stagnation line equations.
used in the so .... o ....
SOLUTION BEHAVIOR
The results in this section are presented to demonstrate the
validity of the momentum and energy equation selected to illustrate
the wide range of applicability of the numerical methods used and
to exhibit the manner in which convergence is achieved under
different situations.
Figure 4.1 presents the results of four different methods used
to solve the shock layer momentum and continuity equations. All
four methods agree reasonably well for this case in which there is
no mass injection and no radiation coupling. The present method
and the Adams-Moulton predictor corrector method used by Howe and
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Vegas (Ref. 4.10) agree quite well. Both of these methods as well
as the integral method of Spradley and Engel (Ref. 4.11) include
...... _e method reported by Wilson
(Ref. 4.12) does not include this effect and it is probable that this
effect accounts for the lower values of the velocity predicted by
Wilson's method. The deviation of Spradley and Engel's integral
solution from the present linite difference method may be accounted
for by two effects. First, and foremost is that integral solution
is limited by the degree of the polynomial selected in its
implementation. Secondly, second order effects are included in the
momentum equation solved using the integral approximation. A
comparison of computed stand-off distances between the present
imp]icit method and the integral method for the case shown in Fig.
4.1 indicates agreement within 6%.
Figure 4.2 presents a comparison of velocity profiles with
variable and zero d(p_)d_ for zero and 20 percent mass injection
= 0 and .2) The results indicate th'at for no(i.e. (pV)w/(Pv)_
mass injection, as anticipated by Wilson (Ref. 4.12), neglecting this
effect significantly changes the velocity profile near the wall.
Further, the results indicate that for cases when the boundary layer
is blown from the wall by large ablation rates the effect of this
term is not as significant in determining the velocity profile.
* has been dropped.
Note the negative sign of (PV)w/(Pv) 6
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Figure 4.3 presents a comparison of temperature profiles compu-
ted wi_:b the 0rescnt i_q)lJ_it method and with the quadrature relaxa-
_ioi_ cc'_i_ci ......._ ._u_,_} _ _i;, _ k_af" 4.11). The agreement is
quite good. Both solutions use Hansen's thermodynamic and transport
properties_ Thus the only factors contributing to the differences
in the temperature profiles are the numerical techniques used, the
effects of second order terms in the equations solved by the
relaxation technique and the difference in the velocity profiles shown
in Fig. 4.1.
Figure 4.4 presents results of the present method for the
momentumequation coupled to the energy equation with emission
radiation £or various r,ass injection rates. The velocity profiles
exhibit changes due _o m_ i_Ljection and radintion coup!ing that
are expected and reasonable. Furthermore, no numerical problems
were experienced in obtaining the momentumsolutions. This is in
contrast with unstable characteristics reported for the momentum
equation by Howeand Vegas (Ref 4 i0) for their f = -.7, and the• • W
need by Wilson (Ref. 4.12) to go to an alternate method for large
blowing rates. The present method has been used with no difficulties
to solve the momentum equation for a mass injection rate of (p v )w /
= -11.5.
= W
* * = (PV)w .50 which corresponds to Howe and Vegas f(pv) 8
Numerically, the velocity function f_ has been found to converge
quadradically in a quasilinearization sense as shown in Fig. 4.5.
However, the iteration on 6, see Fig. 4.6, required a damping factor
to insure convergence. Likewise, for some cases, the temperature
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profile is weighed with the previous guess for a new guessed
profile° The use of a maximum of 60 points in the flow field have
;._:::_ _._: ..... •'_-_ :_ ._.......... i.he finite difference solutions
of both the momentum and energy equations. Radiative uncoupled
solutions converge when each point of the input and output profiles
is within one percent. Convergence on _ was also set at one percent.
However, the addition of radiative coupling requires more stringent
tolerances to insure convergence to a unique solution. Figures 4.7
and 4.8 present some results of the effect of emission radiative
coupling on the temperature profile for different convergence
criteria. The temperature profile was selected to study emission
radiative coupling effects on convergence since temperature is the
most _en_itive variable tc beth the radiative f!u_ term and to the
convergence tolerances.
Figure 4.7 presents temperature profiles for no mass injection
that result from different convergence criteria. It was found that
this case requires more stringent convergence tolerances than most
mass injection cases. This case was studied in detail to determine
the least stringent tolerances needed to insure convergence to the
correct answer. There are three convergent tolerances of direct
importance - the tolerances on each point in the temperature and
velocity function profile and the tolerance on the _ change due to a
change in the temperature profile. The tolerances are denoted as
the energy tolerance, E; momentum tolerance, M; and the energy-
momentum coupling tolerance on _ change in Fig. 4.7 and 4.8 Several
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conclusions can be obtained by close observation of Fig. 4.7. First,
N
neither 1.0% or 0.5.% tolerances on E, M and 6 are sufficient to
J__s_ -_;,'_:_b_:_: ,_ _I._ ,,,_L_ :_i_L_on obtained using 0.1% for all
three tolerances and also obtained using 0.1% on E and M and 0.05%
on _. Secondly, it is noted that only 3 iterations between the
momentum and energy equation were required using the 1.0% or .5%
tolerances on E, M and _. Thus the radiative flux divergence term
had been calct_lated only 3 times. It was natural to question whether
the integral nature of the energy equation was satisfied with this
number of :iterations. This leads to the third conclusion. Six
or seven energy-momentum iterations appear necessary to insure that
the coupling between the radiative flux divergence and the remaining
portion of ch__.energy equation is eor_cLiy computed. This is
demonstrated in Fig. 4.7 by the case where .5% tolerances on E, M
and _ was used again but in addition it was required that the
program make 7 energy-momentum iterations. The agreement of the
temperature profile for this case and the unique solution is much
better than when only 3 iterations were used. Fourth, the energy-
momentum coupling was found to be adaquately satisfied when the
computed temperature profile did not change _ more than 0.1%. This
is demonstrated by two cases. One case was run with 0.5% on E and
M and 0.2% on _. Thes_ tolerances yield a solution significantly
different from the unique solution. The solution satisfied the
tolerances in 8 energy-momentum iterations. Thus the radiative
flux divergence coupling in the energy equation was apparently
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satisfied. However, the momentum-energycoupling was not satisfied.
Another case was run with 0.5% tolerances on E and M and with 0.1%
_ie_L_u ..... i_ ......_......_ _rofile is in quite good agreement with
the unique solution indicating that these tolerances are sufficient
to insure proper convergence. Thus, from these numerical experiments
one concludes that 0.5% tolerances on E and M, 0.1% tolerance on
is required in order to insure proper convergence. Further, a
minimumof six or seven energy-momentumiterations appear required.
The results presented in Fig. 4.8 indicate that even though the
above convergence tolerances are required for someshock layer
solutions, others may not require such stringent tolerances. For
the problem stated in Fig. 4.8 all the tolerances employed yielded
essentially i-h_-_am__e_ulL_. It _hould be r_ot_d howev,_r that all
the cases were required to iterate between the energy and momentum
equations at least 5 times thus satisfying the radiative flux
divergence and energy equation coupling. Other conditions not
studied here or in Chapter 5 might require different criteria.
The establishment of the necessary and sufficient conditions
to assure convergence to a unique solution discussed above was
carried out using the emission radiation model. These criteria
were found to be quite satisfactory for calculation which included
line and continuum radiation coupling. However for some flight
conditions difficulties were experienced in converging to the
required criterion.
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The principle cause of convergence difficulties is the very
strong no1_,-linear coupling between the temperature and radiative
; _....... L ..... Jiculties were experienced for
cases of no mass injection but convergence became more difficult
with increasing pressure for mass injection cases. The extent of
radiation coupling is, of course, increased rapidly by increased
shock layer pressure. At pressures near one atmosphere the temperature
profile exhibitJ large oscillations over the entire flow-field and
instabilities principally near the stagnation point if the profile
is not constrained in some manner. This behavior is similar to the
behavior discussed by Anfimov and Shari (Ref. 4.13) for the same
flight conditions. Several methods were tried to assure and to
speed converge_co- A co_bination of methods was necessary to
achieve satisfactory convergence-performance. This combination of
methods will be discussed first followed by the reasoning leading to
the use of the individual parts.
The convergence logic of the VISRAD 3 computer program is
presented in Fig. 4.9 in block diagram form. The oval ended blocks
in this figure denote operations associated with convergence. The
first three of four parts of the convergence scheme are simple
weighting factors. The _, flux divergence profile at each point and
temperature profile at each point is weighted with their respective
computed values of the previous iteration to provide a guess for the
current iteration. These three variables generally exhibit oscillatory
behavior if unweighed, thus the weighing procedure tends to
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dan_en the oscillations. The fourth part of the convergence scheme
is a constraint on the guess of temperature profile. The guess is
kept within 8 percent of the _el_pe_,_ profile from the previous
iteration. Furthermore, the guessed temperature profile is used to
compute updated density and viscosity profiles to be used in the next
momentumsolution. This procedure works satisfactorily if the initial
guess provided to start the program is close to the final result.
This can be achieved by running cases at constant (_v)w starting with
a low pressure (i.e., 0.i atm.) and using the converged results as
a guess for the next pressure level.
The first part of the convergence schen_eweighs the new and old
values of _ in an attempt to reduce the momentumenergy coupling
between iterations. The effect of this weighing was found to be
only slightly influential but beneficial in convergence. The
second part of the convergence schemeweighs the new and old
radiative flux divergence at each point in the flow-field. This has
the result of dampening the oscillations in the flux divergence
profile with the main effect being in the stagnation point region
where the flux divergence changes sign. The third part of the
convergence schemeweighs the new and old temperature at each point
in the flow-field. This was done in order to dampen the oscillation
in the temperature profile, improve the properties for the next
momentumsolution and to improve the flux divergence for the next
energy solution. This part of the convergence scheme is the
principle contributer in obtaining a converged solution. The specific
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weighing values for the preceding vsriables were determined by
numerical experimentation and appear to be satisfactory; however,
due to the nonlinear coupling invoi_,c_ _,_ th_ _,_nge in coupling
for different flight conditions the weighing factors are a compromise.
A converged solution was obtained using the first three parts of
the convergence scheme. The behavior from iteration to iteration of
_, stagnation point temperature and radiative flux divergence are
shown in Figs. 4.10b, 4.10a and 4.11 respectively. The stagnation
point values of temperature and flux divergence were chosen for
presentation since they are generally the last value to converge
in the profile. Both _ and temperature exhibit large oscillations
during the first five iterations. Corresponding to the large
temperature oscillations, Fig. 4.11 sho_ a _,ch l_rgcr change in
tile flux divergence. Even though convergence was achieved for this
low pressure the results indicated that the temperature had to be
constrained to achieve convergence for higher values of pressure.
This realization lead to the constraining procedure of part four of
the convergence scheme. By not allowing the guessed temperature to
deviate from the previous profile at each _ location by more than a
fixed percentage the large oscillations were reduced. Fig. 4.12
shows a typical convergence procedure for a pressure of 0.5 atm.
using a maximum percentage change of 4.0%. The temperature profiles
in Fig. 4.12 are for intermediate iterations and the converged
profile is not shown (it is reported in Chapter 5), however, the
progress toward convergence is shown. The eleventh and twelvth
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iterations are near convergence in the near wall and near shock
region. The dip in the temper_t1,re _rnf_les near the stagnation
point is characteristically the last irregularity to 8isappear
before convergence. The results shown in Fig. 4.12 indicate that
perhaps the 4.0 percent change constraint was somewhatsmaller than
required. Subsequent calculations indicated a value of 8.0% is
sufficient and provides a good compromise between stability and
time required for computation.
From the results presented in Figs. 4.1 and 4.3 it can be
concluded that apparently the second order effects do not signifi-
cantly contribute to the description of the flow-field characteristics
and therefore are justifiably neglected. Furthermore, the present
method agrees with cther described _ethoc!s f_r the case where thesc
methods are applicable. The numerical solution of the momentum
equation is quite rapid and exhibits no numerical difficulties.
Numerical difficulties were experienced in the solution of the
energy equation for mass injection cases where the radiative flux
divergence profile changes from a large negative to large positive
number in the stagnation point region. The convergence scheme
presented in Fig. 4.9 is shown to satisfactorily overcome these
difficulties.
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Two of the basic objectives of this research, as stated in
Chapter i, were to develop a computer program solution for the
stagnation line flow field equations and to perform parametric studies
for hyperbolic entry conditions. The results presented herein
illustrates that these two objectives have been realized.
Two computer progr_ns have been developed which provide two
levels of detail in defining stagnation line characteristics. A
coupled set of first order stagnation line equations are solved
numerically by implicit finite differences in the program called
VISR_ID 3 which provides the most complete analysis. The equations
and nun_rical procedures used are given in Chapter 4. A second
program called RADCOR was used to compute radiative heating rates
for no ablation using the radiative cooling parameter correlation
discussed in Chapter 3 (Eq. 3.12 and 3.13).
The two computer programs have been used to perform parametric
studies and the results of these studies are presented herein. The
parametric studies were conducted for continuum flight conditions
corresponding to hyperbolic earth entry velocities. These conditions
produce radiative heating rates which are much larger than convective
heating (Fig. 1.7). Flight velocities below 36000 ft/sec were not
considered since the Apollo flight data and other re-entry data are
available and define the heating and material response behavior for
these less severe conditions. The conditions considered are:
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Free stream velocity: 36000 to 58000 ft/sec
Post shock pressure: .01 to 2.0 atm.
Fig. 2.7 illustrates that these cond:Lt_ :e in tl,c range of
applicability of the shock layer equations and are appropriate for
hyperbolic entry trajectories which lie in the domain of interest.
In addition to flight conditions, additional parameters must be
specified to obtain a shock layer solution at one point in a trajectory.
The basic specifying variables are:
Variables
or T6 I Free-stream }
U or
p_ or P6 Post shock conditions
R - Body Radius }
Initial shock curvature}
(d ¢/d _) _=0"
(9v) w
T
W
N
C.
iW
- Mass injection rate
- Surface Temperature
- Elemental mass fraction
at the wall
Specified by
Trajectory
Vehicle Shape
Assumed (zero for a
concentric shock)
Ablator Response Parameters
Throughout the results presented the wall temperature and elemental
species composition at the wall have been specified as:
T = 3450°K (sublimation temperature
w of phenolic nylon at
P = 1.0 atm)
= .7303 carbon
_iw .0729 hydrogen
.0496 nitrogen
.1472 oxygen
40% nylon
60% phenolic resin
quasi-steady
state ablation
assumed
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The primary emphasis in the parametric studies was to quantitatively
determine the effects of ablation prod_cts and radiative energy
transport on surface heating raues. J_o_J; Lhis znlormation coupled
ablator-shock layer solutions were obtained. In addition, results
of the calculations were studied to provide additional understanding
of shock layer processes such that the importance of the various
transport and coupling processes could be assessed.
In describing radiation, ablation and other effects the word
"coupled" has been extensively used in this chapter. It might be
well to reflect on its connotation as used here before proceeding.
Mathematically, the stagnation line equations are solved as a set
of ordinary differential equations in one dependent variable
each. Each of the equations contains variable coefficients and
terms which are functions of and/or include the dependent variables
from the other equations. Thus the equations are coupled in that a
solution to the set of equations can not be obtained unless itera-
tions between equations on the dependent variables are made to satisfy
the set simultaneously. The extent of coupling may be described by
a brief discussion of weak coupling. If one equation is weakly coupled
to another equation large variations in the dependent variable of
one equation produces only small variations in the dependent variable
of the weakly coupled equation. The integrodifferential nature
of the energy equation produces another type of coupling. The
integro term in the energy equation has been treated as a separate
equation with respect to the remainder of the energy equation.
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Iterations are performed to satisfy both parts simultaneously. The
integro term is the radiative flux d_vergence which is quite
obviously dependent on temperature and _s thus coupled to the differ-
ential portion of the energy equation. The phrase "ablator-shock
layer coupling" has a slightly different connotation. It is used
to describe the ablator and shock layer conditions which yield a
compatable set of surface boundary conditions.
The first four sections of this chapter present parametric
studies of the stagnation line flow-field obtained using tile VISRAD3
program. Someresults from the RADCORprogram are also presented
for comparative purposes. In addition to the parametric studies the
fifth section of this chapter presents heating rates obtained from
a radiative _I_o para._ter correlation used in the RADCORcomputer
program. The main results in this section are a set of graphs for
heating rates which were obtained using the RADCORcomputer program.
These graphs permit hand calculations of hyperbolic entry radiative
heating rates for no ablation. A method is suggested for estimating
the effect of ablation on heating rates. The ablation adjusted rates
could then be used to obtain quasi-steady state ablation rates.
EFFECTS OF P_iDIATION COUPLING ON TIIE SHOCK STA._-0FF DISTANCE
The shock wave location is a boundary condition for the thin
shock layer equations. Mathematically this boundary condition is
known as a free boundary and is determined by the solution of the
equations in the bounded region. For the problem under investigation,
the shock stand-off distance is determined by the radiation-gas
dynamic coupling which occurs in the shock ]ayer.
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The purpose of this section is to present results which demon-
strate the radiation-gas dynamic coupling effects on the stand-off
distance. These results were oL_L_incdL_sing the _iSRAD3 and RADCOR
computer programs which are discussed in Appendix D and E respectively.
A systematic study is presented for the stand-off distance for flight
velocities between 36000 and 58000 ft./sec, assuming T = 3450°K,w
(pv) w = 0.0 and a concentric shock. The influence of the concentric
shock assumption is assessed at a typical flight condition. In
addition, the location of the stagnation point for mass injection
cases is examined for a number of flight conditions.
Stagnation line solutions were obtained for free-stream velocities
between 36000 and 58000 ft./sec, at post shock pressure levels of
p6 = 1.0, .50, .i0 and .01 atmospheres using the line and continuum
radiation model. The nondimensional stand-off distances resulting
from these calculations are shown in Fig. 5.1 as a function of
density ratio across the shock. Along with the computed results are
plots of two con_nonly used correlation equations which were
developed to predict nonradiatively coupled stand-off distances. It
is noted that the correlation of Inouye (Ref. 5.1) predicts larger
stand-off distances than any obtained by the present method; however,
the correlation presented in Ref. 5.2 agrees to within 3% with the
four points for 36000 ft./sec, computed with the present flow-field
solution. It will be shown that the effects of radiation coupling
is small for this flight velocity (Fig. 5.19 shows the maximum effect).
Thus the correlation from Ref. 5.2 provides a quite reasonable estimate
of the nonradiatively coupled stand-off distance.
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The present results shown in Fig. 5.1 indicate someadditional
interesting processes. Most obviously, the stand-off distance is a
strong function of the post sl_, • _J_ ..... I_ , _stant pressure
lines show a double value for 6 at constant p. This effect, which
occurs at the higher velocities, is a natural result of air thermo-
dynamics being used to solve the Rankine-Hugoniot equations. As
discussed in Chapter 3 the Rankine-Hugoniot equations are solved
using the air model of Hansen (Ref. 5.17) which assumesan ideal
dissociating and ionizing gas. It is also noted that the turn in the
constant pressure line gets sharper with decreasing pressure until
the stand-off distance becomesdouble valued for the pressure
P6 = .01 atm.
A measure oi the radiative-gas dynamic coupling effects on the
stand-off distance can be sho_._nby observing the actual stand-off
distance, 6, divided by the radiationless stand-off distance, A. The
nondimensional radiationless stand-off distance, A, selected for the
present work is represented by the equation
A = p/(l +_/3) (5 i)
obtained from Ref. 5.2 This equation was used since it appears to
be compatible with the flow-field predictions for small radiation
coupling as shownin Fig. 5.1 and the use of Eq. 5.1 makes the infor-
mation to be presented more accessible to other investigators than
radiationless flow-field results. Accordingly the deviation from the
radiationless shock layer distance is cxpressed as
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6/A--8<1 (5.2)
Figure 5.2 shows the effects _,f _ i ; ' : '_ on the stand-off
distance as a function of the radiative cooling parameter, F. The
cooling parameter was computed using the same line and continuum
radiation model used in the flow-field solution and is based on the
radiationless stand-off distance, A. The results indicates that the
ratio 6/A varies linearly with F for small values of F. It is noted
that there is an apparent translation at 6/A = 1.0 for different
pressure levels. This is attributed to the representation of A with
Eq. 5.2 rather than using the actual radiationless stand-off distance.
A comparison of the present results with previous estimates of
Goulard (Ref. 5.3) shown in Fig. 5.2 provides additional insight
into the radiation coupling effects. Goulard formulated the stag-
nation line problem with a simple inviscid flow field model and a
gray gas radiation model. The effects of radiation - gas dynamic
coupling on the stand-off distance were studied using a perturbation
scheme for small values of F. Results were obtained for optically
thin and thick limits. The optically thick result, Eq. 63 of Ref.
5.1,
'_A (5.3)
61A=I-½F E2(_- )
is in terms of a parameter, _A = P6K6 A "
of the post shock density, frequency averaged mass absorption
coefficient and A. The optically thin results were identical to
the preceding expression with the exception that the exponential
This parameter is the product
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integral, E2, was equal to one. For the optically thick limit,
Goulard found a minimumvalue of 8/A for horizontal flight and this
, .... _d _i_ optically thin
minimum corresponded to a valuu _- _LA
results are shown in Fig. 5.2 The optically thin limit predicts a
larger reduction of the stand-off distance than that observed for
P6 = .01 atm; and this result is in agreement with Goula_d's assess-
ment that his optically thin relationship would overestimate the
cooling effect. It should be emphasized also that Goulard's analysis
is valid only for F << i. The optically thick line tends to under-
predict the radiative cooling effects for small values of F. It is
interesting to note, however, that the trends sho__nby the simplified
model are in agreement _.jith the present results. That is the
increase i_, optical thickness corresponding to increasing post shock
pressure tends to decrease the radiative cooling effect of reducing
the shock stand-off distance.
The functional relationship of the radiative heat transfer
coefficient and 6/A is shown in Fig. 5.3 for the sameconditions as
those in Fig. 5.2. These results indicate the nonlinear relationship
between the stand-off distance and the radiative heating. This is in
contrast to adiabatic inviscid analyses which show a direct
proportionality relation.
The results presented in Fig. 5.2 and 5.3 are for constant post
shock pressures which is approximately horizontal flight (see Fig. 2.7).
The results presented in Figs. 5.4 and 5.5 are for vertical flight for
a fixed set of velocities. The optically thin and thick estimates
195
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of Goulard appear to be in agreement where applicable with the
present results for the U = 36000 ft./see, curve. The set of curves
appears to form a surface which i_ a_ _ :_ i_otic limit on the optically
thick side. Further, the asymtote (i.e. the shaded line in Fig. 5.4)
appears nearly linear for values of F less than .5 and corresponds
to the P6 = 1.0 and 0.5 atm. line in Fig. 5.2. For larger values of
1_ a minimum value in the asymtote for 5/A appears to be approached.
It is anticipated that for flight velocities higher than 58000 ft./
sec. precursor radiation will become significant resulting in an
increase in $/A, since a portion of the energy lost by radiation
through the shock wave which reduces the stand-off distance will be
absorbed by the on coming gas and returned to the shock layer. It
might b_ pointed o_t that this minimmn was understandably not
predicted by the analysis of Goulard. This minimum appears to occur
for large values of F while Goulard's analysis was limited by the
assumption that F << I.
Figure 5.5 points out features not apparent in Fig. 5.4. The
actual nondimensional stand-off distance and 6/A are plotted against
post shock pressure for an intermediate velocity of 50000 ft./sec.
in Fig. 5.5. The stand-off distance for this vertical flight case
exhibits a maximum whereas 6/A monotomically decreases with
increasing post shock pressure.
To this point in this section of the results presented are for
a single body radius, R = 9 ft. Figure 5.6 presents the functional
dependence of the stand-off distance on F for various values of body
198
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radius. Even though 6 verses r is linear, plots of 6 verses the
corresponding R or CHRwould not show a linear dependence. Also,
since Fig. 5.6 is for one flight cond , _ _ ::/A exhibit the
same dependencies. It is interesting to observe that the smaller
nose radius body will produce the largest nondimensional stand-off
distance. This, of course, is a result of the smaller radiative
loss experienced by the smaller shock layer. It should be pointed
out that although the results given in Fig. 5.6 show a linear
relationship, the flight conditions lie along the as}nntote shown in
Fig. 5.4. Consequently, for flight conditions other than those
along the asymtote one might well expect a nonlinear relation between
6 and F.
Durir_g the -Aeve]opment of the _stagnation equations in Chapter 2,
the shock bluntness at the stagnation line was demonstrated to be
has been assumed
unknown. The bluntness parameter, (d¢/d[)[= O,
zero corresponding to a concentric shock in most of the present
work. To evaluate the effect of this assumption on the stand-off
distance and radiative heating rate, (de/d_)_= 0 was left as a para-
meter in the momentum equation (Eq. 2.153) where d_/dE = I. - d¢/d_.
Parametric variation of (de/d_)_= 0 resulted in the effects shown in
Fig. 5.7. The results indicate that the shock stand-off distance
and radiative heat transfer coefficient both increase in a near
Further, the effect of
proportionate manner with (d¢/d_)_=0.
is approximately the same for the two radiation models
(dcld_) C= 0
used. The work of Burns and Oliver (Ref. 5.4) indicated that
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(de/d_)_=O = .0705 for a hemispherical shaped body at the same flight
conditions used to obtain Fig. 5.7. Consequently one would expect a
5 L_ iU_o xL_:_ca:_c in stand-off distance and heating rate coefficient
because of non-concentric effects. This percentage may, of course,
change somewhat with flight conditions and body size. Additional
observations related to the stagnation line shock bluntness are
given in Chapter 6.
The shock stand-off distance is, in addition to the previously
stated variables, determined by the amount of ablation products
being injected into the shock layer. Mass injection essentially
translates the shock wave away from the body with ablation products
existing on the wall side of the stagnation point and air species
on the shock _ide. Figures 5.8 and 5.9 show the stagnation point
location as a function of mass injection rate and free stream
velocity respectively. The nondimensional stagnation point location,
(y/5)v=0 , is shown as a function of (pv) w for three post shock
pressure levels in Fig. 5.8. The results indicate that the stagnation
point location is essentially independent of shock layer pressure
level. Also shown in Fig. 5.8 are results from Ref. 5.5 at (pv) w =
.20 for a slightly different body radius and carbon phenolic ablation
products.
The stagnation point location, for a given post shock pressure
level, as a function of free stream velocity is given in Fig. 5.9.
Present results are compared to those of Ref. 5.5 which are for
different pressure levels shown. The present results and those of
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Ref. 5.5 indicate that for the given mass injection rate the ablation
product layer thickness increases on a percentage basis as the free-
st_,_ _,cloci_y is increased. Moreover, the ablation layer thickness
reported by Ref. 5.5 is approximately 6.0 to 7.0% of the shock
layer smaller than the present results. This agreement appears quite
reasonable in the light that Ref. 5.5 results are for a different
ablator and slightly larger body radius. The results presented in
Figs. 5.8 and 5.9 may be of benefit for investigators using inviscid
analysis approximating the inner and outer regions of the shock layer.
HF_TING RATES AND ABLATOP_ COUPLING
The main concern in designing an ablative heat protection system
is the prediction of the rate and total amount of energy which
would be t_ausf_rrcd to the a_lator during atmospheric entry. For
hyperbolic entry conditions the main mode of energy transfer to the
ablator surface is by radiation as illustrated in Fig. 1.7 for no
ablation. The effect of mass injection due to ablation is to reduce
the convective heating to a negligible level compared to radiative
heating. Accordingly, the results presented in this section concern
the quantitative definition of radiative heating levels for typical
hyperbolic entry flight conditions. A systematic variation of problem
defining variables was made to establish cause and effect relation-
ships. Coupled ablator and shock layer solutions were obtained for
flight conditions typical of vertical entry.
Many of the radiative heating rates results presented in this
section and others are in terms of the nondimensional radiative heat
transfer coefficient which has bee_ defined as
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qR (5.4)
 pou3
This coefficient represents the fraction of the flux of flow energy
entering the shock layer per unit area which is transferred to the
surface by radiation. The energy not transferred to the surface by
radiation or convection is radiatively lost through the shock or
r_ rained by the gases surrounding the vehicle • These gases flow
over the vehicle and equilibrate in its wake with the atmosphere.
Radiative heating rate results, for no mass injection, are
presented in Fig. 5.10 for conditions which through traditional use
have become a standard for comparing radiation calculation methods.
The results _rescntcd _]! contain ]_ne and contin,_ur_ r_8_ation and
agree to within + 10% of the average. The comparison made is
essentially between computational methods since as pointed out by
Wilson (Ref. 5.6) the basic data for the radiation calculation is
common in the work compared. It is noted that CI_ tends to an
asymtotic limit at the higher free stream velocities.
This as)nntotic behavior is exhibited to a lesser extent as the
post shock pressure is lowered for the same flight velocities as
shown in Fig. 5.11. Figure 5.11 presents results from the radiative
cooling parameter calculations and shock layer calculations. The
shock layer calculation results are in general slightly larger than
the correlation results except at the lowest pressure. The results
* Neglecting precursor heating effects.
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demonstrate the nonnegligible effect of the shock layer pressure
level on radiative heating.
l_e effect of body size on radiative heating without ablation
is demonstrated in Fig. 5.12 for one set of flight conditions. All
of the results presented contain line and continuum radiation
coupling. The results are markedly different than the linear body
radius dependency predicted by adiabatic shock layer calculations.
In fact the present results show a near linear dependence on (£n R).
The results of Ref. 5.7 also appear linearly dependent on (%nR)
for values of R greater than 1.5. Calculations at additional flight
conditions are necessary to determine if the %n(R) relation is
characteristic of coupled shock layer solutions which include both
line and continuum radiation.
The role of line and continuum radiation coupling is important
throughout the peak heating period of h_erbolic entry. To illustrate
this point, stagnation line heating rates were computed for a 10-g
undershoot boundary trajectory with an initial entry velocity of
55,000 fps. The undershoot trajectory, presented in Fig. ii of Ref.
5.8, was used by Engel and Spradley (Ref. 5.9) to assess the role of
radiative absorption effects on heating loads. This earlier work did
not include the effects of line radiation. Fig. 5.13 presents a
comparison between the present results and those of Ref. 5.9. All
of the results presented account for radiative losses and thus point
out the importance of using a radiation model which includes line
and continuum radiation without optical depth restrictions. From
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Fig. 5.13 it is observed that both the emission model and the optically
thi_ continuum model of Ref. 5.9 overpredict the radiative heating
rates co,_p_Lc_with the RADCORand VISRAD3 programs. Further, it
is noted tlnt the results of Ref. 5.9, using continuum radiation
only, significantly underpredicts the line and continuum heating rates.
The present results obtained using the radiative cooling parameter agree
quite well with the results from the shock layer solution. It is
interesting to note that the present results and those of Ref. 5.9
show a net absorption in approxinmtely 9%of the shock layer near
the wal]. Thus the line and continuum and continuum only results
indicate that including line radiation does not significantly change
this observation.
Oneof th_ _rinziP !e objoctives of the current research is to
evaluate the the effects of ablation product mass injection and to
obtain ablator shock layer coupled solutions. It was found that
previous work, Ref. 5.5, 5.6, 5.10 and others, obtained heating
rates for specified ablation rates from shock layer solutions which
exhibited no apparent correlation as demonstrated in Ref. 5.5. Most
of the results of the previous work was for various flight velocities,
altitudes, body radii and ablation rates of carbon phenolic.
Unfortunately either too few results were obtained in one analysis
and/or more than one specifying parameter was changed from case to
case. This has lead to an incomplete understanding of the effective-
ness of ablation products in reducing the radiative heating to the
body. Specification of the altitude as an independent parameter
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exemplifies the difficulties encountered. If, for example, we were
to hold the altitude constant as well as the body size, wall tempera-
ture _nu _ass injection rate and vary the flight velocity the follow-
ing would be observed. As shown in Fig. 2.7 the post shock temperature
and pressure levels would both change. This is in addition to a
change in post shock velocity as computed using the Rankine-Hugoniot
equations. Thus by holding altitude (or free stream density)
constant and changing flight velocity, a change in three shock layer
parameters occurs rather than one as desired. Since the shock
layer pressure level has a considerable effect on radiative heating
as shownin Fig. 5.11, it is desirable to specify this parameter
rather than altitude. Accordingly, for a constant P8 a change in
free stream velo c'_'" changes only one thermodynamic parameter, T6,J-_J
and the post shock velocity. In general it is not possible to change
flight conditions without altering at least two shock layer parameters.
Consequently the present parametric studies were conducted at
specified pressure levels for various free stream velocities.
Radiative heating rate results for U = 50000 ft/sec, R = 9 ft.co
and T = 3450°K are shown in Figs. 5.14 and 5.15 for different levels
w
of post shock pressure and ablation rate. The results in Fig. 5.14
illustrate the post shock pressure effects on heating at constant
(PV)w are somewhat similar in shape but are not similar to the no
mass injection line. The results show that an ablation rate (pv) w
= .05 reduces the radiative heating rate substantially and additional
ablation has a much smaller percentage effect. This effect is also
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shown in Fig. 5.15 which presents another projection of the CBR,
pg, (pv) w surface. The constant P6 curves exhibit a characteristic
¢ c_ ..... Lh (pv)w but do not overlap when nondimensionalized by
the heating rate coefficient for no mass injection, (C_) 0"
Most investigators present heating rate results for mass
injection in a plot of CHR/(CHR)0 verses (pv) w irrespective of the
free stream velocity, post shock pressure or body radius. As pointed
out above this had led to apparent disagreement between results.
parameter is not sufficientThe obvious conclusion is that the (pv) w
to correlate the results. Fig. 5.16 was prepared to, in part, point
out why (pv) w is insufficient. The results show a quite obvious
dependence on post shock pressure and exhibit a minimum in the
curves near P6 = .3 atm. Two values of nondimen_io_aiconstant (pv) w
heating for carbon phenolic are also shown in Fig. 5.16. These
values, although not at the precise flight conditions and body size
of the present results, were thought to be near enough for comparative
purposes. The (pv)w = .i0 case of Wilson (Ref. 5.6) shows a slightly
higher rate of heating than extrapolation of the present results
would yield and the (pv) w .20 case of Rigdon et. al. (Ref. 5.7)
is slightly lower than present results. The agreement is quite
reasonable since the results are for different ablators. More
importantly, the two points indicate that the samekind of post shock
pressure dependence is shown. From these observations it is realized
that plotting CHR/(C_) 0 versus (pv) w irrespective of pressure level
may lead to erroneous conclusions regarding the effectiveness of
ablation in reducing radiative heating.
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To examine the effect of free stream velocity on the radiative
heating at a constant ablation rate Fig. 5.17 was prepared. As shown
_alf of the figure the effectiveness of the ablation
products for the conditions examined exhibits a minimum (i.e.,
CHR/(CHR)Oexhibits a maximum)near 50000 ft/sec. The reason for the
maximumin CHR/(CHR)0 is clear from the plot in the upper half of
Fig. 5.17. Even though the actual heating rate increases with velocity
for (pv)w = .20 its rate of increase is smaller than for no ablation.
In the lower half of Fig. 5.17 values of CHR/(CI_)0 are given for
different post shock pressure levels at U = 50000 ft/sec toOO
indicate how the pressure level would shift similar curves verses U .oo
In addition, three computed points from Rigdon, et. al. (Ref. 5.5)
for carbon _,benolic are shown. These results for a constant altitude
are in reasonable agreement if one considers the post shock pressure
level shifts.
Of prime importance in the design of an ablative heat shield is
the accurate determination of the amount of material which will be
lost during entry. To compute the amount of material lost by ablation
processes requires a coupled solution of the flow field and ablator.
For quasi-steady ablation the coupling is adequately described by the
surface balance equations presented in Chapter 3. Fig. 5.18 presents
a graphical solution matching the flow field and ablator response for
five different post shock pressure levels. The point of crossing of
the constant P shock layer lines and the linear segments for the
6
given P6 of the ablator response as read from Fig. 3.4 yields the
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coupled solution. Several observations can be made from Fig. 5.18.
_ _ :_• , ,_, layer coupling becomesimportant at approximately
P6 = .i0 atm. for the flight velocity and body size specified.
Further the quasi-steady ablator response assumption would not be
valid below P6 = .i0 atm. since the heating is insufficient to maintain
the surface at the sublimation temperature unless the char surface
is renwved by other than the sublimation mechanismsuch as oxidation.
Also for coupled ablation rates at P8 = .i0 and lower the species
boundary condition of the third kind at the surface maybecome
important as indicated by Esch (Ref. 5.11). However to obtain coupled
ablator-shock layer solutions for P6 = .i0 and larger the surface
balance equations used appear quite adequate. In addition, it is
observed that as the post shock pressure is increased the intersection
angle of the lines from the ablation analysis and the shock layer
analysis becomes increasingly acute. Thus errors which are inherent
in the heating analysis are reflected in a greater uncertainty in
the ablation rate at the higher pressures.
In summary, the results presented provides the most complete
description of ablator-shock layer coupling which has been reported.
RADIATIVECOUPLEDSHOCKLAYERCHARACTERISTICS
Examining characteristic of radiative coupled shock layers not
only leads to a better understanding of the processes which occur but
also permits the assessment of the relative importance of the various
processes. Accordingly, this section is devoted to observations of
shock layer characteristics such as temperature and velocity profiles
under a variety of different flight conditions.
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The effects of increased radiative coupling is shown in Figs.
_: _ _ o0 Nondimensional shock layer temperature profiles are
shown in Fig. 5.19 for a constant post shock pressure and six free
stream velocities. It is noted that as the free stream velocity is
increased, the nondimensional temperature profile is lowered as a
result of increased radiative loss (i.e. cooling). In general the
temperature profiles are approximately linear between (y/6) = .2
and (y/6) = .8. This is in contrast with the constant temperature
profiles hypothesized by Goulard (Ref. 5.3) for optically thick
shock layers. The regions of rapid temperature change n_ar the wall
and the shock, anticipated by (Ref. 5.3),are exhibited by the
current shock layer solutions. The effects of radiatio_ coupling has
a muchsmaller effect on the _o_,entumtransfer in the shock layer as
shown in Fig. 5.20. Two observations may be madehowever. First,
the slope of the f_ profile at the wall is decreased as the free
stream velocity and corresponding radiative cooling is increased.
Since the shear at the wall is proportional to f_ one concludes that
effect of radiative coupling is to reduce the wall shear stress. This
is in agreement with previous observations discussed by Anderson
(Ref. 5.12). Secondly, radiative cooling effects produce corresponding
temperature and thus density changes in the shock layer. The density
changes result in a nonlinear variation in f_ away from the wall.
Stated another way the radiative cooling effect makes the whole
shock layer exhibit viscous behavior. Again this concurs with
published work of Hoshizakii and Wilson (Ref. 5.13) as well as others.
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Temperature profiles from shock layer solutions using the
_tion model are given in Figs. 5.21, 5.22 and 5.23.
A comparison of temperature profiles obtained using the emission
model and LRAD3 model is given in Fig. 5.21. The results show that
the emission model yields the proper temperature solution behavior
even though it tends to overpredict the radiative cooling effect.
T!e use of the emission model to isolate cause and effects is
desirable since the model is only dependent on shock layer temperature
and pressure . With the use of the emission radiation model, the
effects of including the density variations due to ablation products
was examined. The results shown in Fig 5.22 are for air C , k and• p
properties. The effect of including ablation products in the
density calculation, rather than using an air value, is to shift the
temperature profile and stagnation point. Further, the stand-off
distance is substantially increased. The effect was considered
significant enough that it has been included in all of the ablation
coupled results of this work. Rigdon, et. al. (Ref. 5.5) did not
isolate this effect and used air values in most of their calculations.
A comparison of the temperature profiles computed using a binary
solution of the species equation (Ref. 5.11) and using the constant
elemental two zone model of the present work is given in Fig. 5.23.
The effects on the temperature profile by including a binary species
solution appear negligible. It should be noted that the radiation
It is noted that the model was developed as
radiation characteristics only.
a correlation of air
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coupling due to species variations is not accounted for since the
_ , _ _ _, d _ _d_is comparison. The results
indicate, however, that the density variation resulting from diffusion
is adequately approximated.
The effects of radiation coupling changes on the temperature
profile which a_ises from the two zone species model appro×imation
is illustrated in Fig. 5.24. It is noted that only a slight change
in the temperature profile is observed. Further, the percentage
ch_ge in the radiative heating rate for the two solutions was
observed to be 4.0%. In addition Esch (Ref. 5.11) showed that multi-
component diffusion effects tended to reduce this difference. A
comparison is made in Fi_. 5.25 of elemental compositions for typical
shock layer conditions showing the approximation made in using the
two zone constant elemental model. The multicomponent solution,
which was an uncoupled analysis, of Ref. 5.11 agrees more closely
,
with the present model than the binary solution . From the results
presented, it is concluded that the two zone constant elemental
model appears quite adequate for use in an equilibrium solution of
the shock layer equations. It is realized, however, that if finite rate
chemistry effects of the ablation species are found to be pronounced,
this species approximation would need revision.
An additional discussion regarding properties is in order at
this point. The present results are for air mixture values of C , kP
It is expected that a selection of a heavy-heavy binary diffusion
coefficient rather than a light-heavy coefficient as employed by
Ref. 5.11 would reduce the difference in the binary and multi-
component concentrations.
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and _ which were used throughout the shock layer. The results and
......_,_ _v _i_dc_ et. al, (Ref. 5.5) for carbon
phenolic ablatlom producus and _o_e _)i_sented by Esch (Ref. 5.11)
for phenolic nylon ablation products indicate the use of air mixture
values for k and _ throughout the shock layer is sufficiently adequate
for calculation purposes. For the cases examined by Ref. 5.5 and
Ref. 5.11 the inclusion of ablation product changes in the mixture
thermal conductivity and viscosity changed the heating no more than
1.0 to 2.0 percent° These properties affect the shock layer profiles
only in a small region near the stagnation point explaining their
small influence on the overall solution. Results presented by Esch
(Ref. 5.11) whic_ include ablation species in the heat capacity show
a significant decrease in the temperature profile neer the wall, from
those shown in Fig. 2.23. The reacti1_g heat capacity for phenolic
nylon ablation products was reported to be as large as 17 times
greater than that of air (Ref. 5.11). The radiative energy absorbed
by the ablation products is thus transferred into internal modes
rather than translational energy modesas predicted using air Cp
Even though the temperature was decreased significantly near the
wall using the ablation product C the radiative heat transfer wasP
changed by only 4.8% from the present results for the case given in
Fig. 5.24. Other cases reported showedeven smaller percentage
changes in heating. Consequently the use of air heat capacities in
the present work does not appear to have introduced significant
changes in the surface heating rate from those which account for
ablation product effects on the heat capacity.
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It is interesting to examine the effects of the ablation rate
and post shock pressure on the !_ ]'_.... temperature, normal
velocity and tangential velocity. Figs. 5.26, 5.27, 5.28 present
temperature profiles for different ablation rates at three post
shock pressures. Increasing the ablation rate decreases the tempera-
ture near the wall as expected. Thus the convective heating is
reduced to a negligible level. The temperature profiles exhibit
plateaus near the stagnation point and in the ablation layer. The
plateaus appear characteristic of the ablation injection cases and
were aslo observed by Rigdon et. al. (Ref. 5.5) and Eseh (5.11).
The plateau near the stagnation point occurs near the peak carbon
atom concentration which has a primary role in absorption of radiation.
The plateau closer to the wall is a result of molecular absorption
of radiant energy which gives rise to the increase in temperature
over nonabsorbing results such as those exhibited by the emission
model in Fig. 5.23. These plateaus appear more accentuated by
increasing shock layer pressure levels. Increasing pressure
naturally increases the radiative ceupling effects and thus gives
rise to the accentuation.
Shock layer pressure levels have a much smaller effect on the
velocity field and thus only one pressure level is presented herein.
The normal velocity v/ U and the tangential velocity function, f_,
are given in Fig. 5.29 for four ablation rates as a function of y/8.
The effect of mass injection is to change the character of the ft
profile while the samecharacter is maintained by the normal velocity.
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The character of the ft profile is changed from one like a boundary
layer profile for (pv) w 0.0 to those with mass injection exhibiting
linear f_ variations in region_ _,_,c_,i_ _i_ _i,, stagnation point.
The region of significant viscous effects is noted near and on both
sides of the stagnation point; this point is indicated by vertical
arrows on the ft profiles. The results in Fig. 5.29 also show a
maximum in v/ Uo_ profiles between the wall and the stagnation point.
This behavior is a result of the density decrease in this region.
RADIATIVE TRANSPORT C}IARACTEI_ISTICS
One of the main processes studied in this work is that of
radiative energy transfer within the shock layer. The results in
this section illustrates the important radiative characteristics
,_ de_er_i_e the radiative heating rates to the body's
observed _L__h . -
sur face.
The effects of phenolic nylon ablation products on the line and
continuum radiative flux to the surface are shown in Tabs. 5.1 and
5.2. The continuum surface flux for the twelve spectral intervals
considered is shown in Tab. 5.1. In each spectral interval the
magnitude of the flux is given for three different ablation rate
cases. By comparing t|_ magnitude of the flux for the three ablation
rates in each spectral interval, one observes that the ablation
products block most of continuum flux above hv = 8. ev. Further, the
continuum flux below 5 ev is not absorbed but slightly enhanced by
increased ablation rates. Tab. 5.2 presents the line flux counterpart
of Tab. 5.1 where the line flux is located in the spectrum at nine
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TABLE 5.i
ABLATIONpROn..... r ]_TT'Fr'T °_ ON
CONTINUUM WALL FLUX AT DIFFERE_f
SPECTRAL INTERVALS
Frequency
interval
h_ (ev)
Continuum Flux
(watts/cm 2)
(OV)w = o.o (pv)w = .05
863.9
42.7
26. I
15.9
9.8
5.7
.4
181.4
255.0
198.8
17.5
3.2
916.1
43.5
27.8
22.9
7.5
10.6
24.2
64.3
.3
.i
.0
.0
(PV)w = .i0
* For U = 50000 ft/sec
P6 = "5 atm
R= 9 ft
T = 3450°K
w
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TABLE 5.2
ABLATION PRODUCT EFFECTS ON
LIN_ WALL riu,'_l_i i _,E_]
LINE CENTERS
Frequency
center
h_ (ev)
(pV)w = .00
Line Flux
(watts/era 2)
1.3 461.7
2.7 163.9
5.75 .0
7.57 282.1
9. I0 203.8
10.4 568.3
11.4 85.3
12.7 - 49.4
13.9 - 9.0
(pv)w = .05
523.9
185.4
15.9
226.5
165.2
95.7
.1
.0
.0
(PV)w = .i0
487.6
178.2
1.0
95.9
79 _
114.0
.0
.0
.0
* For U = 50000 ft/sec
P5 = .5 atm
R = 9 ft
T = 3450°K
W
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line center frequencies • At the two lowest frequency line centers
the flux is changed only slightly by ablation product injection
whereas at larger frequencies the _ficc,: _ e _c pronounced. The
greatest flux reduction by ablation products is observed at the line
center hv = 10.4 ev. Thus the nylon phenolic ablation products are
the least effective in absorbing energy in the frequency levels
below 5 ev. Unfortunately a significant percentage of the radiant
energy is shown to be transferred in these lower frequency levels
(i.e. 79% for (pv) w .i0).
The solution of the energy equation is directly coupled to the
radiative transfer through the radiative flux divergence term in
this equation. The radiative flux divergence profiles for zero and
207 ablation rates _re shown in Fig. 5.30. It is noted that the
effects of ablation products is to reduce both the wall and shock
values of the flux divergence. However, the negative area, denoting
net absorption, shown in Fig. 5.30 is substantially increased by
injection of ablation products. The sharp dip in the profile is
evident for both zero and 20% ablation. This sharp change in the
profile presents numerical difficulties, if a small step size is not
used locally, as discussed in Chapter 4. The small peak near (y/8) =
.38 occurs near the maximum carbon atom concentration and represents
small net emission primarily attributed to this species.
The influence of ablation rate on the total line and total
The negative values for line flux for some line groups is a result
of line absorption of continuum flux as noted by Ref. 5.6.
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continuum flux at two locations in the shock layer for two post
shock pressure levels are shown _n Fi_s, 5,31 and 5.32. These
figures present the line and continuum ilux to the surface at (y/6) =
0.0 and the fluxes toward and away from the surface at stagnation
point, (y/6) = (Y/6)v= 0" In general both the continuum and line
flux toward the surface at v = 0 are increased by increasing ablation
rates. This is in part due to the flux from the ablation layer to
the air layer shown as the lower curves in Figs. 5.31 and 5.32.
The upper and lower set of curves gives an indication of the radiative
coupling between the ablation and air layer. In a previous section
(see Fig. 5.15) it was shown that the total radiative heating to
the surface was decreased by increasing the ablation rate. The middle
curves of Figs. 5.31 and 5.32 show that both li_e and continuum
contributions to the total flux decrease as a function of increased
ablation. However, for the cases shown, increased ablation beyond
(pv) w = .05 has very little effect on the continuum part of the total
flux. Thus regardless of the ablation rate above (PV)w= .05 the effec-
tiveness of the ablation products in reducing the total surface
heating appears limited by the continuum radiative processes.
It has been demonstrated in previous sections that the post
shock pressure is quite important in determining radiative heating
rates. To illustrate the pressure dependence of the line and
continuum parts of the radiative flux, Fig, 5.33 was prepared. The
line and continuum flux toward the body at v = 0 and the resulting
two parts which arrive at the surface are shown in the lower half of
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Fig. 5.33. These results demonstrate several important effects.
In the pressure range considered_ the line and continuum flux toward
the boSy at v = 0 vary approximately linearly with pressure. Also
the line flux at the wall shows a near linear dependency. The
continuum surface flux, however, is lower than the surface line
flux at lower pressures and increases nonlinearly to values larger
than the surface line flux at higher pressures. This cross over
effect with pressure is seen quite clearly from the results in the
upper half of Fig. 5.33. The two curves shown are for the line
and continuum ratios of the respective flux at the wall, (qR)w,
divided by the respective flux at the stagnation point, (qR)v=O•
These curves show, that for a constant ablation rate, line radiation
through the ablation layer is attenuated less at low pressures than
at higher pressures and the converse is true for continuum radiation.
This effect is the reason for the minimum in nondimensional total
radiative heating rate curves of Fig. 5.16 as illustrated for one
ablation rate in Fig. 5.34. Furthermore, since the continuum flux
is essentially unaffected by ablation rates above (pv) w = .05 as
indicated in Figs. 5.31 and 5.32 the continuum mode for radiant
energy transfer is the predominate mode of heating for ablator coupled
shock layers at the higher pressure levels considered.
In Chapter 3 an effort was madeto select the molecules which
would have an effect on the radiative transport. A shock layer calcu-
lation was madeto assess the importance of including molecules in
the radiation calculation. The results shown in Fig. 5.35 indicate
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that the role of molecular radiation is quite important which is in
contrast with the assessment made in Refo 5.6. Excluding
molecules in the radiation caic_Lio_1 _......_eased _,_....heating by
about 56 percent, reduced the stand-off distance and significantly
altered the shock layer temperature profile. It is also noted that
the stagnation point is moved toward the body and no rise in the
temperature profile near the wall is observed. The assessment of
molecular radiation in Ref. 5.6 was madewith an uncoupled analysis
• " O
(i.e. using a temperature profile from a solution not _ncludlno
molecules)- This resulted in a small change in total radiative
heating and consequently the effects of molecular radiation were
considered negligible- The present results show that although the
radiant heating n_ay be only slightly chan_ed by molecules for a given
temperature profile, the molecular radiation coupling to the tempera-
ture profile is significant. The final effect of this coupling is to
appreciably change the temperature profile and corresponding shock
layer properties and thus change the surface heating significantly"
The results presented in Fig. 5.35 also illustrate the
importance of neutral carbon radiation. A 52 percent increase in
surface heating results from not including the neutral carbon atoms
but including all other species in the radiation calculation for the
case studied. Carbon and hydrogen line radiation was not included in
the calculations of Ref. 5.10. Smith et. al. (Ref. 5.10) compared
their heating rate results for phenolic nylon ablation to results
for carbon phenolic of Rigdon et. al. (Ref. 5.5) which includes line
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carbon and hydrogen radiation for identical conditions and found
the heating rates of (Ref. 5.10) to be substantially larger. The
importance of the carbon radiatior_ aloL_ ,i_''_: _ Lhe present
investigation suggests thnt the major difference in these reported
results may well be attributed to the differences in species included
in their respective radiation models.
Radiative transport results for zero ablation are presented in
Fig. 5.36 and 5.37. A maximumin the line contribution to the total
surface heating at approximately P6 = .35 atm. is shown in the upper
plot of Fig. 5.36. This behavior is different than the ablation
attenuated line contribution to the surface heating seen in Fig. 5.34.
The lower plot indicates that the line contribution is larger at the
lower free stream velocities than at higher ones. It is also noted
that over the entire pressure and velocity ranges considered both
line and continuum radiation processes contribute significantly to
the total surface heating.
Total radiative heating rates for zero ablation obtained from
the present analysis are compared in nondimensional form with results
of other investigators in Fig. 5.37. The present results correlates
quite well with the radiative cooling parameter, F, and lies between
the results of two inviscid shock layer analyses (Refs. 5.7 and 5.14).
All of the shock layer results presented in Fig. 5.14 lie below the
transparent gas theory results of Ref. 5.7. As pointed out by Page
et. al. in Ref. 5.7 the transparent theory is not adequate for
predicting heating since the true optical properties of the shock
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layer are not uniformly optically thin. The important point illus-
trated in Fig. 5.37 is that the radiative beating for zero ablation
can be correlated with a single parameter, i_, and t_at both viscous
and inviscid analyses yield similar results. The success of this
correlative parameter, which is the basis of the RADCORprogram
calculations, leads to speculation that perhaps a correlation which
includes ablation product coupling might be developed.
An attempt was made to determine if the heating rate results of
the present work both with and without ablation could be correlated
with shock layer parameters. Someof the difficulties encountered
are shown in Fig. 5.38. First, the results show that the heat
transfer coefficient for the zero ablation cases are correlated
in
rather well by the cooling par_" +_ a:_expected from the results
Fig. 5.37. The constant ablation rate lines for U = 50000 ft/secco
exhibit an analogous shape and relationship to the zero ablation
line as that shown in Fig. 5.14. It was illustrated in the second
section of this chapter that CHR was not a simple function of ablation
rate that could be represented by one curve. Thus an appropriate
means of reducing the zero ablation curve and the three curves for
different ablation rates at U = 50000 ft/sec has not been found.
Moreover, results for a constant pressure, P6' and ablation rate for
various free stream velocities shown in Fig. 5.38 quite obviously
indicates that varying P8 at constant U has a different effect onGO
heating than varying U at constant P8 when both are done at the
co
same ablation rate. This is different from the zero ablation cases.
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Beyond the effects shown in Fig. 5.38 the body radius may also be
important in ablation coupled problems. Thus it is concluded that
at least two parameters, exclud_g _dL_. _:i_, in addition to
the radiative cooling parameter would be required to correlate the
radiative heating results presented.
HEATING RATES FROM COOLI_G PARA_ZTER CORRELATIONS
The complex nature of the shock layer at the stagnation line has
been amply demonstrated in previous sections. It is highly desirable
to be able to rapidly estimate shock layer heating rates in addition
to being able to perform detailed shock layer computations. Aceordingl_
this section presents radiative heating rate results based on a
radiative cooling parameter correlation which permits hand calcu-
lations of hyperbolic entry heating. The results pre_ented were
computed using the RADCOR computer program documented in Appendix E.
The RADCOR program was also used to compute heating rates for a
100% CO 2 atmosphere to demonstrate the effects which may be realized
by entry into atmospheres typical of _rs or Venus.
It was shown in the previous section that the radiative heating
rates for no ablation were correlated quite well by the radiative
cooling parameter. Fig. 5.39 presents a comparison of results from
the present shock layer calculations with a correlation equation from
Livingston and Willard (Ref. 5.15). The shock layer results show
only a small pressure dependence and are slightly above the
correlation, lleating rate results from using the correlation are
certainly within the present uncertainty limits, i.e. + 10%, of
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current shock layer results as demonstrated in Fig. 5.10. Therefore,
the use of the cooling parameter correlation to compute radiative
heating rates for preliminary de_i_ _._ _ _ ......_ justified.
A set of figures which can be used for hand calculations of
radiative heating rates were developed using the RADCOR program and
are designated as Figs. 5.40 to 5.45. These figures present the
radiative heat transfer coefficient as a function of free stream
velocity for seven post shock pressures from .05 to 2.0 atmospheres
Each of the six figures is for a specific body radius ranging from
1.0 to ii.0 feet.
and time, and a
Given a specific trajectory, defined by p , U
body radius, a heating rate history can be developed from Figs. 5.40
to 5.45. The heating rate for one point in a trajectory is determined
by using U and P6 and reading CHR fro_ the figure for the appropriate
body radius. The actual heating rate can then be computed from the
definition of CBR using P_ and U . The required values for the
post shoc1_ pressure, PS' are usually computed from p_ and U in the
trajectory analysis. However, if the normal shock information for P8
is not readily available, Fig. 2.7 can be used to obtain P6 from the
free stream conditions. This process may be repeated for selected
points in a trajectory resulting in a radiative heating rate history
similar to that shown in Fig. 5.13. Graphical integration of the
heating rate curve yields the total heating load at the stagnation
point neglecting ablation effects.
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An estimate of ablation adjusted heating rates maybe made
using Fig. 5.16 and 5.17. If quasi-steady ablation appears appro-
priate for the conditions under considc_aLion, sui_:;_cient information
is presented herein to estimate ablator coupled heating rates and
ablation rates. From the results presented in Figs. 5.16, 5.17,
and 5.18, setting CI_/(C_R)0 = .7 for all values of P6 and U would
yield a conservative estimate of the ablator-shock layer coupling.
Ablation adjusted heating rates could then be computed using
CHR/(CHR)O= .7. An estimate of the ablation rate can then be made
using Fig. 3.4. Finally, the total mass loss can then be estimated
by graphical integration of an ablation rate verses time plot. This
procedure may be useful in defining a body size and ranges
flight condition fox more detailed analysis. The radiative coolin_
correlation has been used by Livingston and Williard (Ref. 5.15)
and Stickford (Ref. 5.16) to calculate stagnation point heating
rates for atmospheres containing different percentages of CO2 and N2.
The radiative cooling parameter correlation was shown to predict
experimentally measured radiative heating rates within the scatter
of the data for both air and a 90%CO2 - 10%N2 atmospheres. The
experimental heating rate data was obtained for a 5 inch diameter
hemisphere and a 1.25 in. diameter truncated cylinder in a shock tube.
Data was taken over a free stream velocity range of 18,000 to 30,000
ft/sec and a post shock temperature of 7,500 to 15,000°K and
pressure range 1.0 to 7.0 atmospheres. Thus, although the free
stream velocities are lower than those considered in the present work,
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the post shock conditions are similar. The agreement between theory
and data shownby Ref. 5.15 lends validity to the use of the cooling
parameter correlation in the pre_=nt work, Fu=t_c_ore, extension
of the present work using the RADCORprogram to include CO2 - N2
atmospheres is justified by the agreement of these results.
To illustrate the difference in radiative heating rates resulting
from different atmospheres Fig. 5.46 was prepared. The results
shown are for air and 100%CO2 at the samepost shock conditions
which correspond to a representative flight condition for Venus entry.
The radiative heat transfer coefficient is given as a function of
stand-off distance which, of course, is a function of body radius.
The results show a much larger radiative heating for the 100%C02
atmosphere than for air at the specified con__ Further the
heating rate increases more rapidly for air as a function of stand-
off distance than for ].00%CO2.
CILAPTER CLOSURE
To recapitulate, stagnation line shock layer solutions were
presented for various specified ablation rates and for coupled ablator-
shock layer conditions. The characteristics of radiation and ablation
coupling in the shock layer were quantitatively shown and discussed.
These characteristics included the radiation and ablation effects
on the stand-off distance, temperature profile, velocity profile
and radiant heating. A simplified heating rate calculation method,
based on the radiative cooling parameter, was used to develop a set
of graphs which can be used to make hand calculation estimates of
hyperbolic entry heating rates.
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CIIAPTER6
AROUNDTHEBODYRESULTS
The purpose of this chapter is two-fold. First, procedures used
to compute the shock shape around the body are discussed and results
comparing different methodsare presented. The effects of post shock
pressure distributions on the shock shape are studied parametrically
demonstrating shock location sensitivity to such variations.
Secondly, radiative heating rate distribution results from radiative
cooling parameter calculations are presented. These results are
comparedwith more detailed analyses which require flow-field
solutions and at most are found to differ by about + 6%.
SHOCK SHAPE C_J_C!qATIOIqS
Any discussion of calculations of the location of the bow shock
wave produced by a blunt body naturally involves a discussion of the
post shock pressure and surface pressure distributions. This is
true since the location of the bow shock is determined by the post
shock pressure which in turn is to a first approximation directly
determined by the surface pressure.
There are three methods which may be used to determine the
shock shape and pressure distribution around the body. First, we
will consider the technique used in Refs. 6.1 and 6.2 and others.
The shock shape is specified __ from which the wall pressure
distribution is calculated as the solution proceeds around the body.
An output shock shape is calculated from the geometrically relation
(Ref. 6.3)
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¢ = tan (d61d_)/(l + _5)j
-' (6.1)
where 6 is calculated as a result o_ Lhe x - moD_ent_L_n solution. This
output angle is compared with the input angle. If the input and
output are nearly the same the solution is said to be converged.
A second technique involves specifying a wall pressure distribution
a _riori. Preferably this distribution is known from experimental
data for hypersonic l,_ch numbers. The change in pressure due to
radiation coupling is justifiably neglected (Ref. 6.1). A shock
shape is also assumed. The shock layer equations are solved around
the body and the calculated and input pressure distributions are
compared. The shock shape is numerically adjusted according to the
pressure difference. The solution is r_peatc£ until satisfactory
pressure convergence is obtained. The third technique involved is
a simultaneous solution of the geometrical relation
(6.2)
6 = _ (i + _8) tan _d_ + 80
0
with the shock layer equations. The post shock and surface pressure
distributions are automatically calculated as part of the shock
layer equations solution. Only one around the body iteration is
needed for this technique.
The first two techniques have been implemented in a modified
version of the computer program described in Ref. 6.1 and 6.2.
Unfortunately both of these techniques have limitations. The first
technique consumes computer time because of the many around the
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body iterations which are necessary. In addition, each estimate of
the shock shape must be made by hand thus consuming man-hours. The
second technique also consumes a great d_aL ol _:u,_ter time because
of the many iterations around the body that are necessary for
convergence. The second technique does have an advantage over the
first since the input and output pressures are smooth; thus updating
of the shock shape can be done automatically. However, this
technique does not necessarily satisfy the geometrical differential
equation stated above. Since the first two techniques are subject
to undesirable limitations, it is the purpose here to explore the
feasibility of implementing the third technique.
The post shock pressure, P5 differs, in general, from the
surface pressure, Pw' for the same body angle location. The pressure
and temperature variations across the shock l_yer are shown in Fig.
6.1. These results, obtained from unpublished work of Spradley and
Engel (Ref. 6.4), show that the post shock pressure is smaller than
the wall pressure for post shock Math numbers less than one and is
greater than the wall pressure for larger _ch numbers. The results
presented in Fig. 6.1 were obtained using a computer solution of the
shock layer equations documented in Ref. 6.1 and 6.2 The referenced
method used a modified Karman-Pohlhausen integral method to solve
the x - momentum equation and a finite difference relaxation
procedure to evaluate the energy equation. An inviscid Y - momentum
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equation solution for the given x - momentumsolution is used to
obtain the y pressure variation, Results from this program yield
the required post shock pressure variation for the present investi-
gation of shock shape calculations.
The geometrical integral equation (6.2) was integrated with a
simultaneous Rankine-Hugoniot solution to obtain the bow shock shape
for a given post shock pressure distribution. Specifying the free-
stream velocity and density and the post shock pressure is sufficient
to solve for the shock angle, c, (from Eqs. 2.79 to 2.82) using a
thermal and caloric equations of state. This shock angle is then
used in Eq. 6.2 to solve for the local stand-off distance, 6. The
integration of Eq. 6.2 was carried out using a simple predictor
corrector method. Numerical experiments sho_¢edthat a step size of
A0 = .5 deg. was sufficiently small to insure convergence to a
unique solution.
Figure 6.2 presents results of the integration and Rankine-
Hugoniot solution. Two aspects of shock shape calculations are
demonstrated in this figure. First, a comparison of the present
integration method and the shock shape computed using the flow-
field numerical solution of Ref. 6.2 is presented (i.e. PR = 0.0).
The results are in quite good agreement as expected for the following
reason. The post shock pressure distribution used in the shock
shape integration was obtained from the flow-field solution. The
flow-field solution was obtained by specifying the wall pressure
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distribution and iterating on the shock shape until the wall pressure
converged. The wall pressure was specified using
P = P (I.0 - 1.25 sin 2
w w _ + 0.284 sin 4 _) (6.3)
O
which is an inverse solution correlation of Inouye (Ref. 6.5). Thus
one aspect demonstrated in Fig. 6.2 is that the numerical integration
of Eq. 6.2 does yield a solution comparable to the flow-field solution.
The second aspect of shock shape calculations shown in Fig. 6.2
is the sensitivity of the stand-off distance to the post shock pressure
distribution which was studied by parametrically varying this
distribution with the equation:
P6 = (P6)coI_uIED (i + PR (_0/340)) (6.4)
In the above expression PR represents an error that might be
experienced by the forward integration procedure in any flow-field
solution. The resulting stand-off distances for PR = + .05 and + .01
are shown in Fig. 6.2 These results indicate that the normal
direction variations in pressure as those shown in Fig. 6.1 are
quite important in determining the shock shape. Horeover, a high
degree of accuracy must be maintained in a flow-field calculation to
prevent computational inaccuracies from being amplified in the
resulting shock location.
Assuming that numerical accuracy can be maintained, results
presented in Fig. 6.3 indicate that the present integration method
is to be preferred over the two other methods previously used with
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flow-field solutions. This figure presents the shock
angle computed by the present method and the output shock angle from
the flow-field solution. : "ccmputed from
differencing the output stand-off distance of the flow-field
solution and using a two point difference derivative in Eq. 6.1.
Small fluxuations in the output stand-off distance result in the
irregular changes in ¢ and acculumutive error. Using the present
method a smooth shock angle is computed; this is necessary if tile
shock shape is to be updated by an iteration procedure in a computer
program.
The set of thin shock layer equations for around the body flow
are parabolic. Thus, one expects the initial conditions, i.e.,
stagnation line conditions, to influence the down stream solution.
The initial conditions are determined, in part, by the shock
curvature at the stagnation line. As pointed out in Chapter 2 this
stagnation boundary condition is unknown, and it is usually assumed.
The true elliptic nature of the problem indicates than this boundary
condition is determined by downstream effects. As pointed out in
some early work of Hoshizaki (Ref. 6.6) a downstream boundary
condition could theoretically be substituted for the initial shock
curvature. This downstream condition is the inviscid shock angle
far from the body where all disturbances from the body are negligible.
Since it is not practical to attempt to satisfy this downstream
boundary condition, the initial shock curvature, (d¢/d_)_=0, must
be specified.
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In order to examine uncertainty in the post shock pressure
distribution resulting from uncertainty in the shock curvature at
the stagnation line, Fig. 6 ...... d. Tile flow-_ield solution
of Ref. 6.2 was used to compute the post shock pressure distribution
for a given initial shock curvature, (dc/d_)_=0. The three distri-
butions shown were obtained using Eq. 6.3 and the surface pressure
convergence method. The m_ximum percent difference in pressure
noted at @ = 34 ° is approximately -5%. As was demonstrated in Fig.
6.2 a change of pressure of this magnitude causes a very major
change in the shock shape. Accordingly, we may conclude that
uncertainties in the initial shock curvature, which result from the
elliptic nature of the problem, may preclude an accurate estimate of
the shock shape.
As a practical matter the shock shape nmst be approximated to
compute the surface heating rates. Therefore, it is suggestad that
the initial curvature be assumed such that calculations may be made.
The accuracy of the results should be regarded with an awareness
of the error which may be introduced by the assumed curvature.
To conclude, it is observed that the integration of the
geometrical equation (Eq. 6.2) results in a smooth shock shape. This
is important if the shock location is to be iterated upon numerically.
Further the shock shape location is strongly coupled to both the
initial shock curvature and pressure changes across the shock layer.
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RADIATIVE IIF_ATING RATE DISTRIBUTIOES
The success of using a radiative cooling parameter correlation
to compute stagnation lin_ ........... . . _ _ompted an
investigation into its applicability to non-stagnation line calcu-
lations. The goal here is to obtain a computationa!ly rapid means
of estimating distributed heating rates for no mass injection. The
effects of mass injection may be accounted for by using stagnation
line results presented in Chapter 5 or correlations when available
to determine the ablation - shock layer coupled heating rates.
One of the basic assumptions usually made in calculations of
shock layer radiative transfer is that the shock layer can be
treated locally as a planar infinite slab for calculations along
the stagnation line or around the body. This assumption is inherent
in the radiative cooling parameter correlation presented in Chapter
3. Thus this assumption is consistent with radiative transfer
calculations made in flow-field analysis. In order to use the
radiative cooling parameter correlation, developed from stagnation
line calculations, for nonstagnation line calculations it is necessary
to assume that the radiative transfer process and the local tempera-
ture profile are similar to those of the stagnation line. Fig. 6.1b
provides a qualitative basis for judging such an assumption. The
constant temperature lines shown in Fig. 6.1b were computed using the
flow-field analysis of Ref. 6.2 with radiative coupling of the
emission model. The results indicate that although there is a
change in character of the temperature along constant _-lines, the
temperature level changes rather slowly as a function of distance
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along tile body. This is in contrast to the more rapid change in
pressure as shown in Fig. 6.1a. Consequently one expects the
similarity assumption to be _i........._ _ i _:_,_t.
Given the expected limitations, the radiative cooling parameter
was used in the computer program KADCOR (see Appendix E) to compute
radiative heating distributions. The isothermal flux was computed
locally using the post shock temperature and pressure across a slab
of thickness equal to the chosen stand-off distance. In the event
of the lack of a better estimate a concentric shock is assumed. No
provisions have been made to account for radiative transfer blockage
by ablation products. Radiative heating distributions confuted
with this method are presented in Figs. 6.5, 6.6 and 6.7.
Figure 6.3 prescnt.q a comparison of heating rate distributions
from the present method and an inviscid flow-field solution of
Barnwell (Ref. 6.7). Barnwell used a time-dependent finite-
difference technique to obtain numerical solutions for the problem of
inviscid flow of radiating equilibrium air past spheres at hyperbolic
speeds. The results of Ref. 6.7 were computed using a two step
absorption coefficient model which included the effects of line and
continuum air radiation. The results of the present method were
obtained using the shock shape computed by Barnwell.
Fig. 6.6 presents a comparison of the radiative heating
distributions about a sphere from the present method and the
viscous shock layer solution reported by Chou and Blake (Ref. 6.8).
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Chou and Blake solved the thin shock layer equations using a Blasius
type series expansion technique_ Solutions were obtained using
three terms in this series. Radiative transport was computed using
a three band continuum model for the absorption coefficient of air.
The agreement shown in Fig. 6.6 is not as good as in Fig. 6.5;
however, it is noted that line radiation effects were not accounted
for in the results of Ref. 6.7. As demonstrated by Chou and Blake,
viscous effects do not significantly alter the radiative heating
distribution for these no ablation cases. This provides additional
credence to simularity assumptions inherent in the present method.
Fig. 6.7 presents results for three flight conditions using the
present method. Es_chheating rate distribution case presented took
less than 2.0 minutes of IBM 360-65 computer time. The heating rate
distributions were computedassuming a cencei_tric shock for a
spherical body. The results show the sametrends reported using more
detailed models. The main trend demonstrated is that the heating
rate decreases, as a function of body angle, more rapidly for lower
flight velocities than higher ones. Additional cases not presented
indicated a weak dependence of the heating rate distribution on body
radius which agrees with the results of Ref. 6.7, 6.8 and others.
In order to estimate the effects of initial shock curvature on
the heating rate distribution, equilibrium around-the-body solutions
were obtained using the computer program documented in Ref. 6.2
Figure 6.8 presents the results of this parametric study. The initial
shock curvature, (de/d_)_= 0 , was varied from zero, the concentric
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shock assumption, to a value of 0.i. The heating rates, for the
1 foot sphere considered, was significantly increased, N 25% higher
at 40 °, by assuming an initial _urv_Lu_c, of 0.i _aLher than zero.
The initial shock curvature was reported by Burns and Oliver (Ref.
6.9) to be approximately 0.0705 for a hemispherical body at similar
flight conditions. It should be noted that the emission radiation
model was used in these calculations and therefore only trends, not
a quantitative measures, are established. Nevertheless, the large
changes shown in Fig. 6.8 indicate that one may safely conclude that
the shock curvature at the stagnation line can have a significant
effect on the heating rate distribution.
From the results presented in th_s section one can conclude
that the use of a _adiati'_'c ccoling parameter to co_,pute heating rate
distributions appears to yield satisfactory results for preliminary
design work. This conclusion is indicated by the agreement with
other methods shown, the small computation time required and the
remaining uncertainty in downstream heating rates resulting from
initial shock curvature uncertainties. Although it has not been
studied in this section, the present method of using the cooling
parameter might well be applicable to non-zero angle of attack
problems near the stagnation line if a shock location estiv,ate is
available.
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CttAPTER 7
The results in the previous chapters give a more extensive and
detailed quantitative description of hyperbolic entry heating than
any previously reported studies. The shock layer and ablator
analysis includesall of the known significant processes. These
processes include ablation and radiative coupling effects within the
viscous shock layer, radiative line and continuum processes of both
air and ablation species, local chemical equilibrium throughout the
shock layer and quasi-steady ablator behavior. The overall analysis
includes the best available l_od_Is of each p_Jc_ and no si_gle
other analysis has included all of these processes, Specific
processes were studied with respect to their contribution to the
shock layer heating. Where severa] models of the same process were
found to yield comparable results the most simple one was incorporated
into the overall analysis. The detailed discussio_ of the mathe-
matical model used and the results obtained provide a sound basis for
understanding many of the chzracteristic processes of hyperbolic entry
heating. In addition to the stagnation line work, the radiative
cooling parameter, previously used only for the stagnation line, was
shown to be applicable in computing heat rate variations around the
body. The computer programs developed are engineering tools which
can be used to quantitatively define aerothermal environments not
already considered in this study.
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CONCLUS IONS
Based on the results presented in this work the following
conclusions are drawn. The :_,_ i, _: the sta?_ation line
unless stated otherwise.
>_themat ical Model
I. As demonstrated in Chapter 4, the thin viscous shock
layer flow processes which occur on the front face of a
bluff body during hyperbolic planetary entry are
accurately described by the bluff body first order shock
layer equations stated in Tab. 2.6.
2. Numerical solution of the stagnation line momentum and
energy equations using quasilinearization and implicit
finite r1_ferences was found to be both satisfactory and
reliable. In contrast with other reported methods, no
numerical difficulties were encc_untered in using this
method for the momentum equation. Thus quasilinearization
used with implicit finite differences to obtain a numerical
solution to the momentum equation is highly recon_nended.
Shock Location
1. The shock stand-of_ distance as a function of the radiative
cooling parameter approaches an asymtote at high free
stream velocities. The asymtote appears to approach a
minimum as the cooling parameter nears a value of one.
The radiation perturbation results of Goulard show the
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same trends due to optical depth changes as the present
results but they do not yield tbe same radiation coupled
stand-off distance°
2. The uncertainties present in the initial shock curvature
result in a 5 to 10% increase in the no mass injection
stand-off distance and a corresponding 5 to 10% increase
in radiative heating above values obtained assuming a
concentric shock.
3. To obtain shock shapes around the body, integration of
the shock geometrical relation (Eq. 6.2) appears
computationally superior to previous methods used.
4. Small changes in the initial shock curvature (i.e. 0.0
_A_IA=) _ _ .I) result in significant changes in the
pressure and heating rate distributions around the body.
Radiative _atin_ stagnation
i. The current state of the art analyses yield
line radiative heating rates for no mass injection which
agree with _ 10% of the average.
2. The radiative cooling parameter correlates stagnation
line heating rates for no mass injection from the present
viscous analysis and from other inviscid analyses rather
well over the pressure range of interest.
3. Correlations of the radiative cooling parameter may be
used in conjunction with a planar slab radiation model
I
I
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which accounts for line and continuum transport to obtain
estimates of the radiative heating rate variations away
from the stagnation, _-_ b_....L.I_dS dC_.,, ,ned in Chapter 6.
The stagnation point location as a function of mass
injection rate is essentially independent of the shock
layer pressure level at U = 50000 ft/sec. The stagnation
point location was observed to move slightly away from
the body as the flight velocity is increased at a specified
ablation rate.
The nondimensional ablation rate parameter (pv) w, is
insufficient to correlate the nondimensional heating rate,
The nondimer, sional heating rate changes
( = o"
wlLh pu._L __'..:_kp-,zessure and free stream velocity in addition
The results available for comparison indicated
to (gV)w.
that computations for carbon phenolic ablators exhibited
the same pressure and free stream velocity dependencies
as the present result for phenolic nylon ablators.
The ablator-shock layer coupled results indicates that
below P8 = 10 atm at U = 50000 ft/sec the surface
heating is insufficient to maintain the surface at the
sublimation temperature. Consequently the quasi-steady
approximation will not be valid unless other mechanisms,
such as oxidation, remove the surface rapidly enough to
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maintain a constant char thickness. In addition, the
ablator coupled results showed tbat at larger pressures
(i.e. P6 > .5 atm) _ __ _:_t_ x_,,_xes increasingly
sensitive to small changes in surface heating rate.
7. Ablation products of phenolic nylon are least effective
in absorbing radiant energy in frequency levels below
hv = 5.0 ev. For a typical case considered (P6 .5 atm,
(PV)w = .i0, U_ = 50000 ft/sec) approximately 79 percent
of the radiative flux arriving at the surface was in the
frequency range below h\_ = 5.0 ev.
8. As the shock layer pressure is increased the continuum
contribution to the surface flux is increased and the line
CoI_t_UtiC.F. iS ....re_,._ed at a constant U and (pv) .
W
This change in the relative contributions from the two
radiative mechanisms is responsible for the presssure
dependence of the nondimensional heating, CH /(CHR)0 •
9. The continuum contribution to the surface radiative
heating is essentially unchanged by increasing the
ablation rate above (pv) w = .05. Thus any reduction in
radiative heating rate below that for (pv) w = .05 is
primarily due to blockage of line radiation.
i0. Sufficient information is given graphically to permit hand
computations of hyperbolic earth entry heating rates for
no mass injection. A method of obtaining an adjusted
estimate of the ablator coupled radiative heating is
suggested.
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Gas Properties
I. Comparison with multicomponent and binary diffusion
species equation _J_ ...._:_ i_es _, the two zone
constant elemental approximation of this work is suffi-
ciently accurate to predict ablative coupled heating
rates (i.e. within 4.0% of calculations using binary
diffusion).
2. The use of air values for viscosity and thermal
conductivity rather than including ablator species effects
is justified for engineering analysis of the shock layer
when the main concern is prediction of surface heating
rates. The maximum heating rate percentage change
ohserve_ was 2.0 percent.
3. The influence of ablation product species referenced to
that of air on the reacting heat capacity and thus the
temperature profile and radiative heating is more
significant than the influence produced by the transport
properties. For the case studies the maximum change in
heating rate due to difference between air and ablation
product heat capacities was 4.8 percent.
4. }_olecular absorption of radiant energy in the ablation
layer reduces the radiative heating rate significantly
(i.e. 52% for the case studied).
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REC O_'_N rDAT ION S
Recommendations for improving current ablation coupled heating
rate calculation capability are as ioILo_ ,
i. An analysis to determine the magnitude of the initial
shock curvature for different ablation rates is
reconm_ended. The stagnation line and distributed heating
rates are influenced significantly enough by this parameter
to warrent a better definition than presently available.
2. Additional experimental verification of frequency dependent
radiation data is needed to improve heating rate calculation
reliability. For some species, C3H and C4H, a complete
lack of data was found. In addition, carbon soot has been
experimentally observed in t_e _hock layers of ablative
models. Since carbon soot is a strong absorber and radia-
tively active below 5 ev, mechanisms for carbon soot
injection into the shock layer from the ablator need
mathematical definition.
3. Additional cases could be run with the VISRAD 3 computer
program for flight velocities and body radii not considered
herein to provide a larger range of calculated results for
hand calculations. The effects of ablation products on
heat capacity should be included in these additional
calculations.
Recon=nendations for future analyses of ablative heat protection
systems are as follows:
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I. Establishment by NASAof a set of flight conditions and
body sizes for analysis by investigators would permit
more direct compari_u_ o_ rc_uiL_ al_d _L_erical methods
than can now be achieved. This type of coordinated work
has been achieved for orbital entry conditions by AGARD.
2. Studies for entry into the planetary atmospheres of Mars
and Venus could be conducted using the VISRAD3 program.
Only minor changes to the program to account for arbitrary
free stream gases would be necessary to obtain this
additional analytical capability.
3. The VISRAD3 program has the flexibility to be used for
different ablator composition. A comparative analysis with
this program to e_mine the effectiveness of ablation
products of different ablators in reducing radiative
heating rates would yield information complementing test
results.
APPENDIXA
GENERALCONSERVATIONEQUATIONS
CONSERVATION EQUATIONS OF A _,[trLTICO__)O'_ENT_ RADIATI__G_ CIIEMICAI,LY
REACT IXG FLUID
The conservation laws for mass, momentum, and energy will be
presented for a continuum, multJconrponent fluid whose internal degrees
of freedom are in thermodynamic equilibrium. The assumption of thermo-
dynamic equilibrium implies that no matter how small a volume of
fluid we are interested in there are enough molecules within the
volume to give meaningful average properties and that regardless of
the flow velocities of interest a temperature may be ascribed to the
fluid. This is roughly equivalent to assuming the first postulate of
nonequi]{h_{,_._ _her_odyn_mics, see Fitts Ref. A.I.
A general property balance can be made on an element of volume @
moving with an arbitrary velocity similar to that given in Ref. A.2.
The property (mass, momentum, or energy) per unit volume is designated
by _ The flux of a property through a control surface is denoted
by _ (property x length) / (volume x time), and the generation of a
property within the control volume is denoted by _ (property)/
(volume x time). The differential form of the general property
balance can be written in terms of the above definitions (p 31, Ref. A.2).
_--_+ V • _ + V. B - B = 0 (A.I)
_t
if the control volume is subsequently assumed fixed in space. Thus
for a control volume stationary in space there is a convective flow
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through the control volume which is identifical to the motion term
associated with the moving control volume. This means that if the
general balance is derived for _ movJ_g_L_JL v_lume it may be
used for a fixed control volume, with B maintaining exactly its
samedefinition. This allows _ to be interpreted as a diffusive
flow. This is obvious for the moving control volume, but the common
practice of lumping all kinds of effects into this flux term for a
fixed control volume effectively redefines B. Therefore, the general
balance equation is derived in the form for a moving control volume,
but it is fully intended to be used to describe a stationary volume
in space.
The general property balance Eq. A.I can also be written:
(I) (2) (3) (4) (5)
The meaning of these terms is, for a control volume:
(i) the accumulation of _,
(2)
(3)
the convective flow of $,
the dilation of the flow, i.e. the change of 8 when the
fluid is compressed or expanded,
the diffusional flux,
the generation of _.
(4)
(5)
I
Using Eq. A.2 and specifying B, B, and B we now can write the
conservation equations. Consider first the conservation of mass by
specifying B = P (mass/volume), B = B = 0.
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Substitution into Eq. A.2 yields
Continuity:
+  .vp + pv. = o
_t (A. 3)
Before proceeding to the other conservation equations let us rewrite
the general property balance equation in another form by substituting
8 = bp into Eq. A.2. By using this substitution and noting the
continuity equation appears as a product of b, the general property
balance relation can be expressed as:
Db
+ V._ - S = 0 (A.4) +P
This equation _,:il! be used to evaluate the ren.aindcr of the conservation
equations.
Consider now species conservation by specifying
b = C.
l
B=J.
l
_ =OU.
l
where
tJi =0
Substitution of the above relations into Eq. A.4 yields
Species Continuity:
DC.
p _ + ?.J. - 0_. = 0 (A.5)
;2L i l
+
_b --
Db is the substantial derivative of b which equals -- + V.Vb
Dt _t
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Let us accept the second postulate of thermodynamics of irreversible
processes which states that if the fluid is not too far from
equilibrium, fluxes and curJ:_ :_ i ,:ous functions of
the driving force. Using this postulate the mass flux vector of
specie i, Eq. A.5, can be written as the sumof contributing vectors.
_i = (LDI Xl) i + (LD2 X2)i + "°"
(A.6)
where
LIm Transport Coefficient
X = Driving Force
m
and where subscript 'q)" indicates diffusional transport coefficients.
The number of necessary terms to consider can only be discussed
in reference to a _articu!ar application. Four terms are stated below
from Bird et al., Ref. A.3, for consideration.
2 ,_.
(Lll_l)i _ (D) nt V r -- Q _ ,V,y _TykI p &T /' M M D .|Y. ? _ (A.7)= " = _ i j ijL i L_ bYk T
j k=l %#j ,k
(LI2X2) i
(L 13X3) i
-- = ix (g)(LI4X4) i "
(A.8)
= ] (T) = . DT V _n T
i l
(p) n t r_ r _ I_
= _ _ M.M.D IY M - p7 VP (A.9)
i p RT _ i j ij L j j Mj
-nt i M M D ._Y.M.(go - _ Pk - )] (A.10)
p RT I__ i j iJ_ J J _- gk J
where
nt = Concentration in total no. of moles/volume (C in Ref. A.3)
y. = Mole fraction (X. in Ref. A.3)
j J
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Gj = Gibbs' free energy
Dij = >_ulticomponent diffusion coefficient
D_ = Thermal diffusion coeii_ciel_t1
Eq. A.7 expressed the nmss diffusion vector. Since the driving
force is of the same measure as the flux, they are called "conjugate".
The conjugate transport coefficients, Laa, are the largest, i.e. mass
is diffused primarily by mass concentration gradients. Eq's. A.8,
A.9, and A.10 represent the mass flux vector contribution from thermal
diffusion, pressure diffusion, and forced diffusion respectively.
There are also fluxes due to inertia and viscous terms, but they are
very small, see appendix in Fitts Ref. A.I. Electrical and magnetic
effects can also create fluxes.
The _efinition of flux as a linear function of coefficients and
potentials and the realization that fluxes are tensors of various
ranks leads one to speculate on what type of cross effects can exist.
Curie's theorem states that "fluxes whose tensorial characters differ
by an odd integer cannot interact in isotropic systems," Ref. A.I.
This means that the mass flux tensor and the heat flux tensor which are
both vectors are not coupled to the reaction rate tensor (a scalar),
or the momentum flux tensor (a second order tensor) but may be coupled
to each other. Also, it should be observed that momentum flux tensor
either as a second order tensor or in contracted form as a scalar may
be coupled to the reaction rate tensor.
With the foregoing information in mind consider the conservation
of momentum. For substitution int6 the general balance equation
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b = _/p = V
B = - _ + IP - PR
B = Z Pigi
i
Using Eq. A.4 for momentum conservation yields
Momentum:
m
DV = - _ pig i = 0 (A. II)p_ - v ¢_- TP + PR)
i
Note that in the above equation the radiative pressure tensor, PR' is
included for completeness. This term is negligible for practically
all non-nuclear problems (Ref. A.5).
Let us now apply the general balance equation to conservation of
energy by =_'_;'_
v2b = Q +_- + PiT " gi = E (energy/mass)
i
= qD (energy/volume) (length/time)
--B = V • qR-V • (-f- IP + R ) • V + _ gi " J"L i
- Sp (energy/volume- time)
= generation by radiation + pressure tensors + external forces
+ heat sources internal to the C.V.; i.e. induction heating,
resistance heating, etc.
Substitution of the above into Eq. A.4 yields the total internal
energy form of the energy equation
DE - + -- - V._ IP + "_P _-_ + V.q D V'q R - _R )
_- -+ gi " J'l " Sp = 0
i
(A.12)
s
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where
qD = diffusional heat fl_ ...... _or
qR
= radiative heat flux vector
I gi. Ji = heat generated in _he system by a gravitational field
"i
i
Let us investigate further the diffusional and radiative heat
flux vectors. Again imposing restrictions from thermodynamics of
irreversible processes, the diffusional heat flux vector may be
written as a sum of vectors
qD = (LTI_I) + (LT2 _2) + "'"
(A.13)
where
h._.- k'VTLTI I L., 1 1
i
LT? 2 = energy transport due to the Dufour effect
The LTIXI term is the conjugate term for this flux vector. It should
be noted however that the right hand side definition is an arbitrary
one. The Dufour effect arises due as the conjugate of the Soret
effect in mass diffusion. Additional cross effects from other
coefficients and potentials will not be considered.
Radiative transfer of heat is propogated in an entirely different
manner than diffusional heat transfer. Duffusional heat transfer
mechanism depends on gradients in the gas, such as temperature, species,
pressure or external forces as pointed out by Planck, Ref. A.4.
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Radiative transfer of heat is in itself entirely independent of these
gradients in the medium through which it passes. In general, radiation
z_ _ la_ _,j_j_ cuiL_i_i_d pl_u,_ol_r_on than diffusional heat transfer.
The reason for this is that the state of the radiation at a given
instant and at a given point of the gas can not be represented by a
single vector as the diffusional mechanisms can. All radiative
energy rays which at a given time pass through the same point in a gas
are independent of each other. Therefore, to specify completely the
state of the radiation at a point the radiation intensity must be
known in all directions which pass through the point under consideration.
Special attention will now be given to the development of the
radiative flux and flux divergence terms which are needed in the
evalu_ttioH of e,,_ergy conserv_tion. Starting .__h the basic concepts
of radiative transfer in an absorbing and emitting medium, Ref. A.4
and A.5, a definition of the spectral radient energy density is
developed.
Let f(v,r, f_l,t)dv d_q be the number of photons in the frequency
interval _ to v + d_, contained at time t in the volume element d_
located about the point r, and having a direction of motion within an
element of solid angle _Q about the unit vector f]l" The function f
is called the distribution function. For this definition to be
meaningful the linear dimensions of the volume element must be
larger than the largest wavelength C/_ .
Each photon possesses an energy hv Therefore, the spectral
radiant energy density may be defined as the radiant energy of frequency
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included in a unit spectral interval and contained in a unit volume
at the point r _1_dat the time t by:
j(r t) = h_ f d_ (A.14)
_Jv ' 4_
In a li1_e 1_:_nner, the spectral radiation intensity can be defined.
First recall each photon possesses a velocity equal to that of light
c. Therefore the quantity
hvc f(_,r, f21,t) dv d[>_
(A.15)
represents the radiant energy in the spectral interval d_ passing
through a unit area in a unit time in the direction within the solid
angle _q a bout_ 1 • The area is located at _ and is normal to _I "
This statement is not necessarily obvious. In order to clearly indicate
how and what area is located at point r let us follow the derivation
of the spectral radiant energy density given by Planck Ref. A.4.
Consider an infinitely small element of volume d-V, at the point
which has an arbitrary shape Fig. A.I. In order to allow for all
rays to pass through the volume d_, we can construct about any point
r of d_f a sphere of radius o . The radius o is selected to be large
compared with the linear dimensions of d-V but still so small that no
appreciable absorption or scattoring of radiation occurs in the sphere.
Each ray which reaches dJ# must then originate from some point on the
surface of the sphere.
Let us determine the amount of energy contained in d-V which
originated from an element of surface area da. The surface area is
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chosen such that its linear dimensions are small compared to those of
d_ . Consider the cone of rays which start at a particular point on
._,_:_........: ,_ ,,J _::_ i_: .... oi_ _onsists of an infinite number
of conical elements with a commonvertex at a point on da each cutting
out of the volume d@ a certain element of length s. The solid angle
2
of such a conical element is &A/o where AA denotes the area of cross
section normal to the axis of the cone at a distance _ from the
vertex Fig. A.I.
In order to find the energy radiated through an element of area
let us first define h_Jcf
I (r,C2l,t) = hvcfV
(A.16)
..... _q the e'Dectral radiation intensity. Using Eq. A.15which is _ _ _'
and A.16 the monochromatic energy which has passed through da and is
in d 4_ is:
I d_ (s/c) da = h_cf dfl (s/c) da
v
) _A
where ciq - 2 and s is the path length in d _.
o
enters the conical element in d _ spreads out into a volume _As.
(A.17)
The energy which
Summing up over all conical elements which originate in da and enter
d @ yields
I - I I
v da v da v
c 2 L_,AAs =--c --2 d9 =--c d_ &V
CY O
(A. 18)
The symbol, d_, used in Eqs. A.17 and A.18 has two different meanings; this
difference is seldom noted in the literature. This represents the entire
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monochromatic radiant energy contained in volume d_ resulting from
radiation through the element of area da. To determine the total
_O[;o_i_£,,_,_ i_ _.,iC L_!_t C[_ _ OJ' C_:;li aincd in d_ we must integrate over
all elements of area da contained in the surface of the sphere. For
the procedure of this integration observe Fig. A.2. In this case the
da
increment in solid angle _q =--_ which corresponds to a cone with a
vertex at r Integrating the right hand side of Eq.'s A.18 yields
the total energy:
d_ ?
-7- J IvdC 
The monochromatic radiant energy density is obtained by dividing by
d@.
= -- I df_ (A. 19)
v c v
Since the radius _ does not appear in Eq. A.19 we can think of I as
v
N
the intensity of radiation at the point r itself or the intensity of
m N
radiation passing thru a unit area at r in the direction Q1 " This
clarifies a difficult concept which is avoided in many derivations.
From the definition of I it follows that the radiation heat
v
flux is a vector of magnitude
qR(_,t) = _ c EJvd_ = j Iv df_ dv (A. 20)
in the direction _i of photon propagation. Let the normal to any
surface thru point r be called n . Therefore the magnitude of the
heat flux passing thru a unit surface area normal to n from photon
propagation in the f]l direction is:
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cone of rays
conical element
\
\
\
Nonabsorblng
Nonscattering
region
Fig, A.! Radiatio_ to d@ From Its Surroundings
Unit
Area
Nonabsorbing
Nonscattering
region*
*Radiation in minus _I direction to the unit area equals the radiation
from the unit area in the minus QI direction.
Fig. A.2 Geometric Relations for Calculation of Radiation to d-V
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(_'qR) -- qR(r,n, t) = j j (n.f_I) Iv (r,_l,t) <Q dv (A.21)
4_
_ _ f,_ ,4n
qR(r,t) = J j I (r,Q I t) _ df_ d_ (A.22)v ' i
v=O f_=-0
m,
Therefore qR is defined at any point r I and time t in space.
For the use of the radiative heat flux vector in the energy
equation, it is desirable to be able to calculate a component of qR
in any coordinate d_rection of an orthogonal coordinate system and
to calculate V.qR These calculations may be accomplished in a more
expeditious fashion by first writing the e_quation of radiative
transfer.
The radiative transfer equation states that the rate of radiative
energy accumulated in a volume element plus the rate that it flows
thru the element equals the rate of generation within the element.
The generation of radiative energy is accomplished by emission and
absorption. The general property balance can be used by defining
8=I
v
B = 0
2
c
s=c L J KIj
v 2hv
where
K
V
= Radiative emission coefficient
= Radiative absorption coefficient
3'11
Substituting into Eq. A.2
..... } ._ _ V _'
UL,. L V
2
c[m (i+ c I ]
v 2hv3 Iv) - K vJ
and noting that
(A. 23)
V _I= 0
we can write
V C
c _ + C_l " _7 Iv = _ v (i +--2h_ Iv) - K Iv (A.24)
which is ide_Ltical to the expression given by Zel'dovich and Raizer
Ref. A.5. In order to simplify Eq. A.24 the following observations are
made. The emission term _ can be expressed
v
= _ B (A.25)
v v v
by using Kirchoff's law and assuming local thermodynamic equilibrium.
Note that the effective volumetric absorption coefficient
v = ELI - exp(-h_/kcT)_ (A.26)
is the product of the absorption coefficient and the induced emission
term. Therefore the emission term _ has both spontaneous and
V
induced emission taken into account. The spontaneous emission term is
the Planck function.
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2h_3 1
B =------ T) -
,, 2 exp (+h_/k c
(A.27)
Using these de[initions Eq. A.24 can be rewritten as:
(A. 28)
bl
I v - = _v(Bv - I )
-- _ + QI " VI v
c bt v
If the radiative transfer Eq. A.i8 is multiplied by clQ and integrated
over all directions the conservationl of radiation equations is obtained
(A.29)
b_v + - = c %( _ - _v )
b'---_ V. qR, v vp
where
4_B
V
vp c
Let us assume
b _v 1 _ _Iv d_ 0
bt c J _t
since c is very large. Then we may solve Eq. A.26 for the radiative
flux divergence.
.4_ (A.30)
?= I (_) dQ_d_< j
V'qR( rl ) = _0 _v 4_Bv 0 v
The contribution of the radiative flu>: divergence term in the energy
equation has important mathematical ramifications- It should be
noticed that the flux divergence term is evaluated by integrating
over all space. The other terms in the energy equation are differen-
tials calculated locally. The radiative flux divergence term therefore
makes the energy equation an integro_partial-differential equation.
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CONSERVATIONE_UATIOY,S IN GENEP_&I,ORTIIOGONALCOORDINATES
F_ _-_,e_,r_'_i'_ sect_op _e have a vector formulation of the
basic conserva_io_ equations io_ a _cacLing, radiating, conducting
fluid. Most flow problems are represented by the conservation
equations in orthogonal coordinates. In this section the basic
conservation laws will be written in general curvilinear orthogonal
coordinates. This permits or_e to select a useful coordinate system for
a partic_lar problem and thus determine the appropriate coordinate
stretching functions. Substitution of the stretching functions into
the conservation equations in curvilinear orthogonal coordinates
will yield the appropriate governing equations for the problem of
interest.
Table A.I presents a set ef physical tensor operations for
orthogonal coordinate systems_ By using the information in this
table we are able to write the conservation equations in curvilinear
orthogonal coordinates. The statement of these equations have been
made in part by Back, Tsien, Brodkey, Ref's: A.6, A.7, and A.2
respectively, and others.
The steady state conservation equations can be stated as follows:
Global Continuity:
(A.31)
V.p_ = 0
Species Continuity:
V'(Pi_) + V'Ji = _i
(A.32)
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Momentum:
_ =0
/L _i i
i
(A. 33)
Energy:
p(_-V)E + V-(q D +_R) + ! gi"]i- V'_- IP
i
+ pR).V - Sp = 0
The energy equation may a]so be written as follows:
(A. 34)
m
-p(_-V)H + v.(qD + qR ) + gi. Ji - V.[_ + PR) "V - Sp = 0 (A.35)
i
This form is presented by Ref. A.3 without the radiation or internal
heat source term.
For the purpose of writing the conservation equations in curvi-
linear orthogonal coordinates, the coordinates are chosen to be _i'
of Tab. A.I respectively.
corresponding to _i' _2' and _3
_2' and _3
The differential elements of length in the respective coordinate
such that a differential arc
directions are hld_ I, h2d_ 2, and h3d_ 3
length can be expressed as
(d_) 2 = hl2(d_l )2 + h22(d_2 )2 + h32(d_3 )2
(A.36)
where h I, h 2, and h 3 are called the "stretching functions" in the
respective coordinate directions. In the following equations u, v,
and w are the velocity components of _ in the direction of increasing
_I' _2' and _3"
Applying the V operator from Tab. A.I the global continuity
equation becomes
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5(h2h39u) 5(hlh 3Pv) _(hlh29 w)_
=0
I _ + _2
In a similar rm_nner the species continuity equation can be
(A.37)
written
5(h2h3Pi u) _(hlh3Pi v) 5(hlh2P iw)_+ +
_2
hlh2h 3
_ (hlh3J ) _(hlh2Ji,_ )_
_(hlh3Ji,_l ) i,_-2 _J "
________------- + _---------- +
h ih 2h 3
(A. 38)
_D. = 0
i
In order to evaluate the above equation the components J
and Ji,_3 of the mass flux vector ]. r_ist be specified.
flux vector for a wide range of
' Ji 'i,_I ,_2
The mass
i
fluid problems is well represented
by two terms
l(D)
=_ (D) +_ (T)
The expressions for
2
-- (D) nt
Ji p _T
there two mass flux vectors are
n
n _ _G.
v Mi jDi L
j=l k=l _j ,k
k_j
(A.39)
(A.7)
] (T) = _ Di T V %n T
I
The transformed components
of the above equations are
(A.8)
.i
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2 n n _G _Yk _
(D) nt v_ Fy k=_l_Yk _. i _ljJi,_ I 0 _<T _ M.M.D ( )=" I 3 ij L j ,Y_ h I
j=l ,k
k_j
2 n n _k)T,_,y % 5YkD(D) nt i i" I " ij - M.M D ( --
i,_ 2 p _T i j ij [Yj h 2-_2 j
j=l k=l _j,k
k#j
2 n
(D) n t v-
- .M .D.
Ji,g 3 P [°'T L MI J lj LYj
j=l
n __ 1 5Yk
L 3 j
k=l K _j,k _
k#j
(A.40)
T
(T) : " Di D(%n T)
Ji,_l 'hi _ _i
T
j(T) _ - D.I _ T____
i,_ 2 h2 3 _2
_ D. T
j(T) =. l @(_n T)..
i'_3 h3 5 _3
(A.41)
For substitution into the species continuity equation
(D) (T)
= +J
Ji,g I Ji,g I i,g I
(D) (T)
= + Ji,_2Ji '_2 Ji '_2
(D) (T)
J. = J +J
l,_ 3 i,_ 3 i,_ 3
This completes the necessary operations to explicitly write the
species continuity equation in general orthogonal coordinates.
(A.42)
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Before writing the momentumand energy equations in general
orthogonal coordinates the radiation pressure tensor and external
equations are
Momentum:
p(V • V)_ - V .('$ - IP) = 0
l i_e_c:sulting vector form of the two
(A.43)
Energy:
p(V V)H + V (_D + qR) " V • (7) _ = 0 (A.44)
If the need to account for the additional effects should arise, the
appropriate terms could be added to the governing equations in an
analogous manner to the terms which will be considered.
Using the definitions in Tab. A.I, the momentumequation can be
written in the three orthogonal directions.
_i - momentum:
_hI _hI
UV UW
u _u v _u + w _u + h _ + _hI _ + he _--q h3_3 ih2 2 lh3I
2 _h
2 5h 2 w 3 i 1 5P
v______.hlh2 _i hlh3 _I P i
i " I /._(h2h3_ 11) _(hlh2T 12)
- L-h h2h3 - +
5(hlh3_ 13) I
+ _3
TI2 _hl _13 5hl T22 5h2 T33 5h 3 -t =
+'hlh2 5_2 hlh3 5_3 hlh2 5_i hlh3 °_i j 0
(A.45)
* These terms are not usually significant for gas dynamic problems.
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_2 - momentum:
_h2 _h2
+
h3 °_3 J_lh2°_i _ _3
2 _h3 1 1 _P
h2h3 _2 P h2 _2
I /_(h2h3_12) _(hlh3_22 )
+
_2
+
_12 _h2 T2_____3 _h2 _II _hl
+'hlh2 _i + h2h3 _-_ - -hlh2 _2
(A.46)
_3 - momentum:
v _w w _w wu _h3
u__ _w * h_ _= + + "h!h3 _ihi _! _ J_? h3 _=_3
2 _h 22 _h I w i I _P
U +----_
- hlh3 _2 h2h3 °_3 P h3 $_3
i _ i Q_ (h2h3_13)
P Lhlh2h3 °_'i
wv _h3
_(hlh3_23) _(hlh2_33)
+ + )
_2 _%3
_31 _h3 _23 _h3 _Ii _hl _22 _h2 _ = 0
+ "h2h3 _%2 h _ h2h3 _% -_+ hlh3 _I lh3 3 3
(A.47)
In the above equations, the subscripts I, 2, and 3 in the symmetric
stress tensor denote the coordinate directions _i' _2' and _3
respectively. In order to evaluate the three momentum equations the
components of the viscous stress tensor must be defined. For a Stokes'
fluid the stress tensor is defined by, Ref. A.2, in terms of the
rate of strain tensor e
= f(_)
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The simplest form for this equation in three dimensions is (Ref. A.2)
_. ..... ,_. (A.48)
For a Newtonian fluid
A = - (_ - _)V V, B = + _, C = 0
(A.49)
The stress tensor may now be written as
q- _--
(A.50)
The components of the stress tensor are
= %V • _ + _ell
_ii
_22 = %V V + _e22
_33 = %V • _ + _e33
I(A.51a)
TI2 = T21 = _e12
_13 = _'31 = _e13
_23 = _32 = _e23
I(A.51b)
Which may be written
_iI =
% FD(h2h3u) _(hlh3V) D (hlh2W)-_ '
- +_ J
hlh2h3 [- _i +- _2 _3
_h _h I
+ 2_ E-_I _u + v i w
__ _-=-_j
_i hlh2 $= + h3hl'_2 o%3
(A°52)
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% P_(h2h3u) _(h lh3V)
._ -
T22 = hlh2h3 g °_i °_2
8h 2 _h 2
bv + \_ + u ]
m_ 2tL L"2 h2h3 hlh2
% P_(h2h3u) _(hlh3V)
+
T33 = hlh2h3 [ _F_I _2
(h lh2 w) -i
P I _w -I-
+ 2_, LE _)_3
_h 3 _h3_
U V
hlh3 _I + h2h----_'2J
h I _
112 = T21 = p . B_ I h2 _SF_2
-'I
_h3 B (w h2 _ v )_
(A.53)
(A.54)
(A.55)
(A.56)
(A.57)
With the preceding definition of the stress tensor, the momentum
equations become three equations expressed in the three components of
the velocity vector.
The total enthalpy form of the energy equation Eq. A.44 may be
written in general orthogonal coordinates by noting the form of the
three operators expressed in Tab. A.1.
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[-u _t_1 v Btt
+ w _II ]_ -i ['_(h2h3qD,l)
+ °(_'11:3';13:Z,', + :" J_"z!b,5 ) ]
_2 3_3 J
I _(h2h3qR _I,),
hlh2h 3 L D_I
+
_(hlh3qR, 2) +
_2
_(hlh2qR,3)] + I i -_ [h2h3(TllU4_r21v4w31w)}
_3 hlh2h-------_ L _I
[hlh3(T12u+T22vh_r32w)} _ [hlh2(_12u4w23v+T33w)] ] (A.58)+ +
_2 _3
The components of the shear stress have been defined in the discus-
sion of the momentum equation. Therefore only the components of the
heat flux vectors are left to be defined to provide a complete state-
ment of the energy equation.
The heat flux vector as handled previously will be described
as the sum of the diffusional and radiative heat flux vectors. The
diffusional heat flux vector can be expressed as a function of the
mass flux vector by simple manipulation of the equation given by
qD
T
ID i N.
= - k'VT + ! h.Szi - h_kcT --N,m, q (#)
i i
i i
where k t is not the ordinary thermal conductivity coefficient. The
(A.59a)
usual form of the diffusional heat flux vector is written in terms
of diffusion velocities or mass flux vectors. This form eliminates
N.
V(#) from the preceding equation and adds a term to k t yielding the
ordinary therma] conductivity. This step also introduces the binary
diffusion coefficient into the Dufour effect term. Following
Hirschfelder et. al., Ref. A.8, and substituting for the diffusion
velocities yields:
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- iqD = " kVT + hi Ji
i
i j#i
(A.59b) #
where D.. is the binary diffusion coefficient
z3
3(M i + M.)P
.]
13 16N2M.M._!I' I)
z j lj
The diffusional heat flux vector contains terms which respectively
represent conductive energy flux, diffusional energy flux, and
diffusion-thermo (Dufour) energy flux. The Dufour effect is kept in
the above equation to be consistent with keeping the Soret effect
in the species conti_uity _quation. At this point it is appropriate
to point out that the thermal conductivity in the conductive flux term
is in general a tensor. For the case of an isentropic fluid, the
conductivity reduces to a scalar. This is the form used in the
(A.60)
diffusional energy flux vector above.
Having stated the vector form of the diffusional heat flux vector,
the components needed in the energy equation can be expressed.
k _T
=-. +' h.J.
qD,l hi _I L i i,_ I
i
p i i Ni D'T J
- "_ m.O.. _" pj
i j#i i zJ
(A. 61)
# The perfect gas equation of state has been used to replace k T inc
these equations from Ref. A.8 with P/N.
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qD,2 hiJ+ f_ i,_ 2
i
• l
N i 3#i
I)/T JJ'_2 Ji'_2_
Q)ij PJ Pi
(A. 62)
qD,3
k _T x_
_= + ) h.J.
h3 _3 t_ i z,_ 3
i
p N. D T JJ'_3 Ji'_3"
. i i )
N i zJ
i j#i
(A.63)
where the components of the mass flux vector used in the above expression
are defined in the discussion of the species continuity equation.
To calculate the components of the radiative flux vector qR,_i
where _i is an orthogonal coordinate, let us integrate Eq. A.30.
V • qRdr
V • qR(h]eld_l + h#2d_ 2 + h#3d_ 3)
_r
qR(rl) = j 1
r 0
rrl
=j
r 0
Note that V . qR is a scalar independent of coordinate system.
flux components may be written:
(A.64)
The
(A.65)
rrl (v • qR)hid_i
qR,_i = J_
r 0
or by substituting from Eq. A.30
qR, I = t @v v
_(7o) o
_4TT IV(_) d_)dvhld_ I
-j
0
(A. 66)
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qR,2 v
_(rn) o o
Iv(_) d_)d_h2d_ 2
(A. 67)
I_ f _(4_vf4_-_)_ _°_= - Iv(r) 3
qR,3
_(r0) 0 0
In addition to the general conservation equations an equation of
state is needed to specify the relationship between pressure and
temperature. A reasonable approximation for the thermal behavior of
a gaseous mixture is the ideal gas equation of state.
p = p RT ICi/Mi
(A.69)
Another form of the ideal gas equation of state is
p = NkcT where _ N i
i
= N
(A.70)
This last expression has been used previously to state Eq.'s A.59 and
A. 60.
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CONSERVATION EQUATIONS IN BODY ORIENTED COORDINATES
In order to describe the flow over blunt bodies moving at hyper-
sonic velocities, i[ is £obnu <:onvenient to solve the conservation
equations in orthogonal body oriented coordinate systems. The type
of body under consideration, i.e. three-dimensional, axisymmetric or
two dimensional, thus determine the stretching functions, hl, h 2, h3,
discussed in the previous section. The class of bodies considered in
this development are axisymmetric or two-dimensional and have the
following stretching functions, see Tab. A.2:
_i = x, h I = i + _y ]
J_2=y, h2= I
= h3=
_3 _' r
AXISY>_ZTRIC (A. 7i)
_I = x, h I = 1 + _y
_2 = y' h2 = i
_3 = z, h 3 = i
TWO- DI_NS IO_IAL (A.72)
where _ is the local body curvature and r is defined in Fig. A.3.
Using Fig. A.3 the following relationship may be found
r =r +y sin8
w
(A. 73)
N
dr = sin 8 dy + _ cos 8 dx (A.74)
where
N
= i + _y (A.75)
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4.J
_0
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+
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U¢,o w 8
7
R
dB
T°.( = il+ K B)dx
dFO XB = (I + KB)To.E dx + Bo 8 = K-(x_dx
Fig. A.3 Body-Oriented Coordinate System
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(d_) 2 N2(dx)2 (A. 76)= _ + (dy) 2 + (rAdz) 2
_o_ the axisymmetric case z has been substituted for q0. Thus by
noting that the superscript A can be either i or 0 both the respective
axisymmetric and two dimensional cases can be represented by one set
of equations.
Substituting the stretching functions A.71 and A.72 and relation-
ships A.73 and A.75 into the general conservation equations for a
multicomponent continuum gas in general orthogonal coordinates given
in the second section yields the following equations.
Continuity :
____ + _rApv) = 0
_x _Y
(A.77)
Species Continuity:
_(rApci u) _ rApci v) - _(rAJi,x )_
+ =
_x _Y _x
- _ rAJi,y) + ×= _.NA
By
(A. 78)
where J. and J. are the mass flux components of species i in the x
l_x 13y
and y direction respectively. The mass flux vector is the sum of two
vectors neglecting force diffusion and pressure diffusion.
_(D) _(T) (A. 79)
=J +J
_i i i
The components are
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concentration diffusion:
2 iI n
nt F V t_ 1 _Yk7
p 5%---Ti MiMjDij LYi _ \_Y_ /T,_,Y_ 2 _--xJ
j=l k=l K _#j,k Y_
k#j
(D)
J.
2 n n ,_Gj _Yk _
nt M.D. 'Y
p _T _ Mi j lj5 i _Yk T,_,Y_
j=l k=l _#j,k
(A.80)
(A. 81)
thermal diffusion:
(T) D T
= _ __!i _n rJ.
l_X N _X
K
(A. 82)
(T) T 5Zn T
= - D
Ji,y i By
(A. 83)
The two momentum equations can be expressed in the following
manner.
x - momentum
A _u "_ A 5v A
pr u_+ p_ V_y- _r uv
A 5P 5 (rA_xx) 5 _rATxy )
+ r _x _x _Y
A 8r A
- r ×Txy + _zz _x 0
(A.84)
y - momentum
A _v _ A 5v A 2
pr U-_x + p;,r v _y - p_r u
N A _P _(rA_xy ) _rATyy )
+ _ r 5-_ - _x 5y
_rA
A +_ --=0
+ _r _xx zz _y
(A.85)
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where the components of the stress tensor are
_r
(A.86)
T
YY
X +-_( _rAv)-] + 2_ _y
= L-X by
(A.87)
_zZ --
_] - v arA]Vb(rAu) u DrA + ____y j
A L- bx " + + 2_L'_ A _x
_r _r r
(A.SS)
_xy _ = _ _x + _y ~
yx K
(A.89)
The above stress components are also used in the energy equation.
energy :
A _}I _ A _H
pr u_x+ p_r VTy=-
b(rAqD=x!- °_rAqD,_
_x by
_(rAqR _ A " ]
A
'x) _(_r qR_y) + _x_rAu T + r v_
5x - - _y xx xy
(A.90)
~ A 9
~ A + Kr v7
+_y _r UTxy yy_
The components of the diffusional heat flux vector are
k _T
qD,x = - _-"_x + /-_hiJi,x
i
v-Ni DT
p w l
i j#i
Pj Pi
(A.91)
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qD,Y =- k_y+ h.J.i l,y
i
T
" 7 m. D.. pj Pi ji 13
i j#i
(A.92)
From Eq. A.66 and Eq. A.67 the components of the radiative flux
vector are:
rx(r-i)_=
r4n I
qR,x J -- J 0 _v(4_B
(_) df])dv_dx
= v " J0 v "
x(r0)
oY _ 1) _= _4_ _
y(70)J0 - Iv(r) d_)dvdyqR,Y = J _v(4_Bv J 0
(A. 93)
(A. 94)
The statement of these vector components completes the set of
conservation equations e:_prcsscd in body orientcd orthogonal
coordinates. By the use of the stretching functions listed in Tab.
A.2, the conservation equations can be written in the coordinate
system desired by following the method used for the case under consid-
eration in this section. Furthermore, it is noted that the conservation
equations were obtained using orthogonal versions of the tensor terms.
Consequently, if a nonorthogonal transformation is desired the equations
may be used without fear cf neglecting terms.
Subsequent transformation of independent variables using Dorodnitsyn,
Von Mises, Lees or one of many other transformations may be made in
order to simplify the form of the conservation equations. The
selection and use of these transformations will not be discussed here.
The reader is referred to Dorrance, Ref. A.9, and Hansen, Ref. A.10,
for suitable discussion and listing of similarity transformations.
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APPENDIXB
RADIATIVETRANSPORTEQUATIONS
The purpose of this appendix is to provide details of the
radiative properties and transport equations used in this work which
were developed by Wilson (Ref. B.I). Accordingly, the following
development provides a synopsis of the radiative transport section
_f Ref. B.I. The synopsis is complete in itself and provides definition
of symbols and terms not found in the main text.
BASIC TRANSPORT EQUATIONS
In Chapter 2 the radiative transport equation was solved in
physical space for a one-dimensional slab to yield an equation for
intensity. This equation, Eq. 2.49, and the equations for the flux
Eq. 2.50, and flux divergence, Eq. 2.51, are the starting place for
this development.
In order to calculate intensities the absorption coefficient is
separated into a line and continuum contribution.
C L (B.I)
CY = CY +_
%; %; %)
Correspondingly, the flux ,ormal to the body is expressed as a sum
of the continuum only process and the line process corrected for
continuum attenuation.
C L
qR = qR + qR (B.2)
The y subscript on the flux term which was used in the main text
has been dropped in Appendix B for convenience.
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The continuum flux is then expressed as
. _ ^E (O,y) _ (y,6) }
iL_ _'_ { Jo B dE -', B dE d_v v : 0 _0 •
I
where the emissive function, Ev, is
E = I- exp-7 l
y
The line flux is expressed as
(B.3)
(B.4)
L rwi(0'Y) ' wi(Y'6)
qR = _ I J Bidwi(Y 'y) - _ Bidwi(Y'Y' ) (B.5)
all lines 0 0
i
where the frequency integration has been carried out analytically and
incorporated into an equivalent width variable, wi(Yt,Y), defined as
I_ y C ^ I[ y L
. t_v dy " 7 yt_ d_
7 y  ll. e ]d_ (B.6)w.(y t,y) = w.[- (y,yl)] = e
i l A
In this definition it has been assumed that the continuum absorption
coefficient and Planck function are frequency independent over the
interval A_.
The flux divergence is expressed as a sum of four terms.
_q__RR___Q = QC,C + QC,L + QL,C + QL,L
By
These four terms are defined as;
(i) the energy emitted and absorbed by the continuum;
(B.7)
Throughout this appendix the 'parenthesis s}nnbol ( ) is principly
used to denote functional dependencies.
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=o _E (O,y) ,E (y,6) .
= _ "_ 0_ B_(Ys _ •QC,C 21T °zv U )dE (y,yt) + | B (y)dEv(yt,y )0 v Jo v
"3
- 2Bv(y)jdv (B.8)
(2) the energy emitted by the continuum and absorbed by the lines;
QC,L = 2_ I
all lines
j.E (O,y) . _.
v B " ''IS , , I
ikY )L i ky) " Ai (y ,y)jdE (y',y)
0
.Ev(y,6)
B (y')_Si(Y) -
+Jo i Ai(y,y )jdE (y,y)
(3) the energy emitted by lines and absorbed by the continuum;
(B.9)
ow(0,y)
C(y) J 1 Bi(Y_)dwi(Y ,_)QL,C = 2n _ ffV
all lines 0
i
(4)
QL,L
wi(Y' 6) I+ Bi(Yt) d_i(y,y )
0
the energy absorbed and emitted by lines:
_A.(O,y) _ _ry C (y)dy
= 2_ W J01 Bi(Yl)e _yt v i dAi(y,yt )2.
all lines
i
ryt C ^
6) , . !rJy _vi (y)d_
+ J0 Bi(Y )e dAi(y,y' )
(B.10)
- 2Bi(Y)Si(Y ) (B.ii)
In Eqs. (B.9) and (B. II) the frequency integration is performed in
terms of an absorption equivalent width variable A.(y l,y) defined as
i
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l
" ? L (;)d9
i Y
A_(V',Y) = A_[-(Y,Yt)] = _ c_ L '= 1 - e jdv
• " A_o i (Y)L
(B. 12)
The line strength variable, Si, is defined in section on transport by
a single line.
TRANSPORT BY THE COI_flNUUM PROCESS
Since the continuum absorption coefficient varies slowly as a
£unction of frequency, except at photoionization edges, a monochromatic
evaluation of the flux and flux divergence at selected frequencies
followed by numerical quadrature over frequencies is realistic.
Four atomic species are considered, H, C, O, N. For these species
and shock layer conditions of interest, the shock layer is optically
thin below: the first major photoionization edge. Furthermore, at
frequencies above the first photoionization edge the absorption
coefficient is essentially constant. Consequently the frequency
dependent absorption coefficient can be represented by a series of
grey absorption coefficients. For the optically thin groups the grey
absorption coefficient is the Planck mean coefficient.
I c_B dv
(B.13)
Up = _ B d_
V
A_
where
_- C r- _ hv/kT]
_ = L _ . = L N.c_._I " e"
_J J O
j J
(B. 14)
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and
o.(_,T) for j = species H, C, O, N
_j j
The absorption cross section has the same form for the atomic species
2
considered (all cross sectiorsare given in cm /particle).
0 £ h_ £ hVTJ
• 10-16 [ej hv A]/kT _"
= 7.26 x F. kT e- " - ___l__
0 J [hv] 3
J
hv > hv T
- [¢.- hVTJ]/kT _
o. = 7.26 x i0"16 F. kT e J
J J [hv] 3
(B.16)
wh er e
F. = species statistical weight factor
J
¢j = species ionization energy
= photoionization edge shift
hVT3 = species merged energy level limit
_j = species nonhydrogenic correction factor
Reference B.I did not include molecular absorption or emission. Ho_,-
ever, continuum cross section for the molecules N2, 02, C2, C3, and CO
were more recently included by Wilson in his Fortran subroutine TRJhNS
which was obtained from Wilson and forms the basis of the radiative
calculation method of the present work (Ref. B.2). In the present
work the cross sections for H 2 and C2]! were added. The addition of
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molecules to the radiative calculators dictated several changes in the
cont_nu_,mcalculation procedure described in Ref. B.I. The following
development includes these changes.
The continuum transport is calculated using a 12-band model (7-
bands were used in Ref. B.I). In each group the absorption
coefficient
= L N.o. j = N, O, C, H, CO, C3, C2, 02 , N 2, H2,C2 H (B.17)J J
J
is calculated. The equations for the band averaged absorption cross
sections for each band group is listed below.
Group i: 0 < hv g 5.0 ev
Atomic cross sections
In one band the partial Pianck mean is used in which oj for each
element has the form
•K -¢./k¢ -
5.04 x 103kT Fj o j eA/kThvTJ_0 j
oj = Bp e
+ Bj [hVTJ]2 _3 J
(B. 18)
where
K 0 = 7.26 x lO'16cm2ev2
hv B = 5.0 ev
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and
.4
_4 x 103[kT] 4 t_5- e"
-hVB-2 /hVB_
+ 3I-_"_ ) + 6_-zj + 6j) (B.19)
For each atomic species the required parameters are:
hVTJ(ev) ¢ (ev) e 8J J J
H: 2.40 13.56 1.00 0.0
C: 3.78 11.26 0.30 0.0488
N: 4.22 14.54 0.24 0.0426
O: 4.22 13.51 0.24 0.0426
Molecular cross sections
_02 = aN 2 = (_H2 = OC 2 = °C 3 = OCO = _C2H = 0.0
Group 2: 5.0 < hv < 6.0 ev
Atomic cross sections
o = Eq. (B.16)
3
j = N, 0, H, C
Molecular cross sections
-18 -18 - .5/kT
OC 2 = 3. x I0 + 8. x I0 e
-18
(_C3 = 4. x i0
=0.0
002 = aN2 aH 2 °C0 °C2H
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Group 3: 6.0 N hv N 7.0 ev
o = Eq. (B.16)
3
j = N, O, C, H
>k_lecular cros_____sections
-18
OC2 = i. x i0
-18 - .7/kT
OC O = 3. x I0 e
002 ON 2 OH 2 OC 3 OC2 H 0.0
Group 4: 7.0 _ hv _ 8.0 ev
Atomic cross sections
_. = Eq. (B.16)
3
j = N, O, H
-17- 4.18/kT/_ Ce
OC = Eq. (B.16) + 5. x I0
Molecular cross sections
OCO = 1.9 x 10-17e" .5/kT
= i0" 19
_0 2 6.0 x
OC H
2
= . 10-18I 3 x
aC = = 0.0
2 = °N2 = °H2 (_C3
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Group 5: 8.0 < hv < 9.0 ev
_ ,ss sections
o. = Eq. (B.16) j = N, O, H
]
= . e- 4.18/kT/z C
OC Eq. (B.16) + 5 x 10"17
+ 2.2 x 10-17 " 2"68/kT/e %
Molecular cros_____ssections
= 10"17
aC 0 2.5 x
- 19
o02 = 2.0 x I0
-19
CC2H = 8.5 x I0
= = =0.0
ON 2 °H 2 = _C3 _C 2
Group 6: 9.0 _ hv _ I0.0 ev
Atomic cross sections
o. = Eq. (B.16) j = N, O, H
J
OC = Eq. (B.16) + 5. x 10-17e" 4"18/kT/_ C
- - 2.68/kT/
+ 2.2 x i0 17e _C
Molecular cros_____ss.sections
= I0-18
OC O 5.0 x
-18
002 = 1.0 x i0
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°C2 = ON2 = OH2 OC3 OC2H 0.0
!0.0 _ hv _ 10.8 ev
Atomic cros_______ssections
oj = Eq. (B.16) j = O, N
- i0.2/kr/y_NON = 3.2 x I0 18T e-
r - 17 I. 26/kT
OC = L8.5 x i0 e- + 2.2 x
-17
+5.0x i0
i0"17 e- 2.75/kT
e- 4.18/kT]/ZC
Molecular cross sections
_O 2
-19
= = OH2 = = = OC2 HoC _N2 °C _CO = 0.0
2 3
Group 8: 10.8 _ hv _ ii.I ev
Atomic cross sections
o. = Eq. (B.16) j = O, N
J
ON 5.16 x 10-17 - 3.5/kT/= e EN
= [ i0" 17 1.26/kT eOc 8.5 x e- + 2.2 x 10-17 -2.75/kT
+ 5.0 x 10-17 e- 4"18/kT]/z C
_olecula K cros______ssections
= °N 2 = aH 2 = OC = _C 3 = OCO = _C2H = 0.0
_O 2 2
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Group 9: ii.i < hv < 12.0 ev
!2t,_r! •r_ _ _ections
oj = Eq. (B.16) j =O, H
ON 5.16 x 10-17 - 3.5/kT/= e EN
= [ - 1 26/kT -17 - 2.75/kTOC 8.5 x 10-17e " + 2.2 x I0 e
- - 4.18/kT_+ 5.0 x I0 17e /_C
Molecular cross sections
- 18
_N 2 = 1.0 x i0
002 = °H 2 = °C 2 = _C 3 = OCO _C2H = 0.0
Group i0: 12.0 _ hv _ 13.4 ev
Atomic cross sections
o. = Eq. (B.16) j = O, H
J
= E - - 2.3/kT -17ON 6.4 x I0 17 e + 5.16 x I0
-17 -17 i. 26/kT[ -_C = 9.9 x i0 + 8.5 x I0 e
i0"17 - 2.75/kT+ 2.2 x e + 5.0 x I0 17
Molecular cross sections
-17
ON 2 = 1.0 x i0
-17
OH 2 = 2.7 x I0
002 = _C 2 = OC 3 OCO aC2 H 0.0
e- 3"5/kTj/z N
e- 4.18/kT]/zC
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Group Ii: 13.4 _ h_ N 14.3 ev
Atomic cross sections
(_H= 1.18 x I0-17/___i
o0 = 3.6 x 10"17/Z0
= [ i0-17 - 2 3/kT -17ON 6.4 x e " + 5.15 x i0
= L i0"17 eOC 9.9 x + 8.5 x I0-17 - 1.26/kT
i0"17 - 2.75/kT+ 2.2 x e + 5.0 x i0 17
e- 3"5/kTj/_ N
__
e" .18/kTj/_
Molecular cross sections
C_N2 = I. x 10-17
10 -17
= 2.7 x
_H 2
aO 2 C_C2 OC 3
Group 12:
= OCO = _C2 H = 0.0
14.3 _ hv _ 20.0
Atomic cross sections
OH = GO = 0.0
F -18 -17 - 2.3/kT
1.0 x i0 + 6.4 x i0 e
°N = L
+ 5 16 x 10-17e -3"5"kT,jvl"]
• it= N
OC = [9.9 x 10-17 + 8.5 x 10-17 e" 1.26/kT
+ 2.2 x 10-17e" 2.5/kT + 5.0 x i0-17 e- 4.18/kT]/_
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Molecular cross sections
= 1.0 x 10-18
002 OC2 Crc3 = OH2 = OCO = OC2 H 0.0
In the above expressions Ej is the partition function of the j-th
species.
The flux and flux divergence equations in terms of the grey
absorption coefficients for each group k are:
C _Ek(0'Y)-- rEk(Y, 6)-
qR,k = _ J Bk(Yt)dEk (yI'y) - J Bk(Yt)dEk(Y,Y t)
0 0
QC,C 2_ C_ _E (0,y) (y
k = L J O ')d_(y' y)
 Ek(Y,8)_
-- i
+ J Bk(Yl)dEk(y,yt) - 2 BkJ
0
where
(B.20)
(B. 21)
= i B (T)dv (B.22)
_v k v
and Ek is determined using Eq. B.4 and the grey absorption coefficient
C
TRA_SPORT BY A SI_[GLE LI_
Consider the transport by system of nonoverlapping, electron-
impact broaden lines. An isolated line has a Lorentzian shape
characterized by a strength S and (half) half-width y, neglecting
line shifts,
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L = S_X - 1 -]
2j
,o (,o- x,O) + y
(B.23)
'_'_ __i. G
_ 2 -hv0/kT-
Ld_ rre 7 jS =j c_ - N f , I- ev me n nn L
0
(B.24)
and where N is the lower state number density and f ,, the f-number.
n nn
The f-number represents the transition probability strength and is the
number appropriate for a single line, or multiplet, or whatever
collection of line transitions is represented by the lower state
number density, N
n
The spatial dependence of the half-width y in the denominator of
Eq. (B.23) precludes a closed-form evaluation of the frequency
integration required by the equivalent width variables W and A. For
co_Tputational expediency, the actual half-width in the denominator
of Eq. B.23 is replaced with a spatial average y . When the line
center is optically thick in near constant temperature regions the
effect of the half-width y in the denominator of Eq. B. 23 is negligible.
Thus, the spatially averaged value for y is defined such that in the
optically thin limit the correct flux is obtained. To this end,
consider the spatial integral appearing in W(y,y t) and A(y,y t) of
Eqs. B.6 and B.12.
= (p)d Z
j e
Y
(B.25)
Define a transport variable
flyz- f_ , S(_) _{(_)d_ (B.26)
Y
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then using Eq. B.23 and approximating y(_) in the denominator by _(z),
Eq. B,25 is rewritten as
r- 1 7
Z= z! [ VO]2 ;2 1L_,_ _ + (z)-
(B. 27)
--2
where y (z) is yet to be determined. Note y(z) is constant over the
interval y to yt but not over the entire shock layer. Using this half-
_-idth approximation the following expressions for W(z) and A(z) are
obtained.
-- -t
W(z) = 2TT y t e [Io(t ) - Ii(t)][continuum attenuation] (B.28)
A(z) = S(y)[l - e-tIo(t)] (B.29)
--2
where t = z/2 y
and I0 and I1 are modified Bessel functions of the first kind. For
the optically thin limit t << i
_Y
W = j , S(y)dy
Y
(B.30)
requires
Y
i, S(9)V(p)d9
_(z) = y (B. 31)
_Y S(f)dy
#
Y
For the flux divergence equivalent width calculation the appropriate
value for y is the value at the local point at which Q(y) is being
calculated, i.e. y = y(y)
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TRANSPORT BY A COLLECTION OF ISOLATED LINES
To calculate the flux and flux divergence, line groups are used
where a "group" of lines is defined as a collection of adjacent lines
within a spectral interval across which both the Planck function and
continuum absorption coefficient can be approximated as being
independent of frequency. The contribution from only neutral atom;
H, O, N and C; transitions are considered since the contribution of
ionic lines are negligible. All lines are considered non-overlapping.
The overlapping corrections are developed in the next section.
Eq. B.5 yields the total flux from all lines in a group if
W(y, yt) is interperted as the sum of the equivalent width from each
individual line,
n
W(y,y _) = , Wm(Y,Y')
m=l
where n is the total number of lines in the group.
of Eq. B.32 is approximated with a single expression of the form
n
L Wm(Y'Y') = nW(S ,y )
m=l
where S* and y* are line parameters averaged over all linas in a
group. Assuming that all lines in a group are either optically thin
or optically thick expressions for S* and y* are derived.
For the optically thin limit Eq. B.33 reduces to
7' f, s (f)d9 = n , S*(9)d9
Y Y
m
(B. 32)
The right hand side
(B. 33)
(B. 34)
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which requires
q J •_
n _ Sm
m
(B. 35)
For the optically thick limit the two sides of Eq. B.33 reduce to
_' r "Y " ½ _Y ½
2L j , Sm(Y)Y(y)dyj = nLi , S*(ylY_(y)dyj
Y Y
m
(B.36)
Due to the square root operator a further approximation is made.
_y - ½_ 2 .y
m Y Y m
(B.37)
This approximation is exact if the spatial variation of SmY m is the
same for all lines or differs by a constant factor only.
The half-width Ym is proportional to the electron number density
ym(_) = _mNe(_)
(B. 38)
where _m is a normalized half-width and is constant. The line strength
is proportional to the lower state number density and the induced
emission factor,
Sm(_) = I. x lO-16fm mN (_)[i - e"h_T] (B.39)
When all lines within a group have a co_on lower state Eq. B.37 is
exact. Using this as a basis Eqs. B.36 and B.37 yield
y* -
1 F
n2S . i Z [SmYm]½_ 2
m
(B.40)
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which requires
n L Sm
m
(B. 35)
For the optically thick limit the two sides of Eq. B.33 reduce to
Z L _Y " ½ eY _ ^ ^ ^ ½2 j * Sm(_)y(_)d_. J = nL J , S_(y)y*(y)dyj
Y Y
m
(B. 36)
Due to the square root operator a further approximation is made.
,_ .y ^-½_2 .y ½ 2d_
Y Y
m m
(B.37)
This approximation is exact if the spatial variation of SmY m is the
same for all lincs or differs by a constant factor only.
The half-width Ym is proportional to the electron number density
ym(_) = _mNe(9) (B.38)
where Bm is a normalized half-width and is constant. The line strength
is proportional to the lower state number density and the induced
emission factor,
h_
Sm(_) = i. x i0 16fmNm(_)[l- e ] (B.39)
When all lines within a group have a cormnon lower state Eq. B.37 is
exact. Using this as a basis Eqs. B.36 and B.37 yield
1 r ._ [SmYm]½] 2y*
n2S, t L
m
(B .40)
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A similar treatment of the flux equivalent width function A yields an
: _,. _ ic:,l expression for _*.
For each atomic specie individually Eq. B. 37 is reasonable. Thus
for each line group the equivalent width for all lines of a given atom
are computed. The total equivalent width for all lines of the group
become s
n
-- (B .41)
, Wm(y,y ) = > n W (S_., 7 *)/_ /. J 3 J
m=l J
where W. is the lumped equivalent width for each atom and where n.,]
J
S.* and y j* refer to the effective line parameters for that atom. The
3
* are calculated from Eqs. B.35 and B.40 where
parameters Sj and yj
the sunnnation includes only those lines for a given atomic species.
Using Eqs. B.38 and B.39 the line width and line s_rength can be
expressed as
* - hv/kT] (B .42)
S.* = I. x lO-16N.f. [I- e
3 J J
yj* = NeBj*
(B .43)
The f.* and Bj* terms are]
n. -¢ /kT
m
--3
* = L fmgmefj
m Ej
(B .44)
-e AT
n. m _½
8j, = I _3 r fmBmgme j (B.45)
nj j
m
The line spectrum for H, C, N, O, atoms was collected into nine groups.
Within each group four "effective lines" were considered, one for each
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atomic species. The f-number and half-width fj*, Yj* are calculated
Dy re,,,r_tt_ng Eqs. B.44 and B.45.
i _ jp "f*=-- _ f Jj n. _
J
(B.46)
1 _ [f8 J]½ [p J]½ (B.47)
_j* - n.2f., /_
where all transitions energies are calculated with respect to a common
lower state _ and where P_J is the fractional population of state
in species j.
-¢ /kT
j
P_ -
mj
(B .48)
J = _. ff_ m
m inZ
(B.49)
[f_ = I [fmBm]½
m in_
(B.50)
The states % considered for the H, C, N, and O species are listed in
Tab. B.I.
The data for the spectral lines considered is given in Tab. B.2.
For each line group, its spectral location and interval is listed.
For each element the number of lines n. in the group and for each
2
state % of that element the parameters f_J and (f_J)½ are listed.
TRANSPORT BY OVERLAPPING LINES
This section considers the correction to the group equivalent
width which accounts for overlapping lines.
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The correct expression for the equivalent width for a collection
_# m !_r,es w_thin a group is (omitting the continuum attenunation
factor for simplicity)
Wgr°up = _D [i- expI- I _yt_mL(_)d_)_d_ (B.51)Y
where the summation is over all lines and D is the spectral interval
c_vered by the group. For the case of no lines overlapping in a group.
(B.52)
= WI = L WWgroup m
m
However, when lines do overlap, an analytical result for the frequency
integration in Eq. B.51 is not available. To avoid prohibitive calcu-
lation time required by a frequency integration an empirical
correlation for the line group equivalent width for overlapping lines
is used.
The spectral interval D defining a particular line group is a
fixed interval. When the lines are optically thick and strongly
overlapping within the interval, the line group equivalent width
approaches the value of D. Thus a means of measuring the amount of
overlapping within a group is to compare the isolated line value W I
with D. By comparison with exact calculations Wilson showed that the
group equivalent width was correlated quite well by
Wgroup = 2 tan-lr _ Win (B.53)
D _ L_-_
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For the flux divergence calculation, the parameter effected by
ow_r!sppin_ is
__Y L
L(Y) e y,G (_}dy d,_r(y,y') = S(y) - A(y,y ) = _ CB.54)
which, for a group, is
Fgroup = _D if L(y)exp,-jy
m
For non-overlapping lines this parameter becomes
Fgroup = F I = I Fm
Numerical results indicated that this parameter also could be
correlated with the ratio WI/D by the expression
(B.55)
(B.56)
Fgroup = e-Wl/D (B.57)
F I
The two correlations, Eqs. B.53 and B.57, were found sufficient to
account for line overlapping in the transport process.
LOCAL SOLUTIONS FOR TILE FLUX DIVERGENCE
The numerical evaluation of the line flux term, Eq. B.5, and the
flux divergence terms, Eqs. B.8, B.9 and B.10, present no particular
problems. However, as noted by Wilson the numerical evaluation of
QL,L of Eq. B.II presents difficulties for the case of optically
thick lines. To eliminate this problem Eq. B.II is written as
(omitting the continuum attenuation for convenience)
36O
_A(O,y) 2_A (y ,6)QL,L = 2_ _ B(y')dA(y,Y') + B(y)dA(y',Y)
A(Ay- ) A(Ay+)
L,L,- L,L,+
+ Qlocal + Qlocal
(B.5S)
where
^A(Ay-) ,
OL,L'- = 2_[ J B(Y I)dA(y'y ) " S(y)B(y)
local 0
(B.59)
 A(Ay+)
QL,L,+ = 2hi J B(yl)dA(yl,y)- S(y)B(y)_ (B.60)
local 0
Difficulties occur when, for a line which is very optically thick,
AA- -_ S(y). The solution is found by evaluating the integral in B.59
or B.60 by parts. For example,
dB
A(t) -_ dt
QL,L,- = B(At-)A(At') - J O
local
(B.61)
where t = z/2_ 2 Replacing dB/dt by constant
d__BB= B(A t') " B(0_
dt At-
(B.62)
Eq. B.61 becomes
QL,L,- =_ B(At')F(gt-) + [B(At-) - B(0)] A(At-)
local
(B.63)
where
F(At-) = S(0) - A(At )
= e"At"/210(At"/2)
(B.64)
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_t" -&t'12[A(t)dt = e 10(At'/2) + ll(At'12)]
A(_t') = JO
(B.65)
Equ_e_on _.0o provides the correct limiting form for the flux diver-
gence for the case of very large optical depth, At'>>l. An analogous
equation for QL,L,+ is used.
local
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TABLEB. I
FRACTIONAL
(from Ref. B.I)
POPULATIONDATA
Element
H
C
N
State
I
2
i
2
3
4
5
6
7
i
2
3
4
5
6
I
2
3
4
5
6
2
8
9
5
I
5
12
36
60
4
I0
6
18
54
9O
9
5
i
8
24
40
¢4
0
I0.20
0
1.264
2.684
4.183
7.532
8. 722
9. 724
0
2. 384
3.576
I0.452
11.877
13.002
0
1.967
3.188
9.283
i0. 830
12.077
TABLE
A
B.2 (from Ref.
LIh_ GROUP DATA
!
B.i)
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3
4
Center Spectral
Frequency Interval Element
h_i(eV) Di(eV) J
i. 30 eV .600 eV C
Number
of
lines nj
28
N 30
0 i0
2.70 eV 2.20 eV H
C
3
7
N 16
O ii
5.75 eV 1.50 eV C
7.57 eV 1.65 eV C
N 2
9.10 eV 1.40 eV C
14
Note: 7.42(-11) = 7.42 x
N
0
-ii
i0
4
i
J (fBJ) I/2
1.16 7.42(-11)*
1.12 1.91(-lO)
9.97(-I) 4.89(- 9)
2.08(- i) 1.48(- 11)
1.52 2.26(-10)
1.12 4.79(-10)
1.04 1.22(-10)
8.05(-1) 2.37(-10)
5 4.06(-2) 9.40(-12)
6 6.98(- 2) 7.94(-11)
4 9.08(-1) 1.64(-10)
5 3.15(-2) 7.01(-11)
1.02 6.13(-11)
7.29(-2) .18(-12)
6.76(-2) 8.75(-12)
i) .57(-12)
1.10(-2) 4.86(-12)
1.50(-1) 5.93(-10)
7.40(-2) 8.22(-12)
6 34(-2
3.29(-1) .65(-11)
i. 18(-I) 5.77(-10)
2"36('1) 16"56(-11) I
1.08(- I) _3.09(- iI) 1
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Frequency
hvi(eV)
.40 eV
.40 eV
12.70 eV
TABLEB.2 (Ref.
(Continued)
_mberSr_,ctra
Interval Element of
lines njDi (eV) J
.00 eV H i
C 4
N 16
i. 20 eV C
O 2
N 14
1.40 eV
0
H
C
3
2
2
N Ii
0 15
B.I)
.16(-1)
8.65(-2)
1.84(-1)
2.90(-1)
8.64(-2)
1.51(-i)
4.51(-2)
7.05(-1)
4.54(-1)
9.63(-2)
1.7_(-i)
(f_%j)l/2
3.02(-11)
2.35(-10)
1.07(-11)
4.41(-11)
2.28(-10)
9,93(-12)
6.07(-10)
2.lO(-lO)
2.71(-12)
2.34 (-I0)
2.46(-11)
1.o8(-1)
3.79(-1)
1.05
1.55(-i)
1.42(-1)
3.75(-2)
1.46(-1)
8.61(-2)
I. 32 (- I0)
1.95(-11)
1.27(-Ii)
2.98(-11)
7.o8(-11)
1.33(-10)
1.97 (- i0)
1.8o(-11)
90 eV .00 eV
C
N
O
i
II
i0
2.95(-1)
2.24(-1)
2.92(-2)
5.24(-2)
7.22(-2)
6.04(-2)
5.85 (-12)
3.41(-10)
1.48(-i0)
5.76(-12)
7.20(-11)
8.o5(-11)
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